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Guest editorial note

The current issue of Nordic Environmental Law Journal is a special issue on
Climate Change and Intellectual Property Rights: Legal Frameworks and
Institutions for the Development and Transfer of Environmentally Sound
Technologies. The journal issue is based on presentations made at an
international conference on the topic organized by the guest editors and held
in Sandbjerg, Denmark, from May 11 to 12, 2010. The conference was funded
by The Danish Council for Independent Research | Social Sciences, JURFORSK
and Aarhus School of Business, Aarhus University.
The conference brought together researchers and analysts within the fields of
environmental law, trade law and intellectual property law to join forces in
mapping climate change challenges and technological solutions in an
interdisciplinary context. With a focus on both the problems and their
solutions, the aim was to improve disciplinary interplay and to advance legal
and institutional knowledge, drawing lessons from different areas of law for
the appropriate role of technological innovation and technology diffusion in
addressing climate change.
The first day of the conference emphasised the legal toolbox of today for
addressing climate change. The guiding questions were the following:
 What are the barriers to innovation and transfer of environmentally sound
technologies (ESTs) in current environmental law, trade law and IPR law?
 What role do IPRs play in the development of alternative energy technologies?
 What incentives other than IPRs can promote innovation in ESTs?
 How do trade regimes and the transfer and the dissemination of ESTs interact?
 How can we frame an emissions trading system with incentives to innovate?
 Who will ensure investment in ESTs for developing countries?

The second day aimed toward global solutions and social responsibility,
addressed as the legal toolbox of tomorrow. Questions discussed in that regard
were:
 How can we engage policymakers at intergovernmental legal institutions and
supranational actors such as the World Trade Organization, the Climate Change
regime, EU, the European Patent Organisation, United States Patent and
Trademark Office..
 What new approaches or policy mixes can address global concerns and
overcome differences in outlook or goals between developed and developing countries?
 Should changes to the WTO agreement on Trade‐Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights be considered – and if so what changes?
 What new strategies or institutions are needed to support the 2007 Bali Action
plan, which emphasises technological innovation and transfer as a key element in the
context of climate change.
 Should new tools take the form of a binding commitment? Or should the choice
of tools remain flexible?

The current special issue covers different topics from the toolboxes of both
today and tomorrow representing many of the conference speakers’
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contributions. Did the participants of the conference come any closer to a
solution by putting the legal instruments in a toolbox of today and one of
tomorrow?
Climate change is a major global environmental challenge. Mitigating global
warming and adapting to its consequences will require major economic
investment and, above all, clear and unambiguous determination on the part of
policy‐makers. With a challenge of this magnitude, multilateral cooperation is
crucial, and a successful conclusion of global negotiations on climate change
would be a crucial step towards achieving sustainable development for future
generations. Technology development and transfer has been identified as a key
element in the Bali Action Plan, which thus brings about the need to address
trade and intellectual property rights (IPRs) in the context of climate change.
During the conference it was argued that existing WTO rules provide members
with some scope to take action on climate change. However, they do constrain
domestic regulatory policy, and the debate about future institutional changes
will be central to how effectively global environmental issues such as climate
change will be addressed.
It is often thought that the very idea of exclusive rights brings the IPR lawyers
and trade lawyers into collision with environmental lawyers ‐ that exclusive
rights may hinder the diffusion, if not the development, of green technologies.
Thus, the IPR institutions will push the development in the wrong direction.
However, bringing IPR, trade and environmental scholars together to discuss
this cross‐disciplinary theme did prove the benefit of ongoing discussion. As it
turned out, researchers in the fields of IPR, trade law and environmental law
do belong to the same species.
In spite of the conference’s focus on IPRs, the conclusion must be drawn that
IPRs are only one of many tools for combating climate change in so far as they
can further investments in environmentally sound technologies. However,
dissemination of such technologies may be hindered by the very same
exclusive rights. Dealing with the latter problem will be precisely where the
legal world’s attention will be directed when we are discussing IPR as an
instrument, among other instruments, to meet the challenges of climate
change. By joining forces, the legal toolbox for combating climate change will
contain schemes of emission trading, taxes, standards, investments, capacity
building, corporate social responsibility, exclusive rights (protection of
emerging clean technologies) and technology transfer.
Nevertheless, the conference papers point to the need for more empirical
analysis of the prevalence of IPR in energy technologies and other climate‐
relevant sectors, and the extent to which specific climate projects in developing
countries have been or are likely to be affected by IPR considerations. One step
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in that direction, appearing after our conference and after the articles were
written, is the study jointly conducted by The European Patent Office (EPO),
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the International
Centre for Trade and Sustainable Development (ICTSD): Patents and clean
energy:bridging the gap between evidence and policy, released September 30, 2010.
The study found that over 80 percent of all clean energy innovations originate
from just six countries – Japan, the United States, Germany, Korea, France and
the United Kingdom ‐ and the licensing survey found limited licensing activity
to developing countries (Brazil, China and India). In a press release Achim
Steiner, UN Under‐Secretary General and Executive Director of the UN
Environment Programme (UNEP) said:
”Far from being a drag on economies and innovation, international efforts to
combat climate change have sparked technological creativity on low carbon,
resource efficient Green Economy solutions. The challenge now is to find ways
in which these advances can be diffused, spread and transferred everywhere so
that the benefits to both economies and the climate are shared by the many
rather than the few’ (UUwww.epo.org.).”
The following will provide the reader with a brief introduction to the articles in
the journal. We will leave it to our readers to decide whether the
IPR/environmental/trade law discussion on climate change has been taken any
further.
In Regulating for Climate Change in Developing Countries: Appropriate Regulatory
Strategies in the Context of Technology Transfer, Han Somsen and Morag
Goodwin focus on the step beyond intellectual property law to look at
conditions and relevant regulatory strategies to facilitate take‐up of new
technologies in developing countries themselves. Working from what is known
about the design of effective regulation in Europe and the little that is known
about effective regulation in developing countries in the context of
environmental law, they sketch out how regulatory design applies in the
broader end of creating a legal toolbox in the context of climate change. They
warn against the tendency to transfer sophisticated incentive‐based regulatory
“technology” from Western countries and urge closer attention to the political
and administrative realities of developing countries, where simpler regulatory
approaches may be more effective.
The second article has an international trade perspective. In Intellectual Property
and Climate Change from a Trade Perspective, Ilona Cheyne discusses the
implications of the TRIPS agreement. As IPRs are often accused of being an
obstacle to tech transfer, Cheyne considers whether TRIPS might constrain or
assist WTO members in transferring climate change technologies. Reviewing
the TRIPS provisions, her pragmatic conclusion essentially states that from the
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current international trade perspective TRIPS is providing members of the
WTO with significant discretionary power and that the agreement may be
positively

beneficial

by

promoting

confidence

through

balance

and

predictability.
In the third article, Marianne Levin focuses on intellectual property rights in
‘green’ treaties – taking the readers from Rio to Copenhagen. The article
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) – Another Untested Hurdle in Copenhagen
addresses the growing awareness of IPR at all levels as challenging the system.
Levin argues that this awareness also advanced several important statements
during the last years, such as for example a public health amendment to TRIPS,
the WIPO Development Agenda and the WHO global strategy on public
health, innovation and intellectual property. The relationship between
environmental degradation and climate change is at risk of becoming the next
big IP confrontation after pharmaceuticals.
Innovation, green technologies and transfer of technology are all important
factors in combating global climate change. In his article Climate Change and
Intellectual property after COP 15: In Search of a Workable Framework for the
Transfer of ESTs, Mohammad Monirul Azam directs attention to the lack of
investment capacity for R&D on ESTs in developing countries and the
imbalance between owners and users of protected environmentally sound
technologies. From the context of international environmental law and
intellectual property law, the article offers proposals to guide climate
negotiation and transfer of ESTs.
In the fifth article, Designing Substantive Patent Law: From Life Sciences to Climate
Change?, Tine Sommer emphasises that there are lessons to be learned by
future lawmakers and policymakers working in the field of climate change.
Changing substantive patent law in order to green the face of patent law may
turn out to be a bad solution. When discussing patent law it is necessary to
determine whether changes are required in the pre‐grant phase or in the post‐
grant phase. So far, previous experiences with the pre‐grant phase do not point
to substantive changes.
Addressing the question of how to engage policymakers and supranational
actors working across multiple intergovernmental legal institutions, Catherine
Rhodes, in the sixth article, Opportunities and Constraints for Cooperation between
International Organizations, argues that most challenges cut across the remit of
several international organizations, thus requiring coordination. Rhodes
examines cooperation between international organizations in two areas,
genetic resources and biofuels, to highlight key policy issues in this
increasingly important form of governance..
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In their article, Common but Differentiated Responsibilities and Respective
Capabilities as Part of the Post‐2012 Climate Regime, Ellen Margrethe Basse &
Sanford E. Gaines look at technology transfer through the lens of the CBDR
principle that guides action on climate change based on different
responsibilities for developed and developing countries. The Kyoto Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM) is consistent with CBDR but has not been
effective enough to date. International negotiators have developed some
mechanisms and are discussing others that may enhance incentives for
technology

transfer,

including

monitoring

of

“nationally

appropriate

mitigation actions” for developing countries and possible sector‐based carbon
market systems to reduce emissions below “business as usual” practices.
Finally, the last contribution is a case study of the efficiency of the Brazilian
National Program of Biodiesel. In the article, Global Concerns and Renewable
Energy Policies: The Use of Regional Vegetal Resources to Create Growth Zones in
Developing Countries, Fernando do Rego Barros Filho states that the
replacement of the current world energy model based on fossil fuels with non‐
carbon energy is a global issue and that law as a social life organizer has an
instrumental function. Thus, a legal framework for biofuels must respect
ecologic balance, economic viability, social inclusion and culture preservation.
The article analysis is devoted to the possibility and viability of local renewable
resources to develop its host regions.
Special thanks to our Linda Andersen of our staff for her outstanding effort in
helping with the conference, and to our student assistants, Marina Møller
Bitsch and Malene Munk Sørensen, for their assistance with the conference and
especially in preparing the papers for publication.

Aarhus, October 2010
Tine Sommer, Sanford E. Gaines & Birgitte Egelund Olsen
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Regulating for Climate Change in Developing Countries: Appropriate
Regulatory Strategies in the Context of Technology Transfer
Morag Goodwin* & Han Somsen#

This paper takes the discussion about legal tools in the

regulation in developing countries in the context

context of climate change beyond the focus on intellectual

of environmental law, to sketch out how this

property law to direct attention instead to the importance

might apply to the broader end of creating a legal

of regulatory frameworks within developing countries

toolbox in the context of climate change. Part of

themselves. Our contention is that access to technologies
represents only half the picture, with the other half

our response to the questions posed by this

concerning absorption of those technologies at the

conference concerning the creation of the best

domestic level. In particular, we take what is known

legal environment for the design of technologies

about the design of effective regulation in Europe and the

to

little that is known about effective regulation in

combat

climate

change

is

that

such

‘technologies’ must include regulatory techniques

developing countries in the context of environmental law,

and simple environment law.

and sketch out how this might apply to the broader end
of creating a legal toolbox in the context of climate

2. Taking a developing country
perspective

change.

1. Introduction

Those working on development‐related issues

This short paper takes the discussion about legal

understand that efforts to tackle climate change

tools for technology transfer in the context of

will need to take due account of the specific

climate change beyond the focus of intellectual

context and needs of developing countries.2 Even

property law, directing attention instead to the

more specifically, a focus on the ability to take up

importance of regulatory frameworks within

technologies and regulatory techniques in the

developing countries themselves. Access to

context of tackling climate change will require

technologies is only half the picture. 1 The take‐up

attention to the particular regulatory system

of technology is the other half of the picture, and

within individual developing countries. Success

the ability of a country to do so successfully will

in assisting developing countries in adapting to

depend on a number of factors. Where a

climate change will therefore require those

developing country has access to technology

concerned to take account of political, geo‐

(green or otherwise), there are any number of

political,

barriers that may prevent its effective utilisation

differences in each and every country.3 Yet, while

within a developing country, even where there is

there is an inherent danger in referring to

willingness to do so. It is for this reason that we

‘developing countries’ of failing to take account

have chosen to focus on the receiving country

of

and to look beyond intellectual property law to

commonality

the design of regulation within developing

problems they face to make a generalised

countries. In particular, we take what is known

approach worthwhile, at least in suggesting

about the design of effective regulation in Europe

indicators to be applied in the context of the

and the little that is known about effective

specific situation. There are two main elements
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that need to be considered in taking a developing

– are likely to undermine development efforts

country perspective. The first concerns the

elsewhere.

importance of taking the development needs of

development‐facilitating approach, however, we

developing countries into consideration when

do not have space to give further consideration to

designing regulation that either protects the

this requirement here.7

environment or aims at creating the context for
the

absorption

of

transferred

burden

and techniques to assist in combating the effects
of climate change. In recent years, the law and

to

economics literature has provided a detailed

development but also given that the majority of

analysis of the conditions and consequences of

those worst affected by climate change will be

the limited governance capacities prevalent in

located in those countries least able to cope with

many developing countries. This literature has

the extra demands.4 What this requires will vary

identified

in practice, but we would suggest that it includes

and

problems that will certainly affect these countries’

regard to the design of regulation will be to take

ability to respond effectively to climate change.

account of the notion of the ‘developmental state’

Recent additions to this debate have suggested

i.e. the idea that developing states may require a

that, although the low effectiveness of regulation

particular legal and administrative configuration

is frequently a consequence of a desperate

in order to kick‐start economic growth – a

economic situation as much as it is a cause

configuration centred on a strong state. This idea

thereof, the quality of the regulatory framework

does not sit well with the predominant neo‐

is an important stand‐alone factor in determining

liberal approach to the interaction between the

regulatory effectiveness that is independent of

state and markets.5 Another aspect, particularly

standard measures of development, such as

in relation to technology transfer, concerns the

national income.8 What this means is that the

nature of the technology itself, which must be

design of environmental regulation has an

suitable to the developing country context. There

equally large impact on the effectiveness of

is considerable empirical evidence to suggest, for
and

capacity

laws designed to facilitate economic growth,

development agenda. One part of doing this in

high‐labour

administrative

developing countries in their efforts to implement

to climate change as part of a country’s wider

that

low

corruption as two of the biggest problems facing

a mind‐set that understands efforts at adaptation

example,

a

countries in relation to designing regulatory tools

mitigation efforts, not least because climate
additional

of

administrative and legal context of developing

important for the success of global adaptation or
an

importance

country perspective concerns the particular

development needs into account is vitally

imposes

the

The second main element in a developing‐

technology

(whether green or not). Taking such broader

change

Despite

environmental

low‐capital

developing

technologies are best suited to development

regulation

countries’

and

ability

hence
to

upon

respond

effectively to the threats posed by climate change.

needs, by providing more employment and

The example of environmental law suggests that

greater value‐added to communities.6 The design

for regulation in developing countries to be

of technology for mitigation or adaptation in the

effective, it needs to take into account limited

context of climate change will therefore need to

administrative

be designed with developing countries in mine;

capacities,

the

degree

and

prevalence of corruption and other relevant

as the green technologies likely to suit the needs

factors, such as the reach of informal law or the

of the developed world – low‐labour, high‐capital

distribution of power between the centre and
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localities, in its design. Regulation is thus more

requires the involvement of public authorities to

likely to be effective where it is designed

a greater or lesser extent.

specifically to function under such (non‐ideal)
conditions.

A. Environmental standards: basic rules of
thumb

3. Lessons from Europe

There is a more to be said about environmental

The

lessons

of

European

attempts

standards than is feasible in the context of this

at

short article, but in essence the crucial choice

environmental regulation provide some helpful

facing regulators is between adopting relatively

clues about regulatory design. Our perhaps

crude standards that are administratively simple

counter‐intuitive suggestion is that, despite the

to fix and to enforce, and sophisticated standards

limited resources of state regulators, command‐

that require much higher levels of scientific and

and‐control legislation better connects with the
regulatory

environments

developing

countries

alternatives

emphasizing
9

‘responsiveness’.
elaborate

on

that
than

administrative expertise.10

characterize
contemporary
and

protection those standards ought to reflect, as

In this section we further

well as the form those standards ought to take.

this

‘governance’

This choice pertains to the level of environmental

premise

by

examining

As for the form of regulations, in the pursuit of

important experience gained at the domestic level

combating climate change regulators may adopt

since the European Union first embarked upon

product standards, process standards, emission

an environmental policy in the early 1970s.

standards, or ambient quality standards. We
argue that for developing countries, process and

Although perhaps hard to imagine in 2010,

ambient quality standards more often than not

countries like Spain and Portugal did not have

will be prima facie unsuitable.11

anything even remotely resembling ministries for
the environment when they first acceded to the

Standards are crude when they relate to the

Union; the same applies to some of the central

environmental performance of products (product

and eastern European countries that joined more

standards) or industrial installations (emission

recently.

past

standards) without having regard to the receiving

under‐

environments (water, air, soil) they are intended

developed administrative traditions provides

to protect. By way of example, emissions by

valuable lessons for developing countries. In this

diesel‐engines have been regulated (product

section, we focus in particular on two inter‐

standards) without regard to the impact of the

related challenges that together in good part

sum‐total of the growing number of diesel‐

determined the effectiveness of environmental

engines on climate change.12 Similarly, for

regulation, or lack of it, in the European Union in

discharges

general, and in the accession countries in

persistent

particular.

environment, maximum concentrations (emission

accessions

EU
of

experience
Member

gained
States

with

with

metals

into

the

and

aquatic

those substances are discharged.13 In such cases,

implementation and enforcement of the chosen
which

heavy

bio‐accumulative

ceiling for the rivers, lakes and seas in which

environmental standard. The second concerns the
standards,

toxic,

values) have been fixed without specifying a

The first challenge concerns the choice of

environmental

of

regulation may be either under‐inclusive or over‐

inevitably

inclusive, but in any event is almost certain to be
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B. Public and private enforcement

sub‐optimal relative to the environmental goals it
is intended to serve.

Where deficits in public know‐how, capacity or

Within the EU, there has been a conscious policy

commitment

to replace the crude standards of the 1970s and

environmental standards go unaddressed, the

80s relating to discharges in water and air with

standards adopted will not effect improvements

much more sophisticated alternatives tailored to

in the environmental performance of firms.15

ecological quality objectives. Again by way of

Early common law examples of environmental

illustration, instead of substantively regulating

law apart, the enforcement of environmental law

the quality of discharges, the Union has moved

is traditionally entrusted to some kind of public

towards procedurally regulating the ecological

authority. This is in good part because the scope

quality

of personal rights and remedies is too restricted

of river

basins

in

a

‘river

basin

to

implement

and

enforce

to serve the enforcement of contemporary

management plan’.14

environmental laws regulating the oceans, the
Whereas such more sophisticated approaches
may

address

the

problem

of

atmosphere, habitats and other common goods.

sub‐optimal

regulation, this comes at a hefty price. Even for a

Effective enforcement (which in this context we

highly developed polity such as the EU, it is

understand as securing compliance with legally

proving a tall scientific and administrative order

prescribed standards) first of all implies that

to quantitatively express ecological quality, let

breaches of the law are detected. As we observed

alone translate that generic standard into a level

above, depending on the nature of the standards

for individual discharges. Obviously, monitoring

that are at stake, this will require different

compliance with simple emission values that

degrees of administrative sophistication on the

concern the quality of individual discharges of

part of the enforcement agency.

point sources is also considerably easier than

Presuming that regulators have wisely opted for

having to police, for instance, entire river basins

crude standards, breaches of which are more

or areas of air space. Indeed, one of the most

easily detected, enforcement agencies are still

attractive features of crude standards is that they

likely

are enforceable.

to

lack

the

resources

needed

to

systematically detect those breaches. Within the

In summary, if there is a single lesson that should

EU,

be learned from EU experience it is that, when it

mobilizing the vigilance of private individuals

comes to standards, it is imperative to know how

have been really successful only in respect of

to walk before attempting to run. Crude

legislation protecting birds and habitats.16 This

standards that are about right are therefore more

success is due mainly to the fact that destructions

effective in ensuring environmental protection,

of habitats are of course easy to detect, but also

albeit imperfectly, than sophisticated standards

because well–funded and well‐staffed NGOs

that may turn out to be precisely wrong or

have not shied away from starting costly

impossible to monitor and enforce. We turn to the

litigation to enforce the law.

issue of enforcement next

initiatives

to

offset

this

problem

by

Although similar successes have not been
registered in respect of other important elements
of the environment, initiatives that require the
establishment of publicly accessible registers
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detailing the environmental performance of firms

The first indicator concerns the definition of

are nonetheless important. This is because, apart

effectiveness. While effectiveness will clearly be

from

determined by whether the regulatory regime

the

detection

of

breaches,

effective

enforcement of environmental standards also

succeeds

implies that public authorities take action to

achievement of its goals in accessing and

persuade or compel firms to comply.

absorbing the necessary technology to combat
countries

law shows that it is important that the law allows
perpetrator

of

The

effectiveness

of

balance between environmental protection and
economic growth. In sum, effectiveness should

the part of enforcement agencies, in turn inviting

not be determined by the parameters of economic

abuse and capture. Publicly accessible registers

theory or Northern‐derived standards of good

are important because they allow for the public,

governance.

or civil society, to exercise a supervisory role.

The importance of developing countries setting

Finally, persuasive approaches can only be

their own goals determines the second indicator

expected to result in higher long‐term compliance

as well. Any form of regulation is political, and

levels if recourse to dissuasive and deterring

regulation aimed at balancing the protection of

coercive measures is available and realistic.18

the environment with overall development goals

Within the EU, this last insight has resulted in the

is particularly so as it is likely to entail re‐

adoption of legislation compelling Member States

distribution between groups in society. For such

to resort to criminal law for the enforcement of

regulation to be perceived as legitimate by those

environmental crime.19 Given that this legislation

whom it purports to govern, there needs to be

was adopted specifically in response to the

open recognition of the political nature of

accession of central and eastern European states

regulation aimed at adapting to climate change

that did not have the administrative traditions to
breaches

themselves.

developing countries may seek a different

this implies considerable discretionary powers on

major

the

including development goals. This suggests that

needs education and persuasion.17 Obviously,

with

in

governing authorities of developing countries,

action, and the incompetent law‐breaker, who

effectively

country

fixes problems and achieves goals set by

an

environmental wrong, which calls for coercive

deal

a

regulatory reform therefore turns on whether it

enforcement agencies to discriminate between the
calculating

assisting

climate change, those goals must be set by the

Literature on the enforcement of environmental

cynical

in

and an opening up of the process of decision‐

of

making to contestation by those likely to be

environmental law, there is every reason to

negatively affected (although this last point must

assume that criminal environmental law could be

be read in conjunction with the fourth indicator,

equally important for the developing world.

below.

4. Designing effective regulation in
developing countries

The third indicator builds upon research in the
field of law and economics specifically focusing

Given the limited space here, it is only possible to

on developing countries. This research suggests

state the indicators suggested by earlier research

that where governance capacity is weak, it is

by one of the current authors, in collaboration

better to avoid legal instruments that require high

with others, for the design of effective regulation

levels

in developing countries.20

effectively implemented. Contrary to theory
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based upon Northern models, for developing

weak and resources are low; and because

countries setting out precise rules in legislation is

centralised government structures are more likely

more

flexible

to have the tools and resources to ensure

instruments containing vague standards. Fixed

implementation, and less likely to face capture by

rules have lower implementation and compliance

lobby groups or local elites. However, that said,

costs than variable standards, thus making them

determination of the most suitable location of

more suitable in systems with low capacity; in

regulatory decision‐making will be affected by

leaving little scope for discretion, fixed rules are

the relative levels of corruption at the local and

also

central levels. Where, for example, corruption is

likely

less

to

be

effective

vulnerable

implementation stage.

to

than

corruption

at

the

21

endemic within the central government, it may
well be more effective to de‐centralise decision‐

The fourth indicator suggests that a centralised
command‐and‐control

type

making processes, regardless of whether it is less

regulatory

cost‐effective.

framework is more likely to be effective where
capacity

is

weak.

This

finding

flagrantly

These

indicators

are

obviously

broad

contradicts the trend in governance thinking in

prescriptions for how to go about designing

developed

decentralised

regulation in developing countries; the most

decision‐making processes. While there are

effective combination of indicators will depend

obvious apparent benefits to locating decision‐

upon the conditions at work in a particular

making closer to the people it affects, the risk of

country. But what to do they tell us about

capture by local elites and corruption among

regulation in the context of climate change?

countries

towards

officials are generally higher at the local level

5. Lessons for regulation in the context of
climate change

than at the centre.22 Similarly, whilst open public
participation in decision‐making is also widely
viewed as a good thing for obvious legitimacy‐

The first broad point to note is that the research

based reasons, where corruption is primarily

upon which the suggestions here are based

opportunistic, public participation may actually

indicates that theories and modes of regulation

provide

by

that are developed in the global North are

providing the opportunity for contact between

unlikely to be effective when transplanted to

23

officials and those who are to be regulated.

developing countries, where administrative and

However,

endemic,

systemic conditions as well as priorities are likely

greater

scope

where

for

corruption

corruption

is

transparency in decision‐making and the active

to

participation of civil society actors in the

implications for the regulatory instruments most

processes of regulation are more likely to work to

associated with combating climate change, such

reduce corruption.

as environmental taxes and tradable emission

as the

fourth

different.

This

has

important

are flexible and vague, and thus rely heavily on

most suitable location of decision‐making is not
straightforward

very

rights.24 These ‘smart’ environmental instruments

However, the fifth indicator provides that the
so

be

administrative capacity and a strong public

indicator

interest ethos within the administration for

suggests. Decision‐making tends to be most

effective implementation. They also rely upon

efficiently located at the central level because it is

strong scientific knowledge to set the standards

more cost effective and thus better suited to

at the right level and to monitor compliance.

situations in which administrative capacity is

They are thus unsuitable in design for countries
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that struggle with limited resources, weak

development goals but also for the indirect

administrative capacity and corruption. A global

contribution

system of tradable emission rights that does not

transferred technology, which are more likely to

take the conditions of developing countries into

occur

account is unlikely to function successfully, for

appropriate to the general level of economic

example. Similarly, environmental taxes that

development.26

require civil servants to set and collect the income

regulatory

based instrument containing firm prescriptions

change mitigation and adaptation.

In sum, what we know about effective regulation
in the area of environmental law can, and more

In the context of technology transfer, our research

importantly should, inform efforts at developing

further suggests that the design of regulation to

regimes

facilitate international technology transfer within
different

levels

of

the international level or where the technology
itself

regulatory implementation and enforcement.

is

designed

for

developed

country

circumstances, greener technology will fail to be

Climate‐change related international technology

absorbed at the national and local level in

transfer thus needs to be situated within the

developing countries. Likewise, where we rely

the

upon regulatory instruments designed to suit the

environmental and political effects of climate

regulatory conditions of the global North as a

change will play out differently in each country.

template for the creation of a legal toolbox to

For example, the need to address the effects of

tackle climate change, the results are likely to be

climate change will affect the setting of priorities

disastrous – not simply in terms of effectiveness

differently in a small island nation, vulnerable to

but in real terms as measured by the lives

rising sea levels and dependent upon tourism,

devastated by unmitigated climate change effects.

compared to a member of the BRIC grouping.25

While there remains much that we do not

Within this context, consideration should ideally

understand about creating the conditions for

be given in least developed countries to the

absorptive capacity, we do know how to design

preference for technology that is high labour/ low

regulation likely to be more effective. What we

capital, not only for the direct contribution such
make

transfer

barriers to International Technology Transfer at

given country but also the resources available for

to

international

efforts are focused solely at the level of removing

above. This will affect not only the priorities of a

both

the

of climate change in developing countries. Where

of

development by following the indicators outlined

as

for

technology in the context of combating the effects

developing countries needs to be country specific

likely

fostering

good governance norms.

instruments currently promoted for climate

is

at

rather than by Northern ideas of efficiency or of

findings dramatically contradict the types of

technology

aimed

as the relative risks of corruption and/ or capture,

clear and dissuasive criminal sanctions. Yet these

agenda

framework

effectiveness and administrative capacity as well

rule‐based instruments should be backed up by

development

is

should be informed by questions of cost

Moreover, lessons from Europe suggest that these

broader

concerned

the

as to where to locate decision‐making processes

to be effective in the developing country context.

of

technology

from

international technology transfer; and the choice

set and enforced at the central level is more likely

account

the

effects

of approach is more likely to be suitable to a

The indicators presented here suggest that a rule‐

take

where

spill‐over

More particularly, a command‐and‐control type

are unsuited to a corruption‐rich environment.

and

of

have attempted to do within the limited space

towards
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Intellectual property rights are often accused of being a

of WTO Members to regulate patents in order to

barrier

promote the transfer of CCTs.

to

the

dissemination

of

climate

change

technologies. The Trade‐Related Intellectual Property
Agreement (TRIPS) is particularly criticised because it

This enquiry is set against the complex scientific,

obliges WTO Members to protect intellectual property

political and economic problem of climate

rights and is enforceable through a powerful dispute

change, a problem which is multifocal, resistant

settlement system. The purpose of this article is to
consider whether TRIPS might constrain or assist WTO

to

members in transferring climate change technologies. A

contemporary

review of the provisions of TRIPS suggests that WTO

developed countries have contributed to the

members retain significant discretionary powers which

beginning of raised greenhouse gas emissions,

may assist climate change technology transfer. Indeed,

rapidly developing economies, such as China, are

TRIPS may be positively beneficial by promoting

transfer

higher

obstruction,

of

climate

Climate Change, the Kyoto Protocol, the Bali

change

Action Plan, and the Copenhagen Accord.5

by

costs,
patent

and

hindering
thickets

discouraging

However, there is little mention of intellectual

further

or

property despite its obvious connection to

wilful

trade

technological innovation and diffusion, perhaps

and

because the relationship between intellectual

investment.1 The WTO Trade‐Related Intellectual

property rights and the development and use of

Property Agreement (TRIPS) is often implicated

climate change technology remains uncertain. In

in these accusations because it requires WTO

addition, there is the practical difficulty of

Members to protect intellectual property rights
and

is

Although

including the UN Framework Convention on

technologies (CCTs). They are criticised for
innovation

practices.

from

is featured in the key climate change instruments,

been accused of placing unnecessary obstacles in

imposing

industrial

inseparable

therefore an inherent part of climate strategy and

Intellectual property rights (IPRs) have often
of

and

Transferring CCTs to developing countries is

1. Introduction

way

answers

rapidly joining the group of major emitters.4

confidence through balance and predictability.

the

simple

supported

by

a

powerful

defining a CCT from the intellectual property

dispute

perspective. For example, potentially useful

settlement process.2 Questions about the precise
relationship

between

TRIPS

intellectual

property

law,

and
and

technology might be something specifically

national

designed for the purpose, or something that is

between

incidentally useful; it might be central or

intellectual property and technology transfer,

peripheral to a climate change measure; it might

need greater investigation.3 However, the urgent

relate to mitigation or adaptation; it might be

need to respond to climate change suggests that

aimed at a sink or a source. This makes it difficult

significant time and effort should not be given to

to see how intellectual property rules might be

what may turn out be misplaced criticism. The

adapted to differentiate between CCTs and other

question that this paper seeks to answer is

forms of invention.6

whether TRIPS significantly constrains the power
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However, from a trade regulatory perspective,

constraining on technology transfer than is

the role that TRIPS might play in facilitating or

sometimes claimed.12 In so far as TRIPS provides

obstructing

of

a compromise that allows conflicting private and

environmentally friendly inventions cannot be

public interests to be held in balance, it should

ignored.7 The purpose of this paper is to consider

not be used as a distraction from the fundamental

the constraints that TRIPS might place on the

policy issues that need to be addressed to meet

ability of Members to regulate patentability and

the challenges of climate change.

technology

transfer

the exercise of intellectual property rights over

It is further argued here that TRIPS may be

CCTs. For the sake of brevity, the analysis will

positively

focus on patents.8 Certain assumptions are made:

of

that patents create an incentive to innovate, that

CCT

and

This

flexibilities

balance,

in

buttressed

Member
by

a

structured international legal regime, is helpful in

by other means such as prizes,9 and that

avoiding barriers to innovation, enhancing the

eliminating patent protection will defeat the
effective

protection

discretion.

such incentives cannot be adequately provided

finding

promoting

substantive balance between minimum standards

adaptation requires technological innovation,

of

to

innovation and diffusion because it provides a

that successful climate change mitigation and

objective

beneficial

legitimacy of both patent holder and technology

technological

user interests, and promoting confidence and

solutions to the problem of climate change.10 It is

capacity building.

accepted that the existence and exploitation of
patents may lead to obstacles to technology

2. Key TRIPS provisions

transfer in some circumstances. Likewise, it is not
argued

here

that

market

mechanisms

2.1. General principles

are

sufficient in themselves; public regulation and

TRIPS obliges WTO Members to respect certain

non‐private funding will be required. Parallel

minimum standards of intellectual property

strategies will be needed, such as voluntary non‐

protection. As well as providing its own

exclusive licensing and technology pools, and

definitions and obligations, TRIPS applies the

patent rights that do cause obstruction may have

general principles of the Paris Convention.13 In

to be bought out at a premium.

11

addition, it contains two non‐discrimination
principles that are fundamental to trade law, the

The argument proposed is that TRIPS does not
necessarily
climate

impede

change

technology

policies.

A

transfer

review

of

national treatment principle and the most‐

for

favoured‐nation principle. Thus Members are

its

obliged to accord treatment to the nationals of

provisions suggests that the minimum standards

other Members that is no less favourable than the

for patentability laid down by TRIPS are limited

treatment accorded to its own nationals.14

and underdefined, and that some areas of patent

Likewise, they must grant the same level of

law are left untouched, leaving significant areas
of

Member

discretion.

protection to all Members.15

TRIPS

TRIPS specifies rights that must flow from a

exceptions to the exercise of patent rights.

patent. Patent holders may prevent others from

Combined with a well‐balanced jurisprudential

making, using, offering for sale, selling, or

approach from panels and the Appellate Body,

importing the patented product or a product

TRIPS

the

obtained by using a patented process without the

powerful WTO dispute settlement process is less

consent of the patent holder.16 Patent owners also

and

its

from

addition,

and

contains

exclusions

In

patentability

enforceability

through
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have the right to assign or license their patents.

possible for countries to lay down stricter tests of

These are significant powers, but they are

novelty or inventiveness than other countries.21

restricted by the doctrine of exhaustion which

Second, TRIPS provides some exceptions to the

means that patent rights over a particular

obligation to permit patentability even for

product terminate after it has been distributed for

products or processes that satisfy the basic

17

the first time, for example after it is sold.
some

jurisdictions,

exhaustion

only

In

criteria. These take the form of allowable

applies

exclusions and exceptions.

nationally or regionally so that patent holders can

2.3. Exclusions from patentability

still control the release of their products in other
markets.

Other

jurisdictions

recognise

Members have the power to exclude patentability

international exhaustion, with the effect that a

for

product which has been sold anywhere in the

exclusions, the most relevant to CCT patents are

world can be resold in another national market

those that refer to inventions where it is

without the patent holderʹs consent. The effect of

necessary to prevent commercial exploitation in

international exhaustion is that it is possible to

order to protect ordre public or morality, including

buy a product at its cheapest global price

the protection of human, animal or plant life or

wherever that may be, rather than being forced to

health and the avoidance of serious prejudice to

accept the price determined by the producer for a

the environment.22 This has obvious implications

particular market. TRIPS does not provide any

for the use of IPRs and CCTs, but it is not clear

rule for exhaustion and it is therefore left up to

precisely what those implications are. It has been

national legal systems to determine, subject to

argued, for example, that the wording of this

18

MFN and national treatment provisions.

This

certain

inventions.

Of

these

potential

provision allows Members to exclude IPR

gives national governments flexibility which may

protection

help to reduce the purchase costs of patented

inventions on the grounds that they are designed

products.

to protect human, animal and plant life or health
and

2.2. Criteria of patentability (Article 27.1)

to

for

prevent

climate

serious

change

technology

prejudice

to

the

environment.23 However, the problem with this

TRIPS lays down a minimum set of criteria for

interpretation is that exclusion from patentability

patentability of novelty, inventiveness and the

of inventions is only warranted where they

19

Patentability

might, if commercially exploited, lead to harm to

extends to both products and processes, and to all

human, animal or plant life or health or cause

fields of technology, and no discrimination

serious prejudice to the environment. It does not

between fields of technology is permitted. It is

give permission to exclude patentability for

not clear, therefore, that a WTO Member is

inventions that are positively good for those

permitted to introduce patent rules that give

things, as would presumably be the case for a

preferential treatment to certain types of products

CCT.

capacity for industrial application.

or processes.

20

In addition, the morality exception has proven to

As to controlling patentability and the exercise of

be very difficult for patent offices to apply in

patent rights, however, there is greater flexibility.

practice. Patent offices, including the European

First, since implementation of the criteria occurs

Patent Office, have been cautious about taking

through national legislation, there is room for

responsibility for decisions of public policy. They

variation and choice. So, for example, it is

are conscious that their role is to decide questions
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of patentability, whereas the political institutions

change effects, whether reasonable alternatives

of each country are the most appropriate actors to

already existed, and so on.

consider arguments about whether an invention,

The second exception is contained in Article 31

patented or otherwise, should be allowed to be

which

commercially exploited.24

provides

for

compulsory

licensing.

Considerable attention has been paid to this

2.4. Exceptions to the exercise of intellectual
property rights

provision,

particularly

since

it

became

a

controversial issue in the sphere of HIV/AIDS

There are several exceptions contained in TRIPS,

pharmaceuticals.26 Briefly, Article 31 permits the

of which the most relevant are contained in

authorisation of the use of patented products or

Articles 30, 31 and 40. Article 30 provides that

processes against the rights of the patent holder

Members may provide limited exceptions to the

and without their consent. This right to authorise

exclusive rights of patent holders. The grounds

is, as would be expected, carefully circumscribed.

for these exceptions are not further defined, but

It must be done on a case‐specific basis, which

are constrained by the need to ensure that they

would probably exclude a blanket compulsory

“do not unreasonably conflict with a normal

licensing of climate change inventions as a class.27

exploitation

not

An attempt should be made to come to a

unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of

voluntary agreement for use on “reasonable

the patent owner, taking account of the legitimate

commercial terms and conditions” within a

interests of third parties”.25

reasonable period of time.28 This requirement

of

the

patent

and

do

may be waived in cases of “national emergency
This provision seems to suggest that patent rights

or other circumstances of extreme urgency or in

over CCT inventions may be limited in the face of

cases of public non‐commercial use”.29

opposing interests, but the effect of this provision

been established that Members have the right to

depends

those

determine on what grounds the authorisation

qualifying adjectives, “unreasonably”, “normal”

may be granted.30 These grounds could include

and “legitimate”. They are commonly considered

climate change effects, particularly if they are

to cover uses for the purpose of research or

likely to be severe.

on

the

meaning

given

to

It has

private use but could be interpreted more
approach

However, any use under a compulsory licence

towards improving CCT transfer should be

must be monitored and controlled to ensure that

treated with caution. Enlarging the exception, for

its scope and duration are limited to the purpose

example by privileging environmental protection

for which it was authorised. The use is non‐

interests, runs the risk of removing the incentive

exclusive

for

using

terminated if circumstances change.31 In addition,

Article 30 to balance the relative importance of

the patent holder must be paid “adequate

competing values gives a politically sensitive and

remuneration” relative to the economic value of

inappropriate task to panels and the Appellate

the authorised use.32 This last provision suggests

Body, and there is the practical problem of how

that compulsory licensing may not provide a

dispute settlement bodies could be expected to

better solution to the problem of access to cheap

evaluate different levels of climate change

CCTs

relevance, for example, whether an invention had

However, the option of compulsory licensing

been specifically designed to mitigate climate

would help to prevent unreasonable withholding

broadly.

However,

innovation.

this

More

possible

fundamentally,
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and

than

a

non‐assignable,

normal

and

commercial

can

be

license.
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of patented products or processes, which might

other markets where they could be sold at a

be important for ensuring that appropriate

higher price for profit.38 Where CCTs would

technology is widely available for use and

normally

encouraging research and development of new

countries, this danger of parallel importing is

CCTs. For these purposes, at least, compulsory

likely to provoke resistance and challenges from

licensing may be extremely helpful.

CCT‐producing countries if compulsory licensing

attract

high

prices

in

developed

is proposed. Resistance would be more likely

However, Article 31 does have another limitation.

because the techniques that make it possible to

It is designed to allow compulsory licensing

maintain some control over unauthorised use of

predominantly to provide domestic supply for

drugs, such as packaging and product marking,

the authorising Member.33 The emphasis on

would be more difficult to apply to CCTs because

domestic supply is an important practical

of their variety.

obstacle for countries without the domestic
capacity to produce the patented products. This

The third exception is contained in Article 40,

was the case for South Africa when it considered

which allows Members to control licensing

using compulsory licensing to obtain cheaper

practices or conditions on the use of intellectual

HIV/AIDs drugs for its own population.

34

After

property

rights

which

have

the

effect

of

some controversy, the WTO General Council

restraining competition, including cases where

adopted the Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement

they may interfere with technology transfer.39 It

and Public Health calling for an expeditious

does not, however, cover other activities relevant

solution to the problem, followed by the decision

to technology transfer, such as joint ventures or

on Implementation of Paragraph 6 of the Doha

patent assignment. This provision is clearly

Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public

drafted with commercial restrictive practices in

Health

limit

mind, as suggested by the examples explicitly

authorisation to domestic producers and the need

given, namely, “exclusive grantback conditions,

which

waived

the

need

to

remuneration.35

An

conditions preventing challenges to validity and

equivalent waiver for CCTs seems an attractive

coercive package licensing”. Although these are

option for countries unable to pay the costs of

examples and not intended to be exhaustive, they

patented CCTs, or who are facing unreasonable

do indicate that the provision was not written

withholding of products or processes that would

with public policy problems such as climate

to

provide

adequate

36

change in mind. However, although it would be

assist them in mitigation or adaptation.

tendentious to suggest that patent rights that

However, a number of questions quickly arise.

interfered

The first is whether the comparison between

anti‐competitive

solutions and in its transboundary impacts;

markets.

The

problem

in

the

were

manner,

for

example,

by

2.5. Provisions relating to transfer of
technology

specific
case

CCTs

refusing to grant licences to competitors.

HIV/AIDS drugs offer a specific solution to a
within

of

relevant patents might be found to be acting in an

diffuse problem, in its causes and potential

contained

use

imagine situations in which companies that held

analogy.37 Climate change is an enormously

problem,

the

automatically ‘anti‐competitive’, it is possible to

pharmaceuticals and CCT IPRs is based on a true

specific

with

of

pharmaceuticals was the danger of cheaply

TRIPS contains relatively few provisions that

available drugs in one market being exported to

explicitly refer to technology transfer. According
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2.6. Interpretative guidance

to Article 7, the objectives of TRIPS are that “the
protection
property

and

enforcement

rights

should

of

intellectual

contribute

to

As well as objectives, TRIPS lays down general

the

principles. Article 8.1 provides that Members

promotion of technological innovation and to the

may adopt measures necessary to protect public

transfer and dissemination of technology, to the

health and nutrition, and to promote the public

mutual advantage of producers and users of

interest in sectors of vital importance to their

technological knowledge and in a manner

socio‐economic and technological development.43

conducive to social and economic welfare, and to

Article 8.2 provides that appropriate measures

a balance of rights and obligations.”40 This rather

might be used “to prevent the abuse of

general provision is not of much assistance in

intellectual property rights by right holders or the

determining how TRIPS should be interpreted or
applied

to

promote

the

development

resort to practices which unreasonably restrain

and

trade or adversely affect the international transfer

dissemination of CCTs. It neatly encapsulates the

of technology”.44 However, these measures must

dilemma between the need to give incentives for

be

CCT innovation and development through the

consistent

with

the

provisions

of

the

Agreement. It is evident, therefore, that the

opportunity to commercialise inventions, and the

second part of Article 8 is not intended to grant

need to ensure that CCT products are rapidly and

an exception to the general obligation to protect

widely deployed without undue cost, practical

patents.

difficulty or deliberate withholding. At best,
Article 7 suggests that there must be a balance

It may be argued that Article 8 is simply a soft

between the right to register and protect

law provision designed to flag up the concerns of

intellectual property and the need to have access

some of the negotiating Members, in this case

to technology without excessive cost or difficulty.

developing countries, but equally it may be
argued that it clarifies the right of Members to

However, TRIPS does require developed country
Members

to

provide

incentives

to

design their national intellectual property laws so

their

as to give maximum protection for non‐

enterprises and institutions “for the purpose of

commercial public interests within the required

promoting and encouraging technology transfer

minimum

to least‐developed country Members in order to

interpretations of TRIPs obligations in favour of

achieve concrete results on its own. In order to

patent rights.

strengthen its effectiveness, the WTO Council
the

Much will depend on the interpretation of the

Implementation of Article 66.2 of the TRIPs

words “abuse”, “unreasonably” and “adversely”.

Agreement to strengthen monitoring of this

Despite their soft nature, the principles stated in

provision by providing for the provision and

Article 8 and the objectives contained in Article 7

review of annual reports by developed country

may potentially be used to give ‘colour, texture

42

Members.

decision

in

2003

on

non‐discrimination

seen as a way of counterbalancing more extreme

technological base”.41 This is also unlikely to

a

and

principles. In the latter sense, Article 8 can be

enable them to create a sound and viable

adopted

standards

Nonetheless, it has only an indirect

and shading’ to the interpretation of TRIPS as a

effect on technology transfer by promoting

whole.45

incentives rather than imposing an obligation to

Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public

transfer.

Health, which states that each provision should

This

view

is

supported

by

the

be read in the light of the object and purpose of
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the Agreement “as expressed, in particular, in its

interpretation of more specific provisions. A

objectives and principles”.46 Additionally, the

generous

reading

Panel

treatment

for

in

Canada

–

Pharmaceutical

Patents

might

CCT

allow

patents

preferential

which

would

recognised that Articles 7 and 8 must be ‘borne in

otherwise be discriminatory. The ordre public or

mind’ when interpreting the meaning of Article

morality exclusions are unlikely to assist, despite

30.

47

their explicit reference to dangers to life and
health

3. Conclusions

and

to

serious

prejudice

to

the

environment, other than to enable the exclusion

TRIPS is often accused of being a key barrier to

of harmful rather than beneficial inventions from

technology transfer of CCTs. On its face, it seems

patentability.

obvious that patent rights must increase costs

However, Articles 7 and 8 do give some

and encourage obstructive practices even though

interpretative opportunities, and the exceptions

there is an urgent need to deploy effective climate

contained in Articles 30, 31 and 40 do contain

change measures. But studies so far suggest that

useful flexibilities for the purpose of easing access

the effect of patents on technology transfer varies

to climate change technologies. None of them can

depending on the sector and type of technology,

be used for blanket overriding of patent rights,

and that most problems are to be found in

but the limited exception test in Article 30 may

particular situations such as patent thickets or

allow useful climate change work, such as using

wrongly granted patents.48 If so, adjustments to

patented products or processes in the course of

the patents regime under TRIPS may not be

research and development. Even more powerful

necessary, but would in any case need to be

is the compulsory licence procedure, for which

specific rather than generalised if incentives to

climate change mitigation or adaptation could be

innovate are also to be preserved.

used as a ground for action. This would be

From a legal point of view, a review of TRIPS

balanced by the obligation to pay adequate

provisions suggests that there is a significant

remuneration and the limitation that production

degree of open‐textured or light touch regulation

is limited to supply of a domestic rather than

– in the language of TRIPS, there are flexibilities.

export market, unless there is sufficient political

Although minimum standards are laid down,

consensus to grant a waiver as occurred in the

and the complaints systems are powerful, there

area of pharmaceuticals.

are substantive lacunae. Article 6 on exhaustion is

Arguably,

only one example. As a result, national discretion

therefore,

TRIPS

gives

Members

sufficient flexibility to cope with most barriers

as to what and how to legislate for IP protection

that patents may pose in climate change

is wider than it might first appear. There are also

mitigation or adaptation policies, whether they

exclusions and exceptions that are available for

are patent thickets, unreasonable withholding of

Members to use.

licences or sale, or high costs. In addition, TRIPS

It is likely that Article 7 will not be of significant

can be seen as facilitating the development and

use because of its generality and careful

transfer of CCTs. If patents are essential for

preservation

the

providing incentives for innovation, then too

competing interests of IPR holders and countries

radical a departure from intellectual property

seeking

protection in general and TRIPS in particular will

of

the

balance

favourable

arrangements.

But

between

technology
it

might

transfer
affect

defeat the objective of developing and diffusing

the
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climate change inventions. Equally, TRIPS offers
obstruction, studies have also suggested that IPRs are a

a combination of predictability and flexibility,

minor obstacle to technology transfer compared to

and the powerful dispute settlement process that

reluctance to lose control over patentable technology, lack

supports it helps to maintain confidence on both

of capacity to absorb new technology due to limits on

sides. Without that confidence, transfer of CCTs

human resources, and access to credit or other forms of

might prove to be even more difficult to

financing. See, for example, Thomas L. Brewer, ‘Climate
Change Technology Transfer: a new paradigm and policy

negotiate.

agenda’ 8 Climate Policy (2008) 516, 517. One study

This is not to say that relying on market forces

suggests that IP does not significantly affect the price that

and regulatory intervention only when necessary

consumers of clean technology pay, but it does appear to
make it more difficult for local industries to develop their

will meet the urgent need to respond to climate

own version or to innovate because of fears of patent

change. A balance between the need to create

infringement,

incentives to innovate and the need to develop

see

SPRU

and

TERI,

UK‐India

Collaborative Study on the Transfer of Low Carbon

and diffuse climate change inventions in all

Technology’ (Phase II Final Report,

countries, including developing countries, can

available at:

March 2009),

also be attempted through parallel means, such

http://www.sussex.ac.uk/sussexenergygroup/documents/

as public funding of research or the purchase of

decc‐uk_india_carbon_technology‐web.pdf (accessed 17
July 2010). Recent literature emphasises the need to

patented products and processes by international

examine the impact of patents in specific sectors and

institutions for dispersal in poorer countries. But

technologies. See John Barton, ‘Intellectual Property and

it does mean that energy devoted to trying to

Access to Clean Energy Technologies in Developing

emasculate TRIPS may be misplaced. For those

Countries’ (ICTSD, December 2007); Keith E Maskus,

that believe that patents have no place in the

‘Regulatory

Standards

in

the

WTO:

comparing

intellectual property rights with competition policy,

response to climate change, then TRIPS is the

environmental protection, and core labor standards’

embodiment of international obligation and

(2002) World Trade Review 135, 138‐9; Jerome Reichman,

coercion that over‐privileges intellectual property

Arti K Rai, Richard G Newell, and Jonathan B Wiener,

rights. It is a natural target. But for those who

‘Intellectual property and alternatives: strategies for green

accept, reluctantly or otherwise, that patents do

innovation’, Energy, Environment and Development

have a role to play, then TRIPS represents a

Programme Paper 08/03 (Chatham House, December

promising legal and institutional balance for

2008), available at: http://fds.duke.edu/db?attachment‐
103‐‐6101‐view‐766 (accessed 17 July 2010); Bernard

safeguarding the interests of patent holders and
the

effectiveness

of

public

climate

Hoekman, Keith E Maskus, and Kamal Saggi, ʹTransfer of

change

technology to developing countries: Unilateral and

policies.

multilateral policy optionsʹ 33(10) World Development
(2005) 1587.
2
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1

Dispute Settlement Understanding, GATT Secretariat,

The Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade

Keith E Maskus and Jerome H Reichman, ʹThe

Negotiations, the Legal Texts (Geneva, 1994) 353.

Globalization of Private Knowledge Goods and the
Privatization of Global Public Goodsʹ 7 Journal of

3

International

ICTSD,

Climate

Change,

Technology

Transfer

and

Cameron

Intellectual Property Rights (Trade and Climate Change

Hutchison, ‘Does TRIPS Facilitate or Impede Climate

Seminar, June 18‐20 2008, Copenhagen (Winnipeg,

Change Technology Transfer into Developing Countries?’

August 2008), available at:

3 University of Ottawa Law and Technology Journal

http://www.iisd.org/pdf/2008/cph_trade_climate_tech_tra

(2006) 517. While it is evident that patent rights may give

nsfer_ipr.pdf (accessed 17 July 2010); Estelle Derclaye,

rise to barriers to trade and investment, through higher

‘Should Patent Law Help Cool the Planet? An Inquiry

Economic

Law

(2004)

279;

costs and hindrances such as patent thickets or wilful
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opportunities for private commercialisation, publicly paid

(2009) European Intellectual Property Review 227.

royalties, and so on. See Reichman et al, above n 1; Heleen
de Coninck, Carolyn Fischer, Richard G Newell and

Dieter Helm, ʹClimate‐change Policy: Why has so Little

4

Takahiro

been Achieved?ʹ in Dieter Helm and Cameron Hepburn
(eds), The Economics and Politics of Climate Change (Oxford

12

Rio Declaration, Principle 9; UNFCCC, particularly

Technology‐Oriented

A point noted by other commentators, see Daniel

Gervais, ‘Of Clusters and Assumptions: Innovation As

Article 4(5); Kyoto Protocol, Article 10; Bali Action Plan;

Part of a Full TRIPS Implementation’ 77 Fordham Law

Copenhagen Accord, paras 3, 8, 10 and 11.

Review (2009) 2353, 2355‐61.

Note the ongoing research project by UNEP, EPO and

6

‘International

Policy (2008) 335.

University Press, 2009), 12‐14.
5

Ueno,

Agreements to Address Climate Change’ 36 Energy

13

ICTSD to try to formulate an objective system of

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial

Property 1883 828 U.N.T.S. 305, revised 1967, available at

classification, project description at

http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/paris/trtdocs_wo020.h

http://www.unep.ch/etb/initiatives/pdf/ESTsProject%20D

tml (accessed 17 July 2010). The Paris Convention has 173

escription1.pdf (accessed 17 July 2010).

parties, and covers industrial property in a wide sense to

In this paper, the phrase climate change technology is

include patents, industrial designs, trademarks, marks of

used to refer to goods that may used for climate change

origin and unfair competition. Its patent provisions

mitigation or adaptation.

guarantee the right to national treatment within the

7

member countries, and an application in one party gives

Other relevant intellectual property rights would

8

the inventor a right of priority to file in other member

include trademarks and industrial designs.

countries. However, patents are considered to be
In the case of mitigation policies, incentives are found in

ʹindependentʹ, meaning that each party may apply their

carbon pricing and patents. It is assumed by most

own patent laws. TRIPS Article 2 requires Members inter

commentators that incentives are required in order to

alia to comply with Articles 1‐12 and 19 of the Paris

promote

Convention.

9

the

development

and

diffusion

of

environmentally friendly technologies, and that public
14

funding of research and development will be swamped

Article 3.

by the costs and difficulty of changing the dominant

15

paradigm of carbon‐intensive production; IPRs are

protection of intellectual property, any advantage, favour,

Article 4.1 states, inter alia: “With regard to the

therefore considered to be an inevitable part of providing

privilege or immunity granted by a Member to the

incentives to private actors. Where adaptation policies

nationals of any other country shall be accorded

also

require

technological

solutions,

for

example

immediately and unconditionally to the nationals of all

genetically engineered crops or desalination processes,

other Members.”

incentives to innovate will also be found by the granting

16

of patents. Although the drivers of conventional carbon‐

Article 28.1.

intensive production may be absent, the need to promote

17

innovation will remain. I am grateful to Professor Thomas

International Trade” (WIPO: June, 1999) available at

Cottier for raising the point that mitigation and

http://www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/sme/en/atrip_gva_99/a

adaptation policies will face different impacts from the

trip_gva_99_6.pdf (accessed 17 July 2010)

existence of patents.

18

10

See ICTSD, above n 3. Although there is some

Christopher

Heath,

“Parallel

Imports

and

Article 6. This was reinforced by the Doha Declaration,

para 5(d).

controversy over these points, they will not be further

19

considered here. For further discussion elsewhere, see

This is subject to a transition period for countries that

are required to extend intellectual property protection to

above n 1.
11

See

areas of technology not protected prior to the adoption of
TRIPS, see Article 65.4.

There are other types of solutions that could be devised,

including expropriation, publicly paid flat fees, public

20

investment in research and development with no

See Estelle Derclaye, ‘Patent Law’s Role in the

Protection of the Environment – Re‐assessing Patent Law
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and Its Justifications in the 21st Century’ (2009)

33

Article 31(f).

34

Above n 26.
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35
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Intellectual

Property

and
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21
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Jerome H Reichman, ʺUniversal Minimum Standards of

Intellectual

Property
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2007
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and
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change
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Among the emerging issues concerning longer‐term

including a public health amendment to TRIPS,4

intellectual property (IP) developments belongs the

the progress of a World Intellectual Property

relationship between IP

rights

and

environmental

Organization (WIPO) Development Agenda5 and

degradation. Looking back at the relations between IP
and

possible

transfers

of

environmentally

the recent adoption by the World Health

sound

technologies (ESTs), indeed not very much has been said

Organization (WHO) of a Global Strategy on

about IP in the climate context – until recently, before the

public

health,

innovation

and

intellectual

COP 15 in Copenhagen 2009, where many and strong

property. In other instances, challenges to TRIPS

arguments were put forward from developing countries

are framed through reinterpretation of existing

6

to limit the patentability of climate‐related patents and to

agreements and the creation of nonbinding

open up the WTO Agreement on Trade‐Related Aspect of

declarations, recommendations and other forms

Intellectual Property rights (TRIPS). There may be good
reasons for opening up TRIPS, but this is not so easy, and

of soft law.7 All these developments have been

it is doubtful whether the negotiations on climate change

intensely ventilated in the academic discourse on

are the right forum. TRIPS says little about environmental

TRIPS, as well as by states and non‐governmental

concerns. Thus, any agreement on IP and climate change

organizations (NGOs) in forums such as WIPO,

seems to be better placed in the UN than in the WTO,

The World Trade Organization (WTO), WHO

which does not contradict future cooperation on related

and the Conference of the Parties to the

matters.

Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD).8

1. IPR and the new interfaces

Among the emerging issues concerning longer‐
term IP developments belongs the relationship

The Agreement on Trade‐related Aspects of

between IP and environmental degradation, or

Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) seems to

climate change.9 Positions held in this area by

have been a catalyst provoking a shift in

developed and developing countries do not differ

perspective and marking a new form of discourse
on

Intellectual

Property

(IP),1

which

very much from the ones in other international

is

discussions, but contrary to in most other IP

characterized by on the one hand, power of

negotiations, the emerging economies China and

companies and markets, and on the other, a

India have clearly chosen the side of developing

number of moral and human rights issues such as
globalization,

sustainable

development

countries.

and

public health.2 IP laws are now subject to a much

2. IPR and Climate Change an ambiguous
relation?

wider public scrutiny than in the past, and it is
likely they can no longer be developed under the

As scientific projections suggest, we have only

radar of public consciousness.3 The growing

experienced the earliest stages of a growing and

awareness of IPR at all levels has not only

complex environmental crisis,10 and climate

challenged the system but also pressed forward

change problems have advanced to one of the

some important statements during the last years,

hottest subjects in our time. As may be recalled,
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Agenda 21 agreed at the Rio Summit in 1992

Notwithstading the unclear role IP in the climate

concluded

useful

context and the lack of and empirical data for

technological knowledge lies in the public

informed and objective decision‐making,20, this

domain.11 But to the extent that this is not the

critical attitude may be a crucial hurdle at any

case, the Agenda urged governments and

future negotiations of a revised UNFCCC and

international organizations to promote, and to

Kyoto Protocol,21 and risks to become the next big

encourage the private sector to promote, effective

IP confrontation after medicines. While access to

modalities for the access and transfer,12 in

medicine is important, because it concerns many,

particular,

of

especially in the developing world, clean water,

13

clear air and a stable climate concern everybody.

This can be done by e.g. enhancing the access to

Thus, if IP may be a negative influence in the

and transfer of patent protected ESTs, and

range of policy initiatives that are needed to deal

purchasing patents and licences on commercial

with climate change and impede access to

terms for their transfer to developing countries

climate technologies there might be a very strong

on non‐commercial terms toward the aim of

case against IP protection. On the other hand,

sustainable development, taking into account the

quantitative and qualitative analysis finds that

that

a

to

large

body

developing

of

countries

environmentally sound technologies (ESTs).

need to protect IP.

14

patents have not yet mounted to a significant
barrier to access in developing countries.22

Even if the declared aim of the Uruguay Round

Instead, there are arguably a number of potential

of General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

social and economic benefits from a strong IP

(GATT) in 1986 to 1994 was to narrow the gaps

system,

between IP laws in various parts of the world,15

such

as:23

increased

innovation;

innovators reap the fruits of their creative labour

the TRIPS text is in fact based on Northern

and influence how their technology is used;

norms, due to the fact that the Uruguay Round

public disclosure as a requirement for exclusive

negotiations were driven by a USA‐EU‐Japan‐

rights; and assurance for investors to recapture

Swiss alliance.16 TRIPS has not only made IP

their investment in a protected technology...24

protection globally standardized at a developed
country minimum level but also strengthened the

Even though these benefits can be better

system as such. Since TRIPS, there has been a

exploited by developed countries,25 and the mere

particular focus on the role of IP as a barrier to

existence of IPR does not make people invent or

the international diffusion of technologies to

invest,26 or even guarantees or suffices for

developing countries,17 and especially to least

effective transfer of technology, arguably caution

18

Even though, at

should be exercised in advocating changes that

least to date, evidence of serious impediments

would weaken the established IP system as

have been referred to as ‘anecdotal’, and it is

such.27 Notably, this statement does neither

rather the level of tacit knowledge not covered by

contradict that a functioning IP system has to be

19

well‐calibrated, nor that there may appear

developed countries (LDCs).

IPR that may prevent effective transfer of ESTs,

the effects of strong intellectual IP protection and

unbalances

proprietary licensing have been criticized as

developments and uneven negotiating powers

impeding

that need adjustments.28 It was also clear from the

access

to

e.g.

renewable

energy

technology.

as

results

of

technological

Ad hoc Working Group report on Further
Commitments for Annex I Parties under the
Kyoto Protocol and the report on Long‐term
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Cooperative Action under the Convention that

well as to further exploring efficiently the concept of assured

the existing IP system basically is satisfactory and

access for developing countries to ESTs in its relation to
proprietary rights with a view to developing effective responses

status quo should be maintained.29 IP is, at least in

to the needs of developing countries in this area.

part, an instrument aimed at facilitating transfer
of

technology,30

and

TRIPS

also

contains

It is also clear from Agenda 21 that the objective

provisions to prevent the abuse of IP rights by

must be:39

right holders or the resort to practices which

To promote, facilitate, and finance, as appropriate, the access to

unreasonably restrain trade or adversely affect the

and the transfer of ESTs and corresponding know‐how, in

international transfer of technology.31 This could

particular to developing countries, on favourable terms,

be important to developing countries, with often

including on concessional and preferential terms, as mutually

32

inferior regulations of unfair competition law.

agreed, taking into account the need to protect IPR, as well as
the special needs of developing countries for the implementation

Sharing

knowledge,

like

minimising

CO2

of the Agenda.

emissions, is considered by many to be essential
In regard of privately owned technologies, the

to achieving a fair balance between rich and poor

following measures should be adopted, in

countries, between industry and consumers and
between

large

corporations

and

particular for developing countries:40

SMEs.33

Notwithstanding the fact that some examples

Purchase of patents and licences on commercial terms for their

could be found where IP arguably has blocked

transfer to developing countries on non‐commercial terms as

access to substitutes,

34

part of development cooperation for sustainable development,

and there might exist

limitations with respect to specific technologies

taking into account the need to protect IP;

such as key existing mitigation technologies,35

In compliance with and under the specific circumstances

where public‐private partnerships could be less

recognized by the relevant international conventions adhered to

suitable for buying IP, so far no clarity exists on

by States, the undertaking of measures to prevent the abuse of
IPR, including rules with respect to their acquisition through

where IP may prevent access to ESTs and hinder

compulsory licensing, with the provision of equitable and

the protection of a public good.36 But if this were

adequate compensation.

the case, there are indeed good reasons for the
international community to react.

In June 1997 the UN General Assembly expressed
that

Since 1972 it has been accorded that ESTs should
which

would

encourage

their

international

community

should

promote, facilitate and finance, as appropriate,

be made available to developing countries on
terms

the

access

wide

to

and

corresponding

dissemination without constituting any economic

developing

burden on the developing countries.37 This was

transfer
know‐how,

countries,

on

of

ESTs
in

and

particular

favourable

the
to

terms,

including concessional and preferential terms, as

reaffirmed at the creation of the UNFCCC in Rio

mutually agreed, taking into account the need to

1992, where e.g. Arts. 4.1, 4.3 and 4.5 talk about

protect IPR as well as the special needs of

transfer of technology. And even if IPR as such

developing countries for the implementation of

were not mentioned, this does not mean that IPR

Agenda 21.41 In this context, it is important to

where not thought of. Agenda 21 of the Rio

identify barriers and restrictions to the transfer of

Summit states that,38

publicly and privately owned ESTs, with a view

Consideration must be given to the role of patent protection and

to reducing constraints for the transfer of such

IPR along with an examination of their impact on the access to

technologies.

and transfer of ESTs, in particular to developing countries, as
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In COP 7 of the UNFCCC (2001) the protection of

The

contribution

of

existing

IP was specifically identified as one of the means

flexibilities

of creating an enabling environment, as well as

transfer, which could be significant

providing

access

to

publicly

funded



technologies.42 This was again taken up in the
encourage parties to avoid trade and IPR policies,
lack

thereof,

‘restricting

transfer

climate‐related

technology

The provisions of TRIPS that could be used to
promote such transfer of technology, and

Bali Road Map,43 with a recommendation to
or

to

TRIPS



of

Possibly also additional measures to ensure
that IPR support the climate regime.

technology’. Existing vehicles and new initiatives
should

help

enabling

environments

Thus,

for

the

Bali

Action

Plan

recommended

increased research and analysis on:

technology transfer; and licences to support the
access to and transfer of low‐carbon technologies



and know‐how. This led up to the Bali Action

The links between transfer of technology and
IPR to overcome apparent differences and to

Plan, of March 2008 where the exchange of views

develop

among Parties on financial and technological

effective

technology‐related

international cooperative action on climate

cooperation and support that had addressed

change;

general principles to guide governance and


action with a diversity of ideas and proposals

The relationships between IPR and the

regarding means of generating and delivering

transfer of climate‐related technologies and to

substantial new and additional finance, including

outline some of the existing and prospective;

facilitation of access, and the design of effective

and

institutional

arrangements

for

finance

and



technology transfer. With technology as a key

Measures in TRIPS to be considered in

component, attention was also given to the

support of a post‐Kyoto climate regime.

potential for technological cooperation, including

These types of studies are now made in an

cooperative research and development and ways

intensified frequency, e.g. under the auspices of

of dealing with the issue of IPR.44

the ICTSD, the OECD, the WIPO and the World

In the light of the progress of discussions on the

Bank. And also if such further research will be

Bali Action Plan,45 the Ad Hoc Working Group on

critical to give any effective solutions,47 an

Long‐term Cooperative Action at its fifth session,

overview of the potential opportunities and

apart from generating substantial new and

challenges presented by international IP rules to

additional finance, and design of institutional

technology transfer under the post‐2012 climate

arrangements for finance and technology under

regime can still be expected to present important

the UNFCCC, recommended also on cooperative

lessons for possible next steps both in the

research and development of new technologies

UNFCCC and in the WTO.48

and

A

To sum up and looking back at the relations

comprehensive process should enable the full,

between IPR and possible transfers of ESTs,

effective and sustained implementation of the

indeed not very much has been said about IP in

UNFCCC through long‐term cooperative action

the climate context – until recently before the

by addressing:46

UNFCCC COP 15 in Copenhagen 2009. The

focus

on

IPR

for

existing

ones.

closer the Copenhagen meeting came, the more
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positions were hardening. On the side of

socio‐economic and technological development’,

developing

as long as such measures conform to the terms of

arguments

countries
were

many

presented

and
to

strong

limit

the Agreement. In addition, specific TRIPS

the

provisions allow some flexibility, e.g.:

patentability of climate‐related patents and to
open up TRIPS. On the side of developed
countries, e.g. the U.S. Congress issued a directive
that any new climate treaty cannot limit the scope



Art. 27.1 on criteria for patentability;



Art. 27.2 on patentability exclusions;



Art. 30 on exceptions to exclusive rights;



Art. 31 on compulsory licensing; and



Art. 40 on control of anti‐competitive

or exercise of American IPR, while some
developing countries pushed for strong language
on compulsory licensing or even exclusion of
ESTs

from

patentability.49

Obviously,

such

politicised claims can hardly proactively serve
present or future climate discussions.

practices in licenses.

3. So what is in TRIPS?
Originally,

international

The use of these flexibilities has not proved easy
IPR

were

in other areas,52 but how far‐reaching the

mainly

flexibilities are in practice has only been tried in a

discussed in the WIPO and foremost as a legal

few cases. Even if so far the WTO‐TRIPS panels

technological matter. Today, TRIPS as part of the

rather have confirmed the monopolistic strength

WTO package solution is the primary and most

of IP right holders with absolute powers in most

comprehensive global IP treaty, and its (new)

respects,53 there is no evidence of such obstacles

‘trade‐related dimension’50 seems to have given

in the climate change context.54 Eventually, this

free room for political jockeying in present

could probably depend on economic and political

discussions, including in the context of the

power distribution and the involvement of NGOs

UNFCCC. Around 75 percent of the parties to the

and other stakeholders,55 and last but not least

UNFCCC are also – willingly or unwillingly51 –

whether IPR really form a threat to positive

parties to TRIPS. Notably, the objective of TRIPS

climate solutions. The assumption must be that

framed in Art. 7 is not only to protect IPR, but

balancing of interests; not only within the IP

also to promote the transfer and dissemination of

system but also weighting the objectives of IP law

technology to the mutual benefit of producers

against larger societal and economic welfare

and users of technological knowledge:

interests, including a sustainable development,

The protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights

ares required and in the interest of all actors. This

should contribute to the promotion of technological innovation

should arguably also follow from a loyal

and to the transfer and dissemination of technology, to the

interpretation of TRIPS.

mutual advantage of producers and users of technological
knowledge and in a manner conducive to social and economic

3.2 Provisions designed to address the
environmental concerns
In the climate change context Art. 27.2 TRIPS can

welfare, and to a balance of rights and obligations.

3.1 TRIPS flexibilities

be seen as a confirmation of a certain

Furthermore, under Art. 8 TRIPS, members may

environmental awareness by the legislator at the

enact laws and regulations to ‘protect public

time, as prejudice to the environment is regarded

health and nutrition’ and to ‘promote the public

as part of ‘ordre public’:

interest in sectors of vital importance to their
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Members may exclude from patentability inventions, the

For ethical or other reasons, members can also

prevention within their territory of the commercial exploitation

exclude plants or animals from patentability,

of which is necessary to protect ordre public or morality,

subject to certain conditions. Thus, under Art.

including to protect human, animal or plant life or health or to

27.3 TRIPS members can make certain inventions

avoid serious prejudice to the environment, provided that such
exclusion is not made merely because the exploitation is

ineligible for patenting, if believed that the

prohibited by their law.

invention has to be prevented (within the
territory) for these and certain other objectives.

This provision, which is also repeated in recital 29
never been tried by a WTO Panel. But from a

3.3 Provisions in TRIPS for Technology
Transfer

European perspective the Boards of Appeal of the

Apart from Arts. 7 and 8.2 TRIPS, Art. 66.2 on

European Patent Office observed that:57

LDCs states that:

to the Directive on biotechnological patents,56 has

It is generally accepted that the concept of ‘ordre public’ covers

Developed country Members shall provide incentives to

the protection of public security and the physical integrity of

enterprises and institutions in their territories for the purpose

individuals as part of society. This concept encompasses also the

of promoting and encouraging technology transfer to least‐

protection of the environment to breach public peace or social

developed country members in order to enable them to create a

order (for example, through acts of terrorism) or to seriously

sound and viable technological base.

prejudice the environment. Accordingly, under Article 53(a)
EPC, inventions the exploitation of which is likely are to be

These weak and diffuse obligations do not bring

excluded from patentability as being contrary to ‘ordre public’.

much of practical commitments. So, it might be

However the in‐built ‘necessary test’ requires that

symptomatic that the European Commission

the purpose of an overriding social interest be

issued a paper in September 2007 reminding

objectively justified when addressing a possible

Member States that the deadline for notifications

exclusion, and there could be clashes in the

on

interpretation. Though TRIPS constitutes the lex

technology

specialis for dealing with patent issues in the

implementation of Article 66.2 TRIP on an annual

WTO framework, the GATT/WTO jurisprudence

basis had passed.61 In reality, fairly little has been

on Art. XX of GATT is likely to play a role in the

done

interpretation of Art. 27.2. In the India‐ Patent

concessions to developing countries and to

Protection for Pharmaceutical and Agricultural

provide incentives to/impose obligations on

Chemical Products case (WT/DS50) the Panel, on

enterprises and institutions to disseminate or

the one hand, held that,58 TRIPS has a ‘relatively

transfer technology.62

self‐contained, sui generis status within the WTO’.

3.4 Provisions in TRIPS for compulsory
licensing

On the other, the Panel also held that the

developed

by

countries

transfer

developed

reports

incentives

countries

to

on

their

for

the

provide

Agreement is ‘an integral part of the WTO
system, which itself builds upon the experience

Under Art. 31 TRIPS each country has the right

of over nearly half a century under the GATT

and discretion to grant compulsory licenses and

1947’.59 Before that background, the risk of being

the right to determine what constitutes national

hauled up before a WTO dispute panel may

emergency or other circumstances of extreme

discourage a member from making use of this

urgency. The 2001 Doha Declaration on TRIPS

provision.60

and Public Health has clarified the flexibility
afforded by TRIPS to member countries in setting
IP protection with respect to pharmaceutical
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patents in a public health crisis afflicting a poor

probably violate WTO rules.67 Furthermore, in

country or other urgent national concerns. When

light of the long‐winded procedures to reach a

in such an emergency situation a poor country is

decision on TRIPS and public health and the

lacking the manufacturing capacity, a waiver

uncertain scope of the Doha flexibilities, no

should enable the export of a pharmaceutical

general ‘analogue application’ seems probable. In

produced under a compulsory license to a

addition, it also seems difficult to more precisely

63

destination where it is critically needed.

But the

identify those inventions that should merit for

scope is limited to precisely that.

such a special treatment, if it is not by the
initiative of the right holders.68 This does not

4. Trying to sum up the IP situation

contradict that workable solutions are required if

The question whether special IP arrangements in

IP shows to be of hindrance to crucial technology

the context of climate change are needed remains

transfer,69 and in such a scenario, IPR should not

open.64 But it has been argued that the increasing

be allowed unduly to hinder transfers.70

public attention and concerns for the relationship

arguably, this is not equal to free IP or a ban on

between IP and the transfer of ESTs call for

patents, nor is it consistent with the Rio Summit.

measures and adjustments to TRIPS to support

But

With the goal to create an IP regime that provides

the post‐Kyoto climate regime – to the extent that

incentives for technological innovation and its

TRIPS flexibilities would not already be sufficient

global diffusion and usage, both whip and carrot

to allow international IP rules to support the

might be needed. Even if so far a majority of ESTs

rapid and widespread transfer of technologies

have not been patented, tendencies to increased

needed for climate change mitigation and

patenting in the green area are now visible,71 and

adaptation.65 According to the UN Economic and

also supported: The UK patent Office has, for

Social Affairs (DESA)(reference), the climate

instance, recently introduced a Green Channel for

change problem has the status of a global

patent

emergency in the vein of current epidemics, why

applications.72

This

service

allows

applicants to request accelerated processing of

DESA claims that the Doha Declaration should

their patent application if the invention has an

apply analogously.

environmental benefit. One could well argue that

Apart from the mentioned Art. 27.2, TRIPS says

IP as a barrier to free competition must be

little about environmental concerns. Contrary to

tolerated

only

to

the

extent

necessary
73

to

the field of health or nutrition, TRIPS does not

encourage technological progress.

provide for any special treatment or flexibilities

encouragement of open‐source models for the

for access to and dissemination of ESTs.66

supply of a ‘global public good’ such as ESTs

Arguably, neither Art. 31, nor the Doha waiver

should

for pharmaceuticals (or other urgent national

Developments

be
75

given
such

special
as

the

attention.74
ECO

Patent

could be one solution to meet the

concerns mentioned in the Doha Declaration)

Commons

brings any solution to transfer of technology in

growing

the general climate context. There exists no such

countries in a sustainable fashion.

waiver for any other products than pharma‐

Thus, the

energy

demands

of

developing

In addition to big companies’ willingness to

ceuticals, and there is no overlap between these

contribute on a voluntary basis, it must always be

and ESTs. Thus, a country trying to set up a

acknowledged that the possible success of the

compulsory license to export an environmental

climate

good or service to a developing country will most
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dependent on big funding, including enhancing

important component of any program to attract

capacity building, as well as installing and

high‐quality FDI and technology transfer seems

improving ESTs in developing countries. Without

to be the development of a competent indigenous

IP being acknowledged and respected, such

technological capacity.80 If indigenous knowledge

activities, as well as R&D are likely to be low and

is perceived to be incapable of contributing to

deprived

the

technological advancement,81 it just risks to be

(industrialized countries) governments as well as

distanced from economic recognition and be

private investors, especially in times of financial

made a victim of rent‐seeking behaviour.82

of

financial

incentives

from

crises. It is indeed difficult to envisage EU, Japan

When advanced developing countries such as

and the USA ‘selling out’ IP, even in this urgent

China and India seek support for (free) ESTs to

context.76 But the same goes for China, one of the

meet their growing energy requirements, this

Top Ten on the world patent ranking list.

support could take many forms, such as joint

Therefore, the active role of China and India in

R&D efforts, shared IPR, and foreign funding for

the lead of the developing countries for free

energy infrastructure. The worst situation is, as

access to IP‐protected ESTs and other earlier

always, for those countries that do not attract

disputed TRIPS‐related IP seems more of a power

FDI, the LDCs. But with the risk of being cynical,

game, where IP is being used as a tool in big

in the present climate change context, solving the

politics rather than being the main focus. For an

IP problems of the LDCs seems less urgent. These

IP lawyer, it is to regret that IPR once more seem

countries are neither the greatest emitters, nor

to have become a political chip, this time in the

will IP in the one or the other direction probably

UNFCCC, rather than using the system to solve

make any big difference. It is important to recall

climate problems in a constructive manner! But

that IPR are only one among many other factors

this was never put to an edge.

which may impact technology transfer. Other

Developed countries are in favour of a strong IP

factors such as the enabling environment, in

system because it fosters economic growth. The

particular financing, adequate incentives and

private sector should be encouraged to continue

institutions play a more important role.83

to extend the benefits of new technologies by

Finally, it is open to question where the relation

entering into mutually beneficial arrangements

between transfer of ESTs and IPR best should be

with foreign joint venture partners. From this

handled. On the one hand TRIPS is binding in

follows that foreign investors in developing

another way than UN documents. But on the

countries with stronger IP regimes are more

other, amendments to TRIPS, even if possible,

likely to engage in local production, rather than

have shown to be cumbersome. The Doha talks

focus solely on setting up distribution networks.77

are not finalized and the health waiver of the

Some research results indicate that countries with

Doha Declaration is still not, after nine years,

high per capita incomes probably grow more

ratified by a sufficient number of members to

rapidly with strong IP rights. On the other hand,

enter into force. Even though a majority of parties

there is no evidence that stronger IP protection

to the UNFCCC also are parties to TRIPS and

reduces growth in the poor countries, while

even though the UN system offers a weaker

middle‐income countries may have offsetting
losses

from

reduced

scope

for

framework in regards of enforcement of treaty

imitation.78

obligation, any agreement on IP and climate

Evidence is even less conclusive in the case of

change seems to be better placed in the UNFCCC.

foreign direct investments (FDI).79 However, an
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This could also probably enhance cooperation
implementation of the Agenda; see for details at

between the UN and the WTO in these matters.

http://www.wipo.int/meetings/en/details.jsp?meeting_id=
19686

*Professor,

Ll.D.,

Ph.D.

h.c.,

Department

of

Law,

Sixty‐first World Health Assembly, 24 May 2008, at

6

Stockholm University. Extended version of a paper given

http://www.who.int/mediacentre/events/2008/wha61/en/i

at the Conference REGULATING GLOBAL CONCERNS,

ndex.html

CLIMATE CHANGE AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Helfer, Laurence R. Mediating Interactions in an

RIGHTS: Legal Frameworks and Institutions for the

7

Development and Transfer of Environmentally Sound

Expanding International Intellectual Property Regime,

Technologies,

Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law, Vol. 36,

11‐12

May,

2010,

Sandbjerg

Estate,

Fall 2004, 6, at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=578121

Sønderborg, Denmark.
1

In short: a number of distinct types of creations of the

mind for which property rights are recognised. Common

8

Helfer, 6‐7.

9

Cf. e.g. Stern, Nicholas, The Economics of Climate Change,

types include copyrights, industrial designs, patents,

(The

trade marks, and under some jurisdictions also trade

Cambridge University Press 2006, Part IV, 10 et seq, at

secrets. Under IP law, owners are granted certain

http://snipurl.com/11fp8.;and

exclusive rights. Limitations in time and of other aspects

Are IPR a Barrier to the Transfer of Climate change

of IP arguably make these monopoly rights useful to

Technology?,

society. At least, this has been the established view in a

Commission on the importance of intellectual property

market economy.

rights as a barrier to transfer to developing countries of

2

Stern

Report)

report

Cabinet

Office/HM

Copenhagen

prepared

for

the

Treasury,
Economics,
European

technology which reduces emissions of carbon dioxide

Cf. Ghafele, Roya, Perceptions of Intellectual Property,

August 2008, 31, at

(2009), at

http://www.iam‐

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2009/february/trado

magazine.com/blog/articles/PerceptionsofIP.pdf

c_142371.pdf, or at

3

http://www.copenhageneconomics.com/Publications/Imp

Halbert, Debora, Redefining TRIPs in the Face of Global

act‐Assesment.aspx

Change, Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
International

Studies

Association,

Hilton

10

Hawaiian

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),

Village, Honolulu, Hawaii,5 March 2005, 7, who argues

http://www.ipcc.ch/

that the current resistance staged by transnational

11

activists

anyhow

will

require

a

more

Para 34.9.

serious
12

consideration of issues of social justice and global equity

IPCC 2002 defines “transfer of technology” as ‘the

broad set of processes covering the flows of knowledge,

within TRIPS, at

experience and equipment amongst different stakeholders

http://www.allacademic.com//meta/p_mla_apa_research_

such as governments, private sector entities, financial

citation/0/7/0/6/8/pages70689/p70689‐6.php

institutions, NGOs and research/educational institutions.
Cf. para. 6 of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS

The broad and inclusive term ʺtransferʺ encompasses

Agreement and Public Health of 14 November 2001, and

diffusion of technologies and technology cooperation

4

the following 2005 Ministerial Declaration.
5

across and within countries. It comprises the process of
learning

The Development Agenda, formally adopted by WIPO’s

to

understand,

utilise

and

replicate

the

General Assembly, 10 October 2007 with a set of 45

technology, including the capacity to choose it and adapt

recommendations to enhance the development dimension

it to local conditions. Cf. the Draft International Code of

of the Organization’s activities. The further work on the

Conduct on the Transfer of Technology (1985).

six clusters of recommendations is handled by a

13

Committee on Development and Intellectual Property

I.e. technologies that: protect the environment, are less

polluting, use all resources in a more sustainable manner,

(WIPO CDIP). The fifth session of the CDIP ended on 30

recycle more of their wastes and products, and handle

April 2010 with a significant breakthrough: delegates

residual wastes in a more acceptable manner than the

agreed

on

a

coordination

mechanism

for

the
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technologies for which they were substitutes, cf. Arts. 4.5

level. For the period after 2012 new standards have to be

and 4.7 UNFCCC.

agreed, where 20 percent probably will not suffice.

14

15

Ch. 34 para. 34.18 e (ii) and (iii).
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22

17, Differentiated Intellectual Property Regimes for
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24
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25
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alone studies in the past decade have estimated that over
50 percent of US exports now depend on some form of IP

Gueye, Moustapha Kamal, Technologies for Climate

protection, compared to less then 10 percent 50 years ago.

Change and Intellectual Property, International Centre for
Trade

and

Sustainable

Development

(ICTSD),

26
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Views on the Future of the Intellectual Property System,

Maskus, Keith E., Environmental Working Paper No.

ICTSD

17, Differentiated Intellectual Property Regimes for

on

IPRs

and

Sustainable

at

for Economic Co‐operation and Development (OECD) ‐5

www.iprsonline.org/ictsd/docs/Views%20Future%20IP%2

May 2010, at No. 94
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Programme

Development, Selected Issue Briefs No. 1 (June 2007), 18,

Environmental and Climate Technologies, Organisation
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Drexl, Joseph, Responding to the Challenges for

Development with a Competition‐Oriented Approach in

Information Note No. 12 (October 2009).

0System.pdf

Maskus (n. 19).
The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change

(UNFCCC) encouraged developed countries to stabilize
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Maskus (n. 22).
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Cf. Annette Kur and Marianne Levin (eds.), Intellectual

Property Rights in a Fair World Trade System, Edward

greenhouse gas emissions. UNFCCC entered into force on

Elgar Publishing Ltd., forthcoming

21 March 1994 and has been ratified by 192 countries. The
Kyoto Protocol, which has not been ratified by all parties

29

to the UNFCCC, entered into force on 16 February 2005.

Arts. 4.1(c) and 4.3 of UNFCCC, while Art. 4.5 urges

Under this Protocol the industrialized countries e.g.

developed countries to take practical steps to promote,

Bangkok, April 2008, and cf. Art. 10 of the Protocol and

commit themselves to a reduction of their collective

facilitate and finance transfer of and access to ESTs and

greenhouse gas emissions by 5.2 percent from the 1990

know‐how to developing countries.
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Possible negative effects in LDCs are due to weak

the preamble and Art. 10.2 of the Basel Convention on the

infrastructures, governance and competition systems; see

Prevention of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous

Gueye, Moustapha Kamal, Technologies for Climate Change
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Art. 8.2, which is further supported by Art. 40:

‘Members

agree

that

some

licensing

practices
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conditions pertaining to intellectual property rights which
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restrain competition may have adverse effects on trade

Under the Montreal Protocol, developed countries

and may impede the transfer and dissemination of

originally agreed to eliminate production and use of CFCs

technology.’
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ten‐year grace period to do the same. A fund was set up to

Cf. Maskus, Keith E. & Lahouel, Mohamed, who argue

help developing countries meet the costs of implementing

for a further development of TRIPS, where competition

their phase‐out, and the protocolʹs Article 10 provides for

enforcement

technology transfer to developing countries; cf. Kohr,
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should
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at

disciplining

clearly

anticompetitive licensing practices rather than attempt to

Martin,

force technology transfer on concessional terms and to

Development (2005), 15.

encourage

imitation

without

compensation;
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Property,

Competition
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Climate Change and Intellectual Property after COP 15: In
Search of a Workable Framework for the Transfer of ESTs*
Monirul Azam**

Climate change is viewed as one of the most serious

Revolution have contributed to the warming

threats to the global environment and to sustainable

climate.3

development.

Government

environmentalists,

lawyers,

representatives,
industry

groups,

The response to climate change problems is

development lobbyists, human rights activists and carbon

fundamentally linked to pressing concerns of

traders, all agree on one thing: Innovation and new

sustainable development and global fairness; of

technologies will play a crucial role in meeting the
challenge of global climate change. But the lack of

economy, poverty reduction and society; and of

investment capacity for

the world we want to hand down to our future

R&D on ESTs in developing

countries on the one hand, and on the other all those

generations.4

recourses available in developed countries with strong

environmentalists, lawyers, industry groups,

private entities has brought forth a debate of intellectual

development lobbyists, human rights activists

property rights (IPR) and climate change. This calls for

Government

representatives,

and carbon traders all agree on one thing:

striking a balance between the interest of IPR owners in
developed countries and potential users in developing

Innovation and new technologies will play a

countries

technology transfer for the

crucial role in meeting the challenge of global

mitigation and adaptation to climate change. This paper

climate change.5 But most of the developing and

will try to evaluate technology transfer issues from the

least developed countries (LDCs) do not have

context

resources for research and development (R&D) or

to

of

facilitate

international

environmental

law

and

intellectual property law and suggest some possible

access

means for a successful climate negotiation and transfer of

to

these

advanced

technologies

(hereinafter used as Environmentally Sound

ESTs.

Technologies: ESTs) necessary for mitigation and

1. Background

adaptation to climate change.

Climate change is viewed as one of the most

The lack of investment capacity for R&D on ESTs

serious threats to the global environment and to

in developing countries on the one hand, and on

sustainable development. Adverse impacts on

the other all those recourses available in

human health, food security, infrastructure,

developed countries with strong private entities

economic

and

has brought forth a debate of intellectual

natural resources are expected.1 Most of the

property rights (IPR) and climate change. IPR

worldʹs scientists agree that rising concentrations

refer to the protection of rights for the owners of

of greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere

ideas and innovation, research and development,

emitted by human activities are leading to

manufacturing processes and technology, as well

changes in the climate. The most recent Fourth

as the required payment of royalties for the use of

Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental

patented items, and investors and companies in

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) completed in

developed

activity,

biological

diversity

2

November 2007 finds with more than 90 percent

countries

are

not

interested

in

transferring their technologies to the developing

certainty that human actions since the Industrial
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countries due to lack of proper IPR protection.

the Paris and Berne convention(s), WIPO now

This calls for striking a balance between the

administers 23 agreements relating to IPR.7

interest of IPR owners in developed countries

Therefore, WIPO maintains comprehensive lists

and potential users in developing countries to

of intellectual property agreements for copyright,

facilitate technology transfer for the mitigation

patent, trademarks, design and other related IPR

and adaptation to climate change.

fields. Despite having comprehensive coverage,

Before embarking into the details of debate

enforcement mechanisms for the IPR under the

regarding IPR and technology transfer, it may not

WIPO agreements are voluntary in nature, hence

be

not that much effective, which triggered the

out

of

place

to

mention

some

key

organisations and terms, such as the World

situation

Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO), the

Agreement under the WTO.

World Trade Organisation (WTO), Trade Related

TRIPS

and mandatory enforcement mechanisms.8 It is

of Parties (COP). The international intellectual

also noting that the principle constitutes a

property system as we know it today can be

significant conceptual and strategic basis for

traced back to the Paris Convention of 1883 and

subsequent multilateral and bilateral intellectual

the Berne Convention of 1886. The adoption of

property negotiations aimed at setting higher and

both the Paris and Berne Conventions was

more expansive standards. Its effect is that any

accompanied by the establishment of secretariats

intellectual

in the form of international bureaux. The two

property

agreement

negotiated

subsequently to TRIPS among and/or involving

bureaux were merged in 1893 to create the

WTO members can only create higher standards.

Bureaux Internationaux reunis pour la protection de

These

la propriete intellectuelle (BIRPI) in Berne, the

higher

enforcement

immediate predecessor of WIPO.
BIRPI

the

introducing the principle of minimum standards

Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Conference

transforming

of

international intellectual property regime by

the United Nations Framework Convention on

of

adoption

TRIPS Agreement substantially changed the

Multilateral Environmental Agreement (MEA),

idea

the

The adoption and entry into force of the WTO’s

aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS),

The

for

standards

mechanisms

and

compulsory

have

consequently

been debated by the developing countries as a
into

barrier to technology transfer at the forum of

an

different MEAs.

international intellectual property organization
initially arose at the 1962 meeting of the

An MEA is a legally binding agreement between

Permanent Bureau of the Paris Union and the

two

Berne Union.6 At that meeting, the Permanent

or

more

countries

environment‐related

Bureau recommended the setting up of a

containing

objectives

and

specific
commit‐

ments. MEAs, in some form, have been in place

Committee of Governmental Experts to consider

for about a hundred years.9 Countries that ratify

administrative and structural reforms to the Paris

after adoption and signature or accede to a

and Berne Union systems and prepare for a

particular international agreement are called

diplomatic conference. Finally, WIPO came into

Parties. They meet periodically through COP to

being, with its headquarters in Geneva, in 1970

assess different aspects and implementation of

when the Stockholm Convention came into force,

MEAs.10 Most of the MEAs have been developed

and subsequently became a specialized agency of

in the last three decades, especially since the 1972

the United Nations (UN) in 1974. In addition to
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International Stockholm Conference on Human

exchange

Environment.

adaptation.

Some

studies

conservatively

estimate that approximately 700 MEAs are

best

practices

with

regard

to

Despite these initiatives under the UNFCCC and

currently in place.11 Among them, UNFCCC and

the Kyoto Protocol, technology transfer for the

its Kyoto Protocol specifically deal with the issues

adaptation and mitigation of climate change

of climate change.

remains a debatable topic considering the patent

In 1992, UNFCCC was adopted as the basis for a

protection of the relevant technologies, associated

global response to the problem of climate change.

high costs of royalties and low level of

With 194 Parties (193 States and one regional

technological development in the developing and

economic integration organization –the EU), the

least developed countries.

Convention enjoys near‐universal membership.12

One remedy proposed by some public interest

The ultimate objective of the Convention is to

groups and developing countries is to change the

stabilise greenhouse gas concentrations in the

international laws on patents so that the full

atmosphere at a level that will prevent dangerous

weight of IPR is not applied to ESTs.16 But an

human interference with the climate system. The

inclusion of patent waiver provisions in the

Convention is complemented by the 1997 Kyoto

Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs)

Protocol, which has 191 Parties (190 States and

is not enough to ensure transfer of ESTs. While

one regional economic integration organization –

IPR are internationally regulated by agreements

the EU).13

under the WIPO and WTO, respectively, IPR are

Under the Kyoto Protocol, 37 industrialised

not expressly mentioned in the leading MEAs

countries

have

dealing with climate change issues, especially in

committed to reducing their emissions by an

the UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol. It is,

14

average of 5 percent by 2012 against 1990 levels.

however, argued that an ’enabling environment’

Although industrialized countries must first and

for transfer of technology – the establishment of

foremost take domestic action against climate

the institutions, regulations and policies – is

change, the Protocol also allows them to meet

needed to promote technology transfer. But what

their emission reduction commitments abroad

would be the role of IPR in making ‘enabling

through so‐called “market‐based mechanisms”.

environment’ is not clarified or mentioned. Nor is

and

the

European

Union

it, despite the existence of technology transfer

For example, one of the Protocol’s market‐based

provisions in the agreement between WIPO and

mechanisms, the clean development mechanism

the UN recognising WIPO as a special UN

(CDM),15 permits industrialized countries to earn
emission

credits

through

investment

agency17 and in the WTO TRIPS agreement,

in

clarified how far IPR can be exploited in the

sustainable development projects that reduce

context of climate change.

emissions in developing countries. The UNFCCC
and its Kyoto Protocol are also designed to assist

During the 15th Conference of Parties (COP 15) of

countries in adapting to the inevitable effects of

the UNFCCC in Copenhagen

climate change. They facilitate the development

2009, high level negotiators from 192 nations

of techniques that can help increase resilience to

tried to address the significant changes urgently

climate change impacts – for example, the

needed to mitigate the effects of global warming

development of salt‐resistant crops – and to

and climate change, including transfer of ESTs.
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This short paper will try to evaluate technology

operational measures, and it should include both

transfer issues from the context of international

adaptation and mitigation technologies.

environmental law and the IPR regime and

Below the commitments made under the MEAs

suggest some possible means for a successful

and the IPR agreements for the technology

negotiation and transfer of ESTs.

transfer are examined to see how far these are

2. Technology transfer and ESTs

effective to facilitate transfer of ESTs in the
context of such a broad view.

The term ‘Technology Transfer’ has been defined
in IPPC’s Special Report on Methodological and

3. Commitments under UNFCCC and IPR
Agreements

Technological Issues on Technology Transfer
(2000) as “a broad set of processes covering the

Under MEAs like UNFCCC states are under an

flows of know‐how, experience and equipment

obligation of technology transfer. The technology

for mitigating and adapting to climate change

transfer regime in UNFCC is established by

amongst different stakeholders”. Chapter 34 of

Articles 4.5 and 4.7. Article 4.5 provides:

Agenda 21 (The Rio Declaration on Environment
and Development, 1992)18 defines ESTs as

“The [developed countries] shall take all practicable steps
to promote, facilitate and finance, as appropriate, the

technologies, which:

transfer

of,

or

access

to,

environmentally

sound

protect the environment; are less polluting;

technologies and know‐how to [developing countries] …”

use all resources in a more sustainable manner;

During COP‐7 (2001) in Marrakech, Morocco, in

recycle more of their wastes and products; and

the final accord the parties agreed to the adoption
of a framework for meaningful and effective

handle residual wastes in a more acceptable manner than

actions to enhance the implementation of Art. 4.5

the technologies for which they are substitutes.

of the UNFCCC19. Five key activities were

ESTs are therefore technologies with the potential

mentioned:

for

technology information, enabling environments,

significantly

improved

environmental

Technology

need

assessments,

capacity building and mechanisms for technology

performance relative to other technologies.

transfer.
Agenda 21 also contains several other important
statements to guide the interpretation of this

Article10.6 (c) of the Kyoto Protocol commits

definition with emphasis on facilitating access to

Parties to

and transfer of technology, particularly in

“cooperate … for the development, application and

developing countries, as well as the essential role

diffusion of, and take all practicable steps to promote,

of capacity building and technology cooperation

facilitate and finance practices and processes pertinent to

in promoting sustainable development. Thus,

climate change… including the formulation of policies

successful technology transfer means that it is

and

programmes

for

the

effective

transfer

of

environmentally sound technologies that are publicly

necessary to take a broad view of ‘Technology’

owned or in the public domain and the creation of

meaning not only machines and equipment but

enabling environment for the private sector, to promote

also the skills, abilities, knowledge, systems and

and enhance the transfer of access to, environmentally

processes necessary to make things happen, i.e.

sound technologies”.

the total system of know‐how, procedures, goods

The

and services, as well as organizational and

Rio

Declaration

on

Environment

and

Development, one of the many outputs of the UN
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Conference on Environment and Development

be the possible solution if there is a conflict

(1992), specifically mentions in Chapter 34 that:

between the commitments of technology transfer

“States

should

cooperate

...

by

enhancing

and other international agreements such as the

the

patent law provisions of the TRIPS.

development, adaptation, diffusion and transfer of
technologies,

including

new

and

innovative

All these fundamental problems call for the

technologies”.

development of a coherent EST transfer regime

To sum up, in the above provisions is reflected

that can be used in MEAs as well as in trade and

that required finance and cooperation for an

technology agreements. But before searching for

‘enabling environment’ between the developed

balanced solutions between MEAs and IPR

and developing countries and with private

agreements, also some of the often cited

entities is necessary for the successful transfer of

commitments for the technology transfer under

ESTs.

coherent

the IPR agreements will be mentioned here to

framework, and the lack of enabling actions for

show the obligation of the developed countries to

the successful EST transfer as mentioned in the

facilitate technology transfer to the developing

above MEAs is due to following fundamental

countries.

But

till

date

there

is

no

problems:

Article 1 of the Agreement between the WIPO
and the UN states:

First, non‐binding character and vagueness of
obligations and ineffective compliance mechanisms: In

“The United Nations recognizes the World Intellectual

the above mentioned provisions of the UNFCCC

Property Organization… as a specialized agency and as

and the Kyoto Protocol and the final accord

being responsible for taking appropriate action in

wordings like ‘all parties’ shall ‘promote’,

accordance with its basic instrument, treaties and

‘facilitate’ ‘cooperate’ or ‘agree’ on the EST

agreements administered by it, inter alia, for promoting

transfer or some practicable steps, open for too

creative intellectual activity and for facilitating the
transfer of technology related to industrial property to the

many discretions and loopholes and hence are

developing countries in order to accelerate economic,

not effective for the meaningful transfer of ESTs.20

social

and

cultural

development,

subject

to

the

competence and responsibilities of the United Nations

Second, the lack of proper definitions of ESTs:

and its organs...”

In most of the MEAs due to an insufficient, or
non‐existent, definition of what constitutes ESTs

Article10 of the Agreement explicitly mentioned

and debate as to process of ESTs transfer

technology transfer:

precisely may create problems for the successful

“The

transfer of ESTs.21

Organization

agrees

to

co‐operate

…….

in

promoting and facilitating the transfer of technology to
developing countries in such a manner as to assist these

Third, none of the MEAs mention anything

countries in attaining their objectives in the fields of

about the possible conflict between transfer of ESTs

science and technology and trade and development”.

and IPR: The language of the Kyoto Protocol,
emphasizing the role of the private sector (as well

However, before embarking into resultant action

as public sector and public domain technologies),

based on above provisions also the similar

is devoid of specific commitments, whereas the

provisions in WTO/TRIPS should be mentioned.

Rio declaration mentioned new and innovative

In Article 7 TRIPS the objectives of the

technologies but lacks an effective compliance

Agreement are stated:

mechanism. Thus, it is not clarified what would
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“The protection and enforcement of intellectual property

E.g., in the context of technology transfer Article

rights should contribute to the promotion of technological

8.2 of TRIPS is important, since the necessity to

innovation and to the transfer and dissemination of

prevent the resort to practices that adversely

technology, to the mutual advantage of producers and

affect the international transfer of technology is

users of technological knowledge and in a manner
conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a

acknowledged. But at the same time it is

balance of rights and obligations”.

stipulated that the measures should be consistent
with the provisions of the (TRIPS) Agreement.

Article 8.2 TRIPS mentions that WTO Members

Article40.2 TRIPS state that only if such practices

may take:

constitute an “abuse” of IPR and have an

“appropriate measures, provided that they are consistent

“adverse effect on competition in the relevant

with the provisions of this Agreement, … needed to

market” Members are free to adopt appropriate

prevent the abuse of intellectual property rights by right

measures. Thus, are possible actions under

holders or the resort to practices which unreasonably

Article 8.2 circumscribed by Article 40?24 In fact,

restrain trade or adversely affect the international transfer

the capacities of states to take steps that prohibit

of technology”.

anti‐competitive practices in technology transfer

Furthermore, Article 66.2 TRIPS provides that:

seem to be severely limited. This raises questions
about the scope of competition policy in fostering

“Developed country Members shall provide incentives to

technology transfer and in prohibiting anti‐

enterprises and institutions in their territories for the

competitive practices.25

purpose of promoting and encouraging technology
transfer to least‐developed country Members in order to

Again, it is argued by the LDC’s that the

enable them to create a sound and viable technological

commitment of technology transfer under the

base”.

Art. 66.2 of TRIPS is not implemented and/or no
Therefore,

a

close

above

meaningful actions have been taken to fulfil the

provisions of the UN/WIPO and WTO/TRIPS

provision till date26. In fact, Article 66.2 of TRIPS

reflect that, in spite of the fact that the primary

does not specify what type of incentives must be

objectives of the WIPO and WTO Agreements are

created, or how effective these incentives must

to ensure effective protection and enforcement of

be; developed countries have essentially been left

IPR, these Agreements also include commitments

to implement the provision, or not, as they

to facilitate the transfer of technology to create a

consider fit. However, during the February 18‐20,

“sound and viable technological base” (as

2003 meeting of the Council for TRIPS (TRIPS

mentioned

accelerate

Council), a ‘Decision on Implementation of

economic, social and cultural development in the

Article 66.2 of the TRIPS Agreement’ was

developing countries” (as mentioned in the

adopted

UN/WIPO Agreement). But in reality there is a

members to submit yearly reports detailing the

considerable

intentions

incentives they have created for technology

expressed on the agreed technology transfer

transfer to LDCs.27 These reports are then

provisions and the resulting actions.22Even if

discussed annually at meetings of the TRIPS

there exist some flexibility in defining inventions,

Council, but there is no agreed standard by

exception to patent rights and the freedom to

which to evaluate them, and again some LDCs

determine

while

and commentators have expressed dissatisfaction

implementing TRIPS and other IPR agreements,

with the level of assistance given by the

the overall framework favours IPR holders.23

developed countries in this regard.28

in

scrutiny

TRIPS)

gap

national

and

between

patent

of

“to

the

the

laws
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Therefore, unless it is clarified how these

(USA) and Australia seek improvement of IPR

provisions should be implemented and what

protection and enforcement, whereas developing

resultant actions are to be taken in the context of

countries such as Brazil, India and China seek

climate change, the role of IPR for the transfer of

mechanisms that avoid ‘over‐protectionism’ of

ESTs cannot be precisely defined. Nevertheless,

patents.32Most of the LDCs also support the

how

position of Brazil, India and China.

IPR

rules

are

debated

from

the

environmental perspectives, especially during

But TRIPS include transitional provisions in Art.

climate change negotiation, may give some

66.1, which allows the 32 LDCs to be exempted

guideline for a future solution.

from TRIPS regulations until 2013 (and until 2016

4. The debate over climate change and
IPR rules

for pharmaceutical products). Even without
having any patent protection for the ESTs in the
LDC’s, they still lack access to ESTs; therefore,

During climate change negotiations it is reflected

making compulsory licensing for ESTs while

that developing countries are more vulnerable to

making

the negative impacts of climate change given
their

greater

dependence

on

the

TRIPS

compliant

regime

in

these

countries from July 2013 may not change the

natural

situation, as most of them lack adequate technical

environment and demographic size. At the same

capacity and skill to exploit ESTs. A report

time they lack access to appropriate ESTs as well

commissioned by the European Commission (DG

to mitigate and adaptation to climate change.29

Trade, 2009) on the technology transfer issues

This is why technology transfer has long been a

determined that:

theme at environmental summits, dating back to
the 1972 Stockholm Convention followed by the

“dismantling or weakening the intellectual property

Rio Declaration 1992, and in all COP of the

rights system would not only hinder the access of

UNFCCC, but without any meaningful solution

developing countries to costly technology, it would also
hinder the access to low cost technology as IPR protected

to address IPR issues related to transfer of ESTs.

technology is also to be found among the low abatement

This has consequently also been mirrored in the

cost technologies”.33

meetings of WIPO and WTO in the aftermath of
the Rio Declaration where more and more

Scholars like professor Keith Maskus believe that

divergence has been spurred. Although in the

IPR is not the most important issue surrounding

wake of the Copenhagen Meeting the link

technology

between transfer of ESTs and IPR provisions was

technology transfer infrastructure, absorption

debated from climate change perspectives, the

capacity

final

governance must be in place34. Furthermore, in a

settlement,

the

so‐called

Copenhagen

transfer.
(including

Instead,
human

for

effective

capital)

and

UNFCCC survey of developing and poorer

Accord, did not address this issue.30

nations the lack of financial resources is identified
Debates at the Conference of Parties under the

as the main economic and market barrier to

UNFCCC Conference (in the Ad‐hoc Working

technology transfer, while few nations consider

Group on Long‐term Cooperative Action) over

IPR as a significant impediment, ranking IPR

the appropriate role of IPR in climate change

behind

nine

other

barriers

in

terms

of

technologies illustrate the stunning split between

importance.

those in favour of a strong IPR regime and those

investment costs, incompatible prices, subsidies

against

this31.

For

example,

industrialized

35

The main barriers include: high

and tariffs, lack of incentives, consumers’ low

countries such as the United States of America
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income, high upfront costs, and lack of access to

technology is mentioned in other parts of the

credit.36In this context, the Secretary General of

Accord, such as para. 3, which states that:

the UN Conference on Trade and Development,

“developed countries shall provide adequate, predictable

Supachai Panitchpakdi, said that “intellectual

and sustainable financial resources, technology and

property is a critical issue in technology
37

transfer”.

capacity‐building to support the implementation of

He quoted a Chatham House report

adaptation action in developing countries.”

that concludes that “the IP system is too
But in reality, all these jargonized, beautifying

cumbersome. Instead the rules must strike a

words are useless for solving the tension between

balance between IP holders and the public

climate change and transfer of ESTs and related

interest, and the Copenhagen meeting should

IPR issues.

right that balance”.38

At stake are not only issues of global concern that

Although the Copenhagen Accord failed to make

are too complex to be narrowed down to one‐

that balance, it would not be out of place to

type issues such as ‘banning patents’ or ‘a

examine the provisions of the accord, which may

complete waive of IPR to ESTs’, as argued by

have some relevance to the issue of technology

some developing countries. Developing countries

transfer.

are not to blame for climate change and should

5. COP 15 and technology transfer: n
search of a workable framework

therefore be ‘reimbursed’ by the rich polluting
nations.39 Developing countries will not bear any
responsibility, leaving obligations only to the

5.A. COP15 Accord and technology transfer

developed world. To support such a position, one
In the COP 15 Final Accord, although developed

strong

countries

in

simplified by the media, is that countries in the

relation to emission reduction targets and

developed world have caused most of the

financial pledges, no similar intention was

world’s

reflected in the area of technology transfer and

industrialization from the 1850s, and they should

co‐operation. Sweden, on behalf of the European

therefore pay for it.40

made

certain

announcements

argument,

climate

reiterated

issues

and

at

since

times

their

Union (EU), mentioned in general terms that “a
system should be established to provide long‐

We should, however, not forget that, “an eye for

term

for

an eye will make the whole world blind”.41 The

reducing emissions, adaptation, technology co‐

way forward is rather shared responsibilities than

operation and transfer.” Developing countries, on

someone to blame. In the Singapore Declaration

the other hand, called on developed countries to

on Climate Change, Energy and Environment

honour their commitments and speed up the

‘Common but Differentiated Responsibility’ is

transfer of ESTs.

invoked and is reaffirmed by stressing that:

support

to

developing

countries

“all countries should play a role in addressing the

The Copenhagen Accord intends to establish a

common challenge of climate change, based on the

‘Technology Mechanism’ to accelerate technology

principles of common but differentiated responsibilities

development and transfer in support of actions

and respective capabilities; and that developed countries

on adaptation and mitigation. It further specifies

should continue to play a leading role in this regard”.42

that the mechanism will “be guided by a country‐
driven approach and be based on national
circumstances and priorities” (para. 11). And
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5.B. Towards successful climate Negotiations
and a workable framework for the transfer of
ESTs

involving stubborn position on compulsory

The debate over the transfer of ESTs mostly goes

UNFCCC

on in the context of climate change negotiations

involved parties from reaching viable solutions

under the UNFCCC. But related IPR issues are

for climate change and increasing tensions

mostly subject matter of WTO TRIPS agreement.

between the environmental regime under the

As TRIPS do not specify the treatment of climate

UNFCCC and the trade‐related IPR regime under

change or ESTs, developing nations have sought

WTO/TRIPS. Their objectives are different. It is

support in the Doha Ministerial Declaration on a

also worth mentioning that the UNFCCC has no

public health exemption under TRIPS. In this

mandate to make a patent waiver for ESTs. This

way, poorer nations would gain access to ESTs

does not contradict the crucial needs to accelerate

through compulsory licensing43 by arguing that

use of ESTs around the world, which could be a

climate change represents a national health

way

emergency. There are, however, serious flaws in

organizations. However, wishful declarations on

this argument.

transfer of ESTs will not be meaningful, and no

In conclusion, the debate over IPR issues
licensing or banning of patents to ESTs in the

of

may

rather

reconciling

risk

the

preventing

works

of

the

both

deal is better than a bad deal in this context. That
The patent issues for ESTs are not the same as

is why successful negotiation over green house

pharmaceuticals, as ESTs require many different

gas reduction, funding and more efforts for

technological inputs. Japan and the EU argue e.g.

country

that while there is generally only one patent per

development, and not least the creation of a

specific

technology

culture of ’Technology Exchange’ without going

mitigation technologies almost always require

beyond the existing IPR regime, may give better

numerous patents held by many different firms44.

future result than campaigning and debating

In

over technology transfer and waivers.

fact,

neither

waivers

climate

region

change

pharmaceutical

product,

and

nor

banning

or

compulsory licensing of ESTs may contribute to
5.B.I)Technology exchange between the GE10 and the vulnerable-5 during the UNFCCC
summit:

the reduction of climate change. It might be
useful

for

some

technologically

developed

developing countries like China, India, South
Korea, Brazil and South Africa with technical

Rather than trying to make an agreement

capacity to imitate, but the LDCs, despite having

between

over

hundred

the IPR exemption until 2013, cannot make use of

solutions

may

be

a possible free access to ESTs under a compulsory

representatives of bigger interest groupings

licensing regime due to lack of technical capacity

based on their global emissions (GE) and

and know‐how. Therefore, for the LDCs and

vulnerability (V) due to climate change problems.

vulnerable

Therefore, there may be a system of negotiating

states

compulsory

licensing

provisions cannot be the solution. Furthermore,

easier

countries,
to

reach

effective
among

parties divided into two groups:

research based institutions and multinational



organizations may not be interested in working

The GE‐10 consisting of the USA, the EU,
Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, India,

on the technologies required nor willing to

Japan, Russia and South Africa, which

transfer their technology to countries with weak

accounts for more than three‐quarters of

IP laws.

the total GE, and
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The Vulnerable 5 consisting of: one

perspective, or a coordination body may

representative from other developing

be established. It will clearly mention

countries45, one from the African Group

technologies

as

existing patented technologies and future

IPCC

Fourth

Assessment

Report

February 200746 termed Africa as one of


change,47 one from the Small Island

domain,

Funding for technology development and
technology

LDC’s,49 and the fifth one will be IPCC

assessments,

local

and/or

regional research centers will be given

and UNEP as jointly representing ‘the

‘result

global public interest Ombudsperson’

and

goal

oriented’

funding,

provided that they use the funding for the

(who will take submissions from other
and

public

transfer: Related IPR issues: On the basis of

States,48 one from the most vulnerable

regional

the

technologies.

the most vulnerable continents to climate

national,

in

research

international

and

development

of

technologies necessary for the climate

public interest groups on the related

change mitigation and adaptation in the

issues).50

particular country and region. They will

5.B.II) Financing and capacity building:
towards culture of technology exchange

and findings with other similar research

In Copenhagen, developed countries committed

centres. Where applicable, UNEP and

to providing U$30 billion for mitigation and

IPCC will negotiate on behalf of a

adaptation for the period 2010 to 2012, most of

particular country for the transfer of

which will flow through a Copenhagen Green

patented ESTs, (if necessary) for climate

Climate Fund established as an operating entity

change mitigation and adaptation in the

of the financial mechanism of the UNFCCC, i.e.

respective countries.

be encouraged to exchange their research

the UN Global Environment Facility. But simply



Research on country and region specific ESTs

money to vulnerable states may not work. In my

should

view, it would be better to make a long‐term plan

technologies,

for the utilization of the fund and to have more

partnership.

establish

future

public

potential

and

private

commitment for the utilization of ESTs, their


development and technology transfer. This new
‘Technology

Exchange’

may

work

in

approach51

the

to

the

determination

of

royalties may be adopted as a prototype,

following way:


For sharing technology, the Canadian

based on the ranking of concerned
Establishment of Technology Assessment

importing

Reports: All the LDCs, which are the most

Development Index (HDI) of the UNDP.

vulnerable states, and the African group

The Canadian royalty guidelines result in

will be encouraged to make country

relatively low royalties.52

specific

studies

on

countries

in

the

Human

technology

assessments for climate change mitigation

In addition, the above approach of capacity

and adaptation technologies and related

building on ESTs in the developing countries and

IP issues, to be reviewed by the UNEP

LDCs

and

Exchange’

IPCC

from

an

environmental

within
may

the

culture

also

be

of

‘Technology

integrated

as

an

interpretation of Art. 66.2 of TRIPS to implement

perspective and by WIPO from IP
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obligations and commitments of the developed
2

countries for technology transfer to the LDCs.

The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change

(IPCC)

was

established

by

the

World

Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United

6. Concluding remarks

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to assess

If

the

above

mechanism

is

successfully

scientific, technical and socio‐economic information

implemented, developing countries will emerge

concerning climate change and its potential effects and

as technology owners at a certain point of time

options for adaptation and mitigation. The IPPC reports
are intended to assess scientific, technical and socio‐

rather than simply being technology users, and it

economic information concerning climate change, its

will create a viable culture of ‘Technology

potential

effects, and

options

for adaptation and

Exchange’ between the North‐South and the

mitigation. The 2007 Report is the so far largest and most

South‐South rather than a simple one way

detailed summary of the climate change situation ever

technology transfer. On the other hand, separate

undertaken, involving thousands of authors from dozens
of countries, and states in its summary that “warming of

arrangements under the WTO regime to support

the climate system is unequivocal and most of the

actions taken under the UNFCCC may not be
necessary,

if

the

WTO

would

make

observed increase in global average temperatures since

an

the mid‐20th century is very likely due to the observed

explanatory clause to Art. 66.2 to better enforce

increase

the obligation to transfer ESTs to the LDCs. In

concentrations.ʺ IPCC’s First Assessment Report was

in

anthropogenic

greenhouse

gas

this way, the UNFCCC could make a solution for

completed in 1990 and served as the basis of the United

the transfer of ESTs which is development‐

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC).

friendly and IPR‐consistent and at the same time

The

Second

Assessment

Report

was

published in 1995 followed by the Third Assessment

workable for enhancing the use of ESTs for the

Report in 2001. The Fifth Assessment Report is due in

mitigation and adaptation to climate change

2014.

rather than earlier vague provisions without

3

having any resultant actions.

Some of the predicted impacts of climate change listed in

the IPCC report include: Water availability will increase
to 10 to 40 per cent at high latitudes and in some wet
tropical areas; Water availability will decrease by 10 to 30

* This article is a revised version of the author’s

per cent in some dry regions at mid latitudes and in the

presentations at the Nordic IP Network Meeting on April

dry tropics; Globally food production is predicted to

15‐17, 2010. Helsinki, Finland and the conference on

increase with warming of 1 to 30oC, but above this it will

Regulating Global Concerns: Climate Change and

decrease. Notably, health effects including increased

Intellectual Property Rights, arranged by Aarhus School

frequency of cardio‐respiratory diseases due to higher

of Business, Aarhus University, May 10‐12, 2010, at the

concentrations of ground level ozone, increased diarrhea

Sandbjerg Estate, Sonderborg, Denmark. The author

disease,
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in

malnutrition

and
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26

Network claim this kind of waiver.

Salma Chaudhuri Zohir and Narayan Chandra Nath,

Development Dimension of the Doha Agenda‐A Major Concern
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for South Asia, p. 316, available at http://www.cuts‐

37

international.org/SAFIT/chp6‐Development.pdf, accessed

and transfer held in New Delhi, October 21, 2009,

on May 16, 2010.

organised by the Government of India and the United

27

Nations economic and social department. See for details,

See IP/C/28 and further Between Trade and Sustainable

http://www.twnside.org.sg/title2/gtrends/gtrends272.htm,

Development, Bridges Vol. 7, No. 2, March 2003, available
at

As said in the Workshop on technology development

accessed on July 18, 2010.

http://www.ppl.nl/ebooks/files/BRIDGES7‐2.pdf

(accessed on May 15, 2010).

ICTSD Project on IPRs and Sustainable Development, Policy

See for details, Bernice Lee, Ilian Iliev and et al, Who
Owns Our Low Carbon Future? Intellectual Property and
Energy Technologies, A Chatham House Report,
September 2009, available at
http://www.chathamhouse.org.uk/files/14699_r0909_lowc
arbonfuture.pdf (accessed on April 1, 2010).

Brief No. 2 (Dec. 2008)

39

28

38

Suerie Moon, Does TRIPS Art. 66.2 Encourage

Technology Transfer to LDCs? An analysis of Country
Submissions to the TRIPS Council (1999‐2007), UNCTAD‐

29

at http://www.ipeg.eu/blog/?p=838, accessed on February

Technologies are necessary both for mitigation and

15, 2010.

adaptation to climate change in the developing countries.
Such as mitigation technology to reduce GHG emissions

40

to avoid the possible impacts of climate change and new

This is quoted from the writing of Mahatma Gandhi, An
Autobiography or The Story of My Experiments with
Truth, 1929. This quote is mostly used as a principle of
non‐violence movement. Although Mahatama Gandhi
was not the originator of the principle of non‐violence, he
was the first to apply it in the political field on a huge
scale. Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (2 October 1869– 30
January 1948) was the pre‐eminent political and spiritual
leader of India during the Indian independence
movement. He was the pioneer of satyagraha—resistance
to tyranny through mass civil disobedience, a philosophy
firmly founded upon ahimsa or total nonviolence—which
led India to independence and inspired movements for
civil rights and freedom across the world.

See for details, Copenhagen Final Accord, available at

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/cop_15/application/pdf/co
p15_cph_auv.pdf (accessed on December 29, 2009).
31

UNFCCC, 2009, Conference of Parties, Ad‐hoc Working

Group on Long‐term Cooperative Action Under the
Convention, Poznan, 1‐10 December, 2008, Ideas and
Proposals on Paragraph 1 of the Bali Action Plan, Para. 129.
U.N.

Doc

FCCC/AWGLCA/2008/16/Rev.1,

United

Nations, New York.
32

See note 31.

42
33

Copenhagen Economics A/S and The IPR Company

Energy

and

Environment,

available

at

http://www.aseansec.org/21116.htm (accessed on May 3,

Technology?” Copenhagen (19 January 2009), p. 39.

2010).

Keith E. Maskus, Kamal Saggi, and Thitima Puttitanun,

43

“Patent Rights and International Technology Transfer

Transfer

mechanism

whereby

governments

or

international institutions require the holder of IPR to

through Direct Investment and Licensing,” in International

extend licensing to grant use to the state or others.

Public Goods and Transfer and Technology Under a Globalized

Usually, the holder does receive some royalties, either set

Intellectual Property Regime, (Eds. Keith E. Maskus and

by law or determined through some form of arbitration or

Jerome H. Reichman), Cambridge: Cambridge University

court procedure. Compulsory licensing is widely disliked

Press, 2005, p. 266.
35

See for details, Singapore Declaration on Climate

Change,

ApS, “Are IPR a Barrier to the Transfer of Climate Change

34

See note 39.

41

varieties of rice to adapt with climate change.
30

Copenhagen Climate Conference and Patents, available

by private sector firms who argue that it prevents them

UNFCCC 2006, Subsidiary Body for Scientific and

from control and therefore reduces incentive to invest in

Technological Advice, Synthesis Report on Technology

potentially crucial technologies. See for details: Cosbey,

Needs Identified by Parties not Included in Annex I to the

A. (Ed.), (2008). Trade and Climate Change: Issues in

Convention. U.N. Doc. FCCC/SBSTA/2006/INF.1. United

Perspective.

Nations, New York.

Sustainable Development.
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See note 35.
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44 Copenhagen Economics A/S and The IPR Company
A/S, “Are IPR a Barrier to the Transfer of Climate Change
Technology?” Copenhagen (19 January 2009), p.7.

peoples; to achieve peace and security in Africa; and to
promote democratic institutions, good governance and
human rights.

The Group of 77 at the United Nations is a coalition of
developing countries, designed to promote its membersʹ
collective economic interests and create an enhanced joint
negotiating capacity in the United Nations. There were 77
founding members of the organization, but the
organization has since expanded to 130 member
countries. The group was founded on June 15, 1964 by the
ʺJoint Declaration of the Seventy‐Seven Countriesʺ issued
at the UNCTAD. This group may work as a coordinating
body to represent the other developing countries except
those that are included in the GE‐10.
45

46

48

Small Island Developing States (SIDS) were recognized

as a distinct group of developing countries facing specific
social, economic and environmental vulnerabilities at the
United

Nations

Conference

on

Environment

and

Development (UNCED), also known as the Earth Summit,
held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (3‐14 June 1992). This
recognition was made specifically in the context of
Agenda 21 (Chapter 17 G). The UN recognizes the 38 UN
Member States belonging to the Alliance of Small Island
States (AOSIS), an ad hoc negotiating body established by

In the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, February, 2007

SIDS at the UN. However, AOSIS has a membership of 42

projections indicate that by 2020, between 75 and 250

States and observers, drawn from all oceans and regions

million people in Africa will suffer an increase in water

of

stress due to climate change. And the area of the

the

world:

Africa,

Caribbean,

Indian

Ocean,

Mediterranean, Pacific and South China Sea. Therefore,

continent suitable for agriculture is likely to decrease,

this alliance may become representative body of the small

particularly along the edges of semi‐arid and arid regions.

island states.

By 2020, yields from rain‐fed agriculture in some

The LDCs represent the poorest and weakest segment

countries could decrease by as much as 50%, exacerbating

49

malnutrition and food security problems. Whatʹs more,

of the international community. Extreme poverty, the

rising water temperatures in large lakes may decrease fish

structural weaknesses of their economies and the lack of

stocks, again affecting food supplies. See for details,

capacities related to growth, often compounded by

http://www.ipcc.ch/ipccreports/ar4‐wg1.htm, accessed on

structural handicaps, hamper efforts of these countries to

September 1, 2010; Achim Steiner, executive director of

improve the quality of life of their people. In the late

the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

1960s, the UN began paying special attention to the LDCs,

rightly put ʺAfrica is the continent with the least

recognizing those countries as the most vulnerable of the

responsibility for climate change and yet is perversely the

international community. With the assistance from The

continent with the most at risk if greenhouse gases are not

UN Office of the High Representative for LDCs,

cut.ʺ quoted in: African continent one of the most

Landlocked Developing Countries and Small Island

details,

Developing States, LDCs may proceed to take united

Environmental Research Web, Apr 11, 2007, available at

voice for their problems and possible way outs for climate

http://environmentalresearchweb.org/cws/article/opinion/

change

27558, accessed on August 25, 2010.

technologies. This office was established by General

vulnerable

47

to

climate

change,

See

for

and

mitigation

and

required

Assembly Resolution 56/227 as a follow‐up mechanism to

Considering the vulnerability of African countries due

the Third UN Conference on the Least Developed

to climate change as depicted in the IPCC Fourth

Countries to ensure effective follow‐up, implementation,

Assessment Report, it should be represented as one of the

monitoring and review of the implementation of the

most vulnerable groups. African Union may be invited to

Programme of Action for the LDCs for the Decade 2001 –

work as the united voice for African countries taking the
experience from the EU.

adaptation

2010, adopted at that conference.

The African Union is an

50

intergovernmental organization consisting of 53 African

The UN Office of the High Representative for LDCs,

states. Established on 9 July 2002, the AU was formed as a

Landlocked Developing Countries and Small Island

successor to the Organization of African Unity (OAU).

Developing States may work as a coordinating body for

The prime objectives of AU and its different institutes are

the Vulnerable‐5 considering their lack of bargaining and

to accelerate the political and socio‐economic integration

negotiation capacity.

of the continent; to promote and defend African common

51

positions on issues of interest to the continent and its

In 2005, Canada proposed royalty guidelines for the

export of medicines under the Jean Chrétien Pledge to
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Africa Act, which implements the WTO waiver of Article
31(f) of the TRIPS Agreement. The Canadian royalty
guidelines are a sliding scale of the generic sales price.
The rate depends entirely upon the location of the
importing market and the rank of the importing country
in the UNHDI. The formula is one, plus the number of
countries on the UNHDI, minus the importing countryʹs
rank on the UNHDI, divided by the number of countries
on the UNHDI, multiplied by 0.04. The rate is then
applied to the generic sales price. With 177 countries
currently in the UNHDI index, the royalty rate can be
expressed as: Royalty rate = 0.04 * [(178) – rank importing
country]/177.
52

During the time of adoption of this royalty approach in

2004, the top rate was 4% of the generic sales price for
Norway as it was number one country in HDI, 2004, and
the lowest rate was 0.02%, for Sierra Leone as it was last
country in the HDI, 2004.
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Designing Substantive Patent Law: from Life Sciences to
Climate Change?
Tine Sommer*

The purpose of this article is to emphasise that we have to

issues such as climate change demand special IPR

learn from previous experience when addressing the

treatment?

issues of patent law and climate change in order to
suggest appropriate solutions. If we address the problem

The lifecycle of patents can broadly be divided

while turning a blind eye to former failures we will never

into two phases. Phase one, the pre‐grant phase,

succeed. Especially in this area, where traditional

covers the period from the filing of the patent

environmental law and traditional patent law have had
their glory days, there are lessons to be learnt by future

application to the grant of the patent. Phase two,

lawmakers and policymakers working in the field of

the post‐grant phase, covers the period from the

climate change.

grant until the patent term expires (or lapses due
to non‐payment of fees). This article mainly

1. Human health, climate change and
patent law

addresses the pre‐grant phase, the requirements

A World Health Organization poster states that

private interests. However, post‐grant measures

climate change hurts, not only in terms of

are also important and will be briefly discussed.

for patentability and the balancing of public and

environmental and economic damage, but also in

2. Waves of law

terms of human lives.1 The poster pictures a black
foot on a cracked soil background, symbolising

As people get older, most discover that in some

that drought hits harder in the undeveloped

ways life repeats itself. Simple things, like the

world where people are most likely to suffer from

clothes they wore decades ago, come back into

climate change.

fashion and are reused by the new generation.
Perhaps as lawyers get older, they too may

Human lives are often at stake. That is why we

wonder

have a huge pharmaceutical and biotech industry

repeat

classics, such as the Arne Jacobsen Egg Chair,

regard, the patent law system has been identified

seldom go out of date. Is patent law comparable

as a major contributor to continuing health

to designer furniture? If that were the case, patent

problems in the least developed countries. Our

law would still be useful in a changed context,

efforts to transfer patent laws to less and least
diminished

policymaking

one may ask if that is a sign of quality. Design

lives worldwide is nothing to be proud of. In this

have

and

of law’. Some things never or seldom change, and

purposes. The history of safeguarding human

countries

law

themselves and follow such waves of life, or ‘waves

serving human needs as well as economic

developed

if

surviving the challenges of changing society

the

without being swept away.

legitimacy of exclusive rights. What will happen
when we add food and energy scarcity as well as

Although, the patent regime has expanded

climate change issues to our present experience of

rapidly into parts of the world that do not have

safeguarding humans? To be more specific, will

the infrastructure, capacity, or inventors to
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benefit from the regime, its design has been

Development assumed the existence of collective

absorbed

without

responsibility5 and most recently point 1 of the

it

has

Copenhagen Accord 2009 emphasised the ‘strong

expanded to include new subject matter and

political will to urgently combat climate change

embrace some of the emerging technologies. This

in accordance with the principle of common but

expansion has triggered some changes in the

differentiated

in

fundamental

its

traditional

changes.

form,

Furthermore,

responsibilities

and

respective

6

wording of the European patent laws, but not a

capabilities’.

rethinking of the system. Business has continued

At the regional level, awareness of transboundary

as usual.

pollution

and

of

the

environmental

is the theme of this article, in the following there

European industry was developed in the first

will be a focus on five developments in the law:

place by the European Court of Justice and then

the first wave is traditional international and EU

by the adoption of the Single European Act in

environmental

is

1987. As a dynamic lawmaker, the European

traditional patent law and environmental law; the

Court of Justice has contributed to the change of

third wave is patent law and life sciences; the

priority of environmental interests which was

fourth wave is patent law and the biotech

enshrined by the inclusion of Treaty provisions

experience; and the fifth and final wave is patent

designed to protect the Environment, see the

law and climate change.

former EC Treaty, Articles 130r, 130s, 130t and

the

second

wave

and

a

between

To elaborate on the waves of law metaphor which

law;

policies

interplay

competitive

Articles 100a(3) and (4).

2.1. Traditional international and EU
environmental law

This development continued. The Maastricht

By the early 1970s environmental law and policy

Treaty (1992) was also an important phase, with

had become a major issue. The UN Conference on

the Treaty expressly incorporating powers aimed

the Human Environment, held in Stockholm in

at safeguarding the environment as part of its

1972, encouraged national and international

general principles in Articles 2 and 3 (referring to

societies to protect and improve the human

sustainable growth, for example). Furthermore,

environment.2 The Stockholm Declaration (1972),

the Amsterdam Treaty (1997) contributed by

and later the Brundtland Commission report

changing the wording of the sustainability

(1987) on Environment and Development, Our

principle (Article 2: promoting a harmonious,

Common Future, directed the world’s attention to

balanced

and

environmental law in its more modern form.3 By

economic

activities),

emphasising that pollution is not absorbed by air

promotion of the integration principle in Article

and water (and is not solved, for example, by

6.7 The latest stage in this agenda is the Treaty of

building high chimneys or piping waste water

Lisbon (2009) where not only has the Charter of

into the ocean), and that it is likely to have cross‐

Fundamental Rights of the European Union

border effects, the focus on shared responsibility

(2000)8 been replaced from the date of entry into

became a priority on the international agenda.4 In

force of the Treaty of Lisbon, but new provisions

its different forms shared responsibility became

relating to climate change and energy have been

an important issue in international environmental

adopted. See Article 191 in the consolidated

policy in the following years. Thus, the 2002

version of the Treaty on the functioning of the

Johannesburg

European Union where Union policy on the

Declaration

on

Sustainable
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environment

shall

contribute

to

promoting

effect of principles, tend to focus on the legal

measures at international level to deal with

significance of the principles. The purpose of an

regional or worldwide environmental problems,

open‐ended principle can require only the

and in particular combating climate change. In

balancing of different interests.12 On the basis of

the context of Union energy policy Article 194,

the environmental principles we may consider

there is a reference to the need to preserve and

whether the requirement to integrate environ‐

improve the environment in a spirit of solidarity

mental protection as a general principle of EU

between Member States.

law or the precautionary principle can be
enforced at the level of the European Patent

The Single European Act introduced Treaty‐

Organisation. This issue will be dealt with below.

based environmental principles, such as the
principle of a high level of protection, the

The protection of the environment became

principle

the

subject to multi‐level regulation already in 1972,

integration principle, the precautionary principle,

and one can find interplay on environmental

the prevention principle, the source principle,

protection between lawmakers at the global,

and the polluter pays principle. Since its

regional and national levels. However, in general

introduction, scholars of European environ‐

terms the environmental focus peaked after the

mental law have debated the legal quality of the

Amsterdam wave, emphasising the importance of

environmental principles of the Single European

environmental protection by promoting the

Act. The Act has not been followed by an

integration principle as a general Community

immense body of case‐law, but the European

principle. Since then environmental protection

Court of Justice (ECJ) accepts that some of the

has lived a more retired life, where compliance

principles are legally binding.9 In particular, Case

with and enforcement of European environ‐

C‐284/95 Safety Hi‐Tech has been highlighted as

mental law are issues that remain to be solved.13

interpreting the former Article 130r. In paragraph

However, climate change has brought the

37 of its judgment, the ECJ stated that:

environment more into focus.

‘in view of the need to strike a balance between certain of

2.2. Traditional patent law and environmental
law

of

sustainable

development,

the objectives and principles mentioned in Article 130r
and of the complexity of the implementation of those
criteria, review by the Court must necessarily be limited

Patent laws are not a new invention. National

to the question whether the Council, by adopting the

laws for reward schemes have been an integral

Regulation, committed a manifest error of appraisal

part of industrial development since at least

regarding the conditions for the application of Article

1500.14 The overall idea of patents has been to

130r of the Treaty’.

balance society’s interests in new developments

The discussion of environmental principles as

on the one hand and reward for inventors on the

legally binding is still ongoing, and it is

other hand. This is known as the reward

important to remember this when considering the

doctrine.15 Thus the disclosure of how an

transfer of environmental principles to patent

invention works is an essential requirement for

law.10 As Treaty‐based principles they guide

granting a patent for an invention. Substantive

lawmakers, courts and, one can argue, authorities

patent law has long been harmonised at the

granting authorisations and exclusive rights.11 In

regional and international levels. Since 1972, the

her legal writing Astrid Epiney has argued that all

European Patent Convention (EPC) has provided

scholars, whether or not they support the binding

a common system of law for the grant of patents,
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and since 1994 the WTO Agreement on Trade‐

interpretation of the ordre public standard, does

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights

make references to the environment.16 Thus, the

(TRIPS)

ordre public standard of Article 53(a) EPC does

has

provided

detailed

rules

on

substantive patent law and the enforcement of

constitute

IPRs. Thus, as with environmental law, patent

exploitation of inventions that are likely to

law

seriously prejudice the environment.

is

subject

to

multi‐level

regulation.

Furthermore, the elements of balancing the

a

bar

to

patentability

for

the

A relevant question in this regard is the extent of

interests in patent law and the interests of less

environmental protection taken into account by

and least developed countries can be recognised

patent authorities. Do they consider sustainability

as issues in environmental law which can be

and the precautionary principle and even make a

classified as issues of social responsibility.

risk assessment before granting a patent? An

Turning to what may be termed ‘traditional’

answer from the EPO Boards of Appeal in T

patent law, one will find an attempt to reflect an

356/93, paragraph 18.5 hints at future decisions.

express environmental focus. In this regard

The Board held that the ordre public standard

TRIPS contain more modern wording of patent

presupposes that the threat to the environment is

law’s traditional clause on exclusions from

sufficiently substantiated at the time when the

patentability on ethical grounds. The ‘ordre public

decision to revoke is taken by the EPO. The Board

and morality’ clause, expressing environmental

further emphasised that most of the applicant’s

concern, is found as a minimum standard in

arguments were based on the possible occurrence

TRIPS Article 27(2), which refers to the avoidance

of harmful events (e.g. the transformation of

of ‘serious prejudice to the environment’. As

crops into weeds, the spread of herbicide‐

such, patent law supports an ethic norm that a

resistant genes to other plants, damage to the

law that rewards a polluting inventor is not good

ecosystem etc.). However, the documentary

law.

evidence

‘Members

may

exclude

the

53(a).17

wording is as follows:
27(2):

substantiate

represent a bar to patentability under Article

broader protection than Article 53(a) EPC. The

Art.

sufficiently

existence of a threat to the environment such as to

The wording of TRIPS Article 27(2) suggests

TRIPS

must

Thus it seems that the precautionary principle is far

from

from being recognised by the EPO Boards of

patentability inventions, the prevention within their

Appeal. The attitude is as follows:

territory of the commercial exploitation of which is
necessary to protect ordre public or morality, including to

‘patent offices are placed at the crossroads between

protect human, animal and plant life or health or to avoid

science and public policy. However, at this crossroads

serious prejudice to the environment…’

patent offices are not alone, but find themselves side‐by‐

EPC Art. 53(a): European patents shall not be granted in

side with increasing number of other authorities and

respect of ‘inventions the commercial exploitation of

bodies, in particular regulatory authorities and bodies,

which would be contrary to “ordre public” or morality;

whose function is inter alia to ensure that the exploitation

such exploitation shall not be deemed to be so contrary

of a given technology, regardless of whether it is protected by

merely because it is prohibited by law or regulation in

a patent or not, takes place within the regulatory

some or all of the Contracting States.’

framework provided by laws, international treaties,
administrative provisions’.18

Despite the differences in wording, it must be
pointed out that EPO case law, through the
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The exploitation of a patent has to be assessed

developments takes social responsibility into

within the framework of national laws and

account. The author’s opinion is that these

regulations on the use of an invention. The Board

principles are very useful in the post‐grant phase,

pointed out that potential risks cannot be

whereas the pre‐grant phase must keep patent

anticipated merely on the basis of the disclosure

law to the straight and narrow, separating grant

of the invention in the patent specification. The

from exploitation.

balancing test elaborated in the Harvard Onco

2.3. Patent law and life sciences

Mouse case19 is only applicable when there is an
actual risk of harm in the form of ‘conclusively

The TRIPS Agreement’s explicit reference to

20

documented hazards’.

serious prejudice to the environment has been
less controversial than its relation to life saving

Is has been suggested that a patent examiner
should

require

an

environmental

medicine.24 We all know by now that the patent

impact

system as such is not transferable to less and least

assessment from specialised authorities before

developed countries. The obvious question that

granting a patent.21 As the results of such tests are

scholars ask in this regard is whether the Doha

usually not available to patent offices during the

process on pharmaceuticals has lessons for

processing of a patent application, this would

climate change. The focus is now on post‐grant

doubtless extend the period of patent application

measures and there is an issue of accessibility,

proceedings. Today, the actual approval by the

ensuring that IPRs do not unjustly prevent access

authorities is often obtained after the grant of the

to technologies.25 One could say that post‐grant

patent. If we start requiring environmental

measures are all about to rebalancing the system

impact assessments prior to the granting of a

and achieving global social goals.26

patent, we start mixing the exploitation of a
patent with the grant, and too many grey areas

Facilitating access to essential medicines in

will distort the objective of the patent system,

developing countries is an obvious starting point

subjecting it to even further problems of loss of

for assessing access by developing countries to

legitimacy. Article 53(a) does not provide a legal

environmentally sound technologies (ESTs). The

basis for controlling and preventing technological

Doha waiver enables a pharmaceutical product

22

hazards.

produced or imported under a compulsory

Following

the

principles,

one

discussion
can

of

hardly

licence in a member country to be exported to the

environmental
blame

markets of those other less or least developed

patent

countries that share the same health problem.27

examiners or the Boards of Appeal if they do not

Thus,

rely on EU environmental principles which still

Comparing the UN Framework Convention on

international conventions. This principle has the

Climate Change (UNFCCC, 1992) to the Doha

global

technological

agenda appears to be straightforward. The

development does not bring about the end of the

distinction of less and least developed countries

world and/or that the legal protection of

in Doha terms and UN Annex II Parties and non‐

ensuring

is
that

recognised

of

in

aim

it

barrier

dered for environmentally sound technologies.28

sustainability in particular is not only a general
EU,

the

the case of HIV and malaria, can now be consi‐

power or authority over it.23 Yet, the principle of
the

to

make effective use of compulsory licences, as in

legal system. As to the EPO, the EU has no legal

of

solutions

insufficient capacity for developing countries to

are associated with legal uncertainty in their own

principle

finding
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2.4. Patent Law and the Biotech experience

Annex I Parties guides us in the same direction,
whether we talk about pharmaceuticals or

Biotechnology has had an influence on several

combating climate change. The principle of

disciplines of law. As examined by Han Somsen,

common but differentiated responsibility is

there are lessons to be learnt from environmental

behind both systems in terms of technology

law, such as issues of risk regulation, where the

transfer and financial resources. However, as

precautionary principle has been acknowledged

emphasised by several scholars, it is questionable

outside EU environmental law, as in the example

whether the feasibility of a waiver for the transfer

of food safety regulation.33 Risk assessment and

of environmentally sound technologies is similar

the precautionary principle are appropriate as

to that for public health. And unfortunately, the

bases for voicing opposition on behalf of the

Doha process has only influenced the global

environment and future generations when these

pharmaceutical industry at the margin, so its
structure

and

behaviour

has

been

are at stake.34 This is also the approach of

largely

legitimacy.

unaffected.29 According to Frederick Abbott, at its
best

the

Doha

Declaration

Agreement

and

public

positively

influenced

on

health

the

TRIPS

process

Turning to patent law, we may consider Han

has

Somsen’s concept of ‘genetic governance’.35 The

and

European Community had severe difficulties

multilateral organisations towards taking greater

with the adoption of Directive 98/44/EC (the

responsibility for ensuring that populations and

Biotech Directive). There was a 10 year struggle

developing countries have adequate access to

before the Directive was finally adopted in 1998.

governments

30

medicines.

Patenting life forms caused much debate, mainly
by

Frederick M. Abbott points to one positive outcome

establishing

a

regime

without

field

restrictions. The biotech revolution has left its

of the WTO public health negotiations, which is

own footprint on substantive patent law, and this

that a number of Public Private Partnerships

has led to the European Community making

(PPPs) have been formed on drugs for neglected

changes to the established EPO law. The author’s

diseases, e.g. the Drug for Neglected Diseases

view is that this is where we have learnt our

initiative (DNDi), the US President’s Emergency

lesson: Patent law flexibility and dynamic is not

Program for African Relief (PEPFAR), and the

best safeguarded by detailed rules.

WHO UNITAID scaling up access to treatment
for HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis.31 There

How can we cope with new patentable subject

are now also orphan drugs arrangements in the

matter with patentability requirements that have

EU for rarer diseases, such as Gaucher’s disease,

been established at a time when the emerging

32

Fabry’s disease.

technology (in this case biotech) was immature
and when the political environment is reluctant

Perhaps one of the lessons we can learn from the

and resistant to change, while the industrial

experience with life saving medicines for neglected

lobby is positive about change? Now, as result of

diseases is to use Public Private Partnerships for

a political compromise we are locked into outdated

adaptation technologies directed to the least

rules. For example, there are rules that have

developed countries.

created a phoney doctrine of isolation. Thus,
Directive 98/44/EC Article 3(2), states that:
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‘Biological material which is isolated from its natural

(b) processes for modifying the germ line genetic identity

environment or produced by means of a technical process

of human beings;

may be the subject of an invention even if it previously
(c) uses of human embryos for industrial or commercial

occurred in nature’.

purposes;

This doctrine governs biological material in

(d) processes for modifying the genetic identity of

general, as well as human genes; see Article 5(2):

animals which are likely to cause them suffering without
any substantial medical benefit to man or animal, and

‘An element isolated from the human body … may

also animals resulting from such processes’ (emphasis

constitute a patentable invention, even if the structure of

added).

that element is identical to that of a natural element.’

Comparing the patentability requirements to

Given the heading of Article 6(2), it is obvious

those of traditional patent law, the requirement

that one or more areas are missing. The non‐

for industrial application is the only criterion that

exhaustive list provides examples concerning

has adopted a kind of field restriction, if it is to be

humans or animals used for human purposes

interpreted as a strict requirement for industrial

(mainly)

application.36 Directive 98/44/EC, Article 5(3)

environmental

states:

legislator found this was already covered by the

but

there

is

not

protection.38

a

word

on

the

EC

Maybe

traditional clause (Article 6(1)) or perhaps the
‘The industrial application of a sequence or a partial

focus was more on human genes – ‘genetic

sequence of a gene must be disclosed in the patent

governance’ in the term of Han Somsen.

application’

2.5. Patent law and climate change

While the focus of the debate was on human
genes, the Directive was adopted without

Climate change has been on the EU agenda for

changes to the patentability of plants and

more than 20 years, and the EU is a major player

animals. Plant and animal varieties are excluded

on the international scene.39 However, as pointed

from patentability if the technical feasibility of

out by Streck and Freestone, the ‘implementation

the invention is confined to a particular plant or

gap’, which is always a big problem of European

animal variety (Directive 98/44/EC, Article 4(2)).

environmental policy, is particularly obvious in

Essentially

biological

processes

for

the context of climate change.40

the

production of plants or animals are excluded.

With this background to patent law, the question

Essentially biological processes are defined in the

is

Directive, which is not the case in traditional

whether

a

change

in

the

regulatory

environment is necessary. Can patent law repair

patent law. However this definition is more

what environmental regulation cannot? Are we

open‐ended than precise.37

explicitly to make our patent law system ensure

Finally, the worst outcome of law making is the EU

the reduction of green house gas emissions? Or

system creating its own detailed moral standard

should we emphasise that patent law favours

for Europe. Article 6(1) of the Directive repeats

environmentally sound technologies, or at least

EPC Article 53(a), and Article 6(2) is as follows:

add environmental damage to our detailed moral
standard? One could ask whether patent law is

‘On the basis of paragraph 1, the following, in particular,

neglecting its social responsibility if it does not

shall be considered unpatentable:

act to deal with climate change.

(a) processes for cloning human beings;
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Patent

law

must

with

biotech and ethical issues. What has been learnt

developments in society, and the surrounding

so far is that when global concerns are at stake

legal society often collides with patent law,

patent law often lacks legitimacy. These collisions

requiring the outdated regime to hang on for

have had the major impact on the patent regime

dear life. But if real life requires the adoption of

that it has lost its legitimacy, stuck between

new rules, the experience from the biotech

efforts to adopt new approaches and failing to do

adventure warns us that EC interference with the

so. The outcome has been devastating to the

current state of patent law is not to be wished for.

scope of protection and quality of the patents

The provisions on isolated DNA sequences as

issued. This lesson is worrisome when we now

patentable subject matter have revealed legal

return to climate change. It seems that exactly the

uncertainty and the different approaches of the

same components are present – law and

41

EU Member States.
have

a

strict

develop

in

line

France, Italy and Germany

requirement

for

policymaking repeats itself. And one can ask, do

industrial

we need new rules favouring green inventions

application of gene sequences, and France also

and creating uncertainty? The answer depends

prohibits patents on sequences themselves. The

on which phase we address: the pre‐grant phase

EU Commission has been very reluctant to adopt

or the post‐grant phase.

a position and as a result it has been left to

To answer the question regarding the pre‐grant

national courts to interpret. The legal approach to

phase it is necessary to focus on the nature of the

this by the EU has been a failure, and the EPO

environmentally sound technologies which ask

and the EU are stuck with the outdated and

for

mistaken creation of patent law. The USPTO 2000

menttal

statute, and the case law approach in the USA

warning,

technology on different grounds (35 US §§ 101,

of

adaptation

and

coastal

zone

management,

water

supply, carbon dioxide capture and storage, and

York42 in March 2010, the claimed isolated DNA

technologies for the reduction of green house gas

was not markedly different from DNA existing in

emissions.44

nature, and was therefore not patentable under

Today

feasible

technologies

are

available, but not all are commercially competitive

35 U.S.C § 101. Detailed regulation of the

without government or other support.45 We have

patentability of emerging technologies is not an

to identify the key barriers to more rapid

appropriate solution, but the case law approach

development and deployment of state‐of‐the‐art

adapts smoothly to developments. If pre‐grant

technologies and mechanisms that can accelerate

conditions are concise, this may also affect
scope

think

latter, mitigation technologies, includes energy

States District Court – Southern District of New

narrower

lawyers

resources, agriculture and public health. The

102 or 103). Lately, in a case before the United

a

to

regional and local climate modelling, early

directions as to the patentability of gene

as

referring

mitigation technologies. The former includes

seems better able to adapt smoothly to shifting

patents

When

environmentally sound technologies, environ‐

Utility Guidelines as a supplement to the US

blocking

protection.43

legal

these processes.46

of

protection will diminish the blocking effect of a

Patent law today already embraces improve‐

patent.

ments and new technologies on turbine blades,47
different sorts of clean technologies,48 climate‐

So far patent law has collided with trade aspects

tolerant crops for developing countries such as

of IPRs, environmental concerns, access to

drought resistant crops, flood resistance, salt

pharmaceuticals for least developed countries,
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resistance, sea grass and other crops for bio fuels

The precautionary principle is more connected to

can be protected. Clean farm animals are being

risk assessments, and perhaps this is most useful

developed, such as pigs (not a contradiction but a

as a guiding principle for granting authorisations.

difference in genetic make‐up); enviro‐pigs expel

However, one way to use the principle and that is

up to 60 per cent less phosphorus than their non‐

for regulating the scope of protection.52 If patent

transgenic counterparts.49 A naked or featherless

examiners are faced with applications on new

chicken is being genetically engineered, saving

emerging technologies, it might be appropriate to

poultry farmers large amounts of money on

limit the scope of protection, and not to grant a

ventilation to prevent their chickens from

product patent. Climate change has its own

50

overheating.

Isolated and clean human genes

principles.

Apart

from

the

principles

of

may also be patented if we find solutions for

sustainability and the precautionary principle,

enhancing the human metabolism in order to

the most commonly referred to principle is that of

make humans eat less or perhaps dislike meat.

common but differentiated responsibility. In his
opening speech at the conference on ‘Regulation

Against this background is it really necessary to
regulate

patent

law

in

detail,

given

Global Concern’ in Sandbjerg, May 2010, Thomas

that

Cottier addressed climate change as a common

patentable subject matter today generally covers

concern of mankind.53 He pointed out that the

environmentally sound technologies? There are
several

options

for

amending

patent

principle is treaty‐based and defined. Referring to

law,

the concept of a common concern of mankind in

however taking previous experience into account,

patent

patent law must be kept to the straight and

convention

preambles

may

prompt

awareness of the importance of a regulated post‐

narrow.

grant

phase

such

as

a

waiver‐option

for

One option is to insert environmental principles

environmentally sound adaptation technologies

and objectives in patent law conventions, either

for least developed countries.

as mission statements or terms in the preamble.

Thomas Cottier has also written about the Doha

The mission statement option is a preamble text in

Waiver and the amendment of TRIPS as

European and international patent conventions

introducing ‘a new dimension to intellectual

referring to internationally recognised environ‐

property and competition law: they reflect

mental principles which, as a measure of global

concerns for human rights, in particular the right

legitimacy, patent law has to respect.51 The

to health and right to life….The right to health

preambles are to be respected by signatory states

and life entail components of distributional

as parties to the conventions. Starting with

justice which intellectual property and com‐

environmental principles, the most suitable

petition laws per se should support and assist in

principles are the principle of sustainability and

realization’.54

the precautionary principle. The sustainability
principle is globally recognised and it seems to be

The option of changing the wording can work in

behind almost every piece of environmental

several

legislation or climate change regulation today. As

patentability

such, the principle is very suitable for being

environmentally sound technologies or can fast‐

inserted in a preamble giving a political signal

track processing of such patent applications.55

that patent law aims to promote technologies that

The fast track option has gained ground since

can preserve the world for future generations.

2009. The United Kingdom and the USA have
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introduced a

fast

track

system

for

green

repeat environmental principles that no one relies

technology. The former has an accelerated

on and think that this is how to solve climate

procedure called the ‘Green Channel’ and the

change problems. It is also useless simply to

latter has a more detailed system.56 This is a

amend patent law with highly specific and

burden on the patent examiner but nothing

detailed

indicates that a petty patent is the outcome. Some

technologies. As the biotech experience must

also argue that the term of protection for

have taught us, this may only lead to confusion

environmentally sound technologies ought to be

and disharmony. The biotech lesson in particular,

57

extended or the fees reduced.

Justice, this area must be settled at the level of the
EPO or the WTO.

leaving patent examiners behind. Estelle Derclaye
has argued that patentees ought to calculate the
carbon footprint of their products.
decide

58

To return to the starting point, it can be

Legislators

good law. We can have a dynamic patent law

environmental law, and make it applicable to

system by keeping patent law to the straight and

patents. She argues that for products it will be

narrow. Patent law can adapt to the changing

relatively

of

nature and pace of technology if we keep

emissions below a threshold in order to get

patentability standards straight and thereby

such

standard,

as

a

as

concluded that the shape of patent law is still

in

simple,

a

sound

an EU patent, with its own patent Court of

processing of a patent application without

to

environmentally

the EPO, is not the way forward. Until we adopt

impact assessments of a technology during the

have

on

with its mix of competences between the EU and

The open question is how to make environmental

just

rules

reduction

59

favoured treatment. One very promising option

restore its global legitimacy. The case law

is to ask the patent applicant to disclose

approach can be guided by terms in preambles,

information about the environmental impact

but to suggest that patent examiners should ask

voluntarily. The only effect of this requirement

for

would be at the infringement stage or in

assessments

60

technical

advice
long

or

before

should
the

address

authorisation

This is a familiar

authorities are capable of doing so, is perhaps not

approach, recalling the disclosure of origin of

the most appropriate solution. Patent law can

opposition proceedings.
61

genetic resources.

consider the common concern of mankind. But
amending pre‐grant patent law cannot solve the

The moral standard option merely requires the

emerging problems of lack of capacity and more

addition of a new subparagraph (e) to the list in
Directive

98/44/EC,

Article

6(2),

urgent concerns in the least developed countries.

covering

In other words, patent law cannot save us from

processes that are likely to cause harm to the

climate change.

environment. Adding the likelihood of harm
relates to the precautionary principle.

We have to be open to new methods, other
market‐based instruments and guidance by

3. Conclusion

means

of

taxation,

fines

and

standards.

As emphasised in the first section of this article, it

Environmental rules are in themselves indirect

is

from

incentives to promote clean technologies, and

environmental and biotechnology regulations, as

adding economic incentives may be more

well as from patent law when designing

effective than amending pre‐grant patent law.

regulations on climate change. It is useless to

Given market forces, environmental regulation

necessary

to

learn

the

lessons
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Voigt (eds.): Sustainable Development in International
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protection, thereby reducing the global carbon
footprint without changing the wording of patent
law.
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Opportunities and Constraints for Cooperation between International
Organisations

Catherine Rhodes*

This paper provides an examination of opportunities for

international

and constraints on cooperation between international

development of cooperative activities in order to

organisations, which is an increasingly important form of

promote

governance. Two case studies are presented which have

organisation

balance

and

require

coherence

in

the
policy

approaches. Such activities are an increasingly

relevance to the issues of intellectual property and climate
change. These represent an established governance area

significant governance mechanism, particularly

(genetic resources) and an emerging area (biofuels).

because of the long time periods and complex
negotiations necessary to amend existing or

1. Introduction

develop new regulations.2

An increasing number of global challenges –

International

including climate change – cut across the remit of

rules3

and

other

governance

mechanisms fulfil various functions in relation to

several international organisations1 and require

the coordination of state action including:

coordination between these organisations to be
effectively addressed. The first part of the paper



Defining rights and obligations;

provides a general outline of opportunities and



Providing

constraints faced by international organisations

predictability

and

reducing

uncertainty;


when they need to cooperate on issues of joint
concern. When such cooperation is not achievable

Reducing the costs of individual action and
increasing efficiency;



Authorising or prohibiting certain actions;

and



Establishing and shaping expectations;

duplication of efforts – all of which reduce the



Imposing constraints;

effectiveness of international action. The second



Channelling

this can result in a number of problems including
tensions,

contradictions,

imbalances

part of the paper will explore the governance of

conflict

and

providing

mechanisms for its resolution;

two issues – genetic resources and biofuels – as



Simplifying and facilitating transactions; and

case



Assisting or directing policy‐making.4

studies

of

international

organisations’

responses to cross‐cutting issues.
Coherent policy and regulatory approaches by

2. Cooperation between international

international organisations are important for

organisations

fulfilment of these functions wherever a set of
rules and/or institutions cover a particular issue

State action benefits from cooperation in areas

area. In situations of uncertainty states are

where there is a high degree of international

unlikely to act in a coordinated manner, and will

interdependence, i.e. those in which separate

face

action by individual states will be insufficient to

approaches are incoherent.5 For example: states

address issues of common concern. Issues that

may be unclear about which rules they should be

fall within the jurisdiction of more than one

applying and which other states will apply;
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where

there

are

contradictions

between

through the Meeting of the Parties to the

approaches states will be unclear on their rights

Montreal Protocol and the UNFCCC’s Subsidiary

and obligations; and where there is competition

Body on Scientific and Technical Advice in

over the values used in different organisations

relation to hydroflourocarbons and perflour‐

uncertainty will increase.6 Duplication of action is

ocarbons.7

also likely to occur with resulting reductions in

Mandates and mechanisms for cooperation can

efficiency. This means that in the absence of inter‐

be readily identified through examination of

organisational cooperation to govern a cross‐

relevant

cutting issue, state action will not be effectively

produced

by

the

organisations. These include their constitutional

coordinated.

documents, the texts of relevant regulations and

3. Inter-organisation cooperation –
opportunities
Opportunities

for

cooperation

formal cooperation agreements. Constitutional
documents show that awareness of a potential
need to cooperate has often been present from an

between

organisation’s foundation:

international organisations arise from overlaps
between

documents

issue

and

“The Organization shall establish effective relations and co‐

organisational scope and are provided by

operate closely with such other inter‐governmental organi‐

mandates and mechanisms granted to the

zations as may be desirable.”8

organisations by their member states. Overlaps

“In order to provide for close cooperation between the

represent both opportunity and need for inter‐

Organization and other international organizations with

organisational cooperation. Climate change, for

related responsibilities, the Conference may enter into

example, involves areas such as environment,

agreements

development,

areas,

trade,

regulations

energy,

with

the

competent

authorities

of

such

organizations.”

9

transport,

biodiversity, agriculture, water, health, and

An extensive range of cooperative mechanisms

science and innovation. It is, therefore, a matter of

have been granted to international organisations

interest to several international organisations

by their member states at varying levels of

including

on

formality – from basic information provision

and

through to joint action projects. The (non‐

Agriculture Organisation (FAO), Intergovern‐

exhaustive) list provided below gives examples

mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), United

of mechanisms available to the Food and

Nations

(UNEP),

Agriculture Organisation and World Health

World Bank, World Health Organisation (WHO),

Organisation, which are broadly representative of

World Meteorological Organisation, and World

the

inter

Biodiversity

Trade

alia:

(CBD)

Environment

Organisation

the

Convention

Secretariat,

Food

Programme

(WTO).

To

give

an

mechanisms

organisations:

available

to

international

10

illustrative example, an overlap between the
substances covered by the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC)

and

the

Montreal

Substances

that

Deplete

Protocol



Observerships;



Joint

committees,

working

parties

and

missions;

on

Layer



Joint meetings and conferences;

produces an opportunity and need for inter‐



Joint action projects and work programmes;



Formal cooperative arrangements;

the

Ozone

organisation coordination to avoid conflictual
approaches. Cooperative work has taken place,
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Informing

other

organisations

about

Resources: Two main types of resource constraint

implementation matters;


Information,

can impede cooperation. The first is financial – an

knowledge

and

document

organisation may be unwilling to take on the

exchange;

additional costs of addressing a new issue; they



Inter‐secretariat committees;

are generally insufficiently funded for the tasks



Interchange of personnel;

they already have. The second relates to expertise



Cooperation on the establishment of regional

– an organisation may be reluctant to take on an

and branch offices;

issue in which it lacks relevant expertise and



Reciprocal representation at meetings;

experience. (It is worth noting that converse



Transmission

of

resolutions

dynamics may also operate in these situations as

and

recommendations;

organisations may choose to cooperate in order to



Delineation of areas of responsibility;

share



Joint technical support and educational

cooperation

activities;

international organisations include cost‐sharing



Coordination of research;

arrangements. An example is the following clause



Cooperation



in

preparation

of

costs

and

expertise.)

agreements

Most

made

formal
between

from a cooperation agreement between the Food

official

documents;

and Agriculture Organisation and World Health

Collaboration on technical assistance and

Organisation:

provision of technical advice;

“If compliance with a request for assistance made by either



Statistical cooperation;



Suggestion of agenda items; and



expenditure for the organization complying with the request,

Where appropriate, taking on the functions of

consultation shall take place with a view to determining the

another organisation.

most equitable manner of meeting such expenditure.”13

organization to the other involves or would involve substantial

Other Constraints: Other constraints include:

4. Inter-organisation cooperation –
constraints

structural

issues

such

as

incompatible

bureaucracies and working practices;14 the effects

Even in situations where there are clear needs

of

and opportunities for cooperation it does not

individual

personalities

within

the

organisation; lack of practical experience in

necessarily take place. It may also take place only

cooperation; and the level of cooperation between

at a very basic and informal level with limited

national government units which do not always

impact on practice. This can be explained by the

coordinate their negotiating positions and so may

constraints faced by international organisations

end up adopting divergent approaches in

when they need to cooperate.11

different organizations.15

These constraints12 include:

Attitudes and Actions of Member States: This

Jurisdiction: Organisations may limit cooperative

appears to be the most significant form of

activities because of concern about encroaching

constraint on inter‐organisational cooperation.

on or competing with another organisation’s area

International organisations are created by states

of jurisdiction. They may also be reluctant to

to serve their interests. While they may be

cooperate where it is perceived as giving up

granted limited autonomy of action, ultimately it

‘control’ of an issue, particularly if this could

is for states to decide whether cooperation takes

have financial implications.

place on a particular issue, the extent of this
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cooperation and the effects it can have on action.

Genetic resources are defined in the Convention

States are generally the main resource providers

on Biodiversity17 as “genetic material of actual or

for international organisations; they set the

potential value” (and genetic material as “any

organisation’s agenda, prioritise issues, and are

material of plant, animal, microbial or other

the

origin containing functional units of heredity”).

main

decision‐makers.

They

are

also

responsible for implementing decisions.

Advances in the life sciences over the past few
decades have meant that the range of genetic

States are likely to have differences of opinion

material considered to have ‘actual or potential

about the desirability of cooperation on any

value’ has expanded rapidly and this has been

particular issue and so power relations matter in

reflected in the expansion of areas of concern

determining outcomes. Reasons that states may

internationally.

choose to block inter‐organisation cooperation
include: that an issue is too politically sensitive;

The international organisations involved in the

that due to power dynamics they want only one

governance of genetic resources include: the Food

particular forum to deal with the issue; that they

and Agriculture Organisation – which has

are not ready to move the issue to the

worked on plant genetic resources since the

international level; and their overall negotiating

1950s; the Union for the Protection of New

position within an international organisation.

Varieties of Plants (UPOV) established in 1961 to

Particularly in complex ongoing negotiations,

give protection to plant breeders’ rights; the

such as those in the climate regime, states often

United

link ostensibly unconnected issues within a

established

bargaining process, so that a decision not to allow

Biodiversity Secretariat, established in 1992; the

cooperation on an issue might be unrelated to

World Trade Organisation, established in 1995;

judgements on its merit.16 Many states also

the World Intellectual Property Organisation

continue to conceive national interest narrowly in

(WIPO), which has been engaged in the area

terms of short‐term political and economic

since the late 1990s; and the World Health

advantage, which can limit their willingness to

Organisation, particularly since 2007.

support effective international cooperation.

on

equitable benefit‐sharing; effects of intellectual
property rights on access and benefit‐sharing;
human rights; and sharing of viral genetic

and exchange of plant genetic material involving

resources for health research. The main rules,

one international organisation – the Food and

mechanisms and institutions that have been

Agriculture Organisation – to incorporate a

developed are listed in Table 1 (a list of acronyms

number of other concerns, including equity,

is provided at the end of the paper).

benefit‐sharing, conservation and intellectual
to

Convention

development and food security concerns; fair and

has expanded from a narrow focus on collection

interest

the

through collection and exchange; conservation;

international governance since the 1950s, which

of

1972;

Programme,

issues of: facilitation of access to genetic resources

Genetic resources have been the subject of

rights,

in

Environment

These organisations between them cover the

5. Case study of cross-Cutting
governance – genetic resources

property

Nations

several

international organisations.
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Table 1. Rules, Mechanisms and Institutions for the Governance of Genetic Resources

Rule/Mechanism/Institution

Associated

Year

Organisation(s)
Seed exchange mechanism; World List of Plant Breeders; and

FAO

1950s

Convention on the Protection of New Varieties of Plants

UPOV

1961

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

FAO, UNDP,

1971

catalogues of genetic stocks.

World Bank
International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources

FAO

1983

Commission on Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture

FAO

1983

Convention on Biodiversity

CBD Secretariat

1992

Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources

CBD Secretariat

2002

International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources

FAO

2001

Multilateral System of Access and Benefit Sharing (under the

FAO

Operational

ITPGR)

in 2007

Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property

WTO

1995

Review process for Article 27.3(b) of TRIPS Agreement

WTO

Ongoing

Stakeholder consultations on intellectual property and genetic

WIPO

1998‐1999

WIPO

2000

WIPO‐IGC

in progress

WIPO‐IGC

2004

FAO

2007

Rights

resources
Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and
Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IGC)
Database of intellectual property licensing provisions relating
to access to genetic resources
Draft Intellectual Property Guidelines for Access and
Equitable Benefit‐Sharing
Declaration and Global Plan of Action on Animal Genetic
Resources

In the near future it is expected that an

The World Health Organisation has taken an

international regime on access and benefit‐

interest in the area of access to genetic resources

sharing will be agreed by the Conference of the

and intellectual property rights in relation to

Parties to the CBD and an international legal

public health research on viruses. It raised

instrument for the protection of genetic resources,

concerns about the effects of patenting of the

traditional knowledge and traditional cultural

SARS virus and its genes on research in 2003,18

expressions is currently being developed by

but it was in 2007 that major problems were

WIPO’s Intergovernmental Committee.

encountered in relation to avian influenza.
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supplying

medicine, concerning the human genome, shall

samples of the virus to WHO Collaborating

be made available to all, with due regard for the

Centres19 due to concerns that vaccines or other

dignity and human rights of each individual.”23

Indonesia

temporarily

stopped

medical products produced by private groups

5.1. Cooperative initiatives

from research on the virus would not be
accessible to its population.20 This can be viewed

Examples of cooperative initiatives in genetic

as a restriction on access to genetic resources due

resources governance include:

to concern that benefits would not be shared



equitably. An Interim Statement produced by

The Consultative Group on International

WHO in November 200721 noted that: “there has

Agricultural Research – established by the

been a breakdown in trust in this essential system

FAO,

of the international collaboration and collective

Programme (UNDP) and World Bank in

action” relating to “sharing of viruses and

1971. It aims to “reduce poverty and hunger,

specimens, the development and production of

improve human health and nutrition, and

preventive and curative measures such as

enhance ecosystem resilience through high‐

vaccines and antivirals” and that “the current

quality international agricultural research,

system does not deliver the desired level of

partnership

fairness, transparency and equity”.

international agricultural research centres

United

Nations

Development

leadership.”24

and

The

supported by Consultative Group have now
WHO’s work to resolve this issue has included

placed their resources under the multilateral

organisation of an Intergovernmental Meeting on

system of the International Treaty on Plant

Pandemic

Genetic Resources. These centres hold “over

Influenza

Preparedness,

which

established: a traceability mechanism – the

650,000

Influenza Virus Tracking System; an advisory

agroforestry genetic resources in the public

mechanism; and an Open‐Ended Working Group

domain”.25

on

Pandemic

Influenza

Preparedness.

The



Working Group produced a Draft Pandemic

samples

of

crop,

forage

and

The Convention on Biodiversity Secretariat

Influenza Preparedness Framework for the Sharing of

shares

information

Influenza Viruses and Access to Vaccines and Other

cooperative activity) through provision of a

Benefits in 2009.22

database

on

access

(a

basic

and

form

of

benefit‐sharing

measures, a set of case studies on access and
The collection and use of human genetic material

benefit‐sharing, and a roster of experts on

is covered by three declarations of the United

access

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Conference of the Parties has invited other

Organisation

Universal

international organisations including the

Declaration on the Human Genome and Human

FAO, WTO, WIPO and UPOV, to cooperate

Rights; the International Declaration on Human

with its Ad Hoc Group on Access and

Genetic Data; and the Universal Declaration on

Benefit‐Sharing.26 The CBD Secretariat and

Bioethics and Human Rights. Each contains a

UPOV have corresponded for several years on

clause on access and benefit‐sharing, with, for

“the process, nature, scope, elements and

example the Universal Declaration on the Human

modalities of an international regime on

Genome

that:

access and benefit‐sharing”.27 This has taken

“Benefits from advances in biology, genetics and

the form of gaining information on the

and

(UNESCO)

Human

–

Rights

the

stating
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position of UPOV on work being done by the

climatic conditions; and there is an apparent

Ad Hoc Working Group.

divergence between the interests of developed
and developing countries – the latter being the

The World Intellectual Property Organisation
has

shared

information

with

source of most of the world’s key genetic

other

resources and diversity, but not benefiting

international organisations on issues of

proportionately from their use.

intellectual property and genetic resources

6. Case study of cross-cutting
governance – biofuels

including: A background document for the
CBD’s

Conference

Examination

of

of

the

Issues

Parties

Regarding

–
the

In

Interrelation of Access to Genetic Resources

recently

Property Rights Applications;28 a joint study

to

emerge.

Several

major

their perceived potential to reduced greenhouse

2007 – Patent Issues Related to Influenza

gas (GHG) emissions, improve energy security,

Viruses and their Genes and Draft Patent

and

Landscape for the H5 Virus.30

boost

agricultural

and

industrial

development. However, the international effects
of these policies have been largely detrimental.

WIPO’s Intergovernmental Committee has
also received guidance from the CBD’s

The

Conference of the Parties and the Commission
for

Food

FAO,

OECD

(Organisation

for

Economic

Cooperation and Development) has estimated

and

that the $11 billion per annum of subsidies for

Agriculture31 and WIPO has engaged with
Secretariat,

started

transport.33 These policies were motivated by

Reports for the World Health Organisation in

CBD

study,

production and consumption of biofuels in

Associated Traditional Knowledge;29 and

the

case

past few years to massively increase the

Arising from Use of Biological Resources and

Resources

previous

the US and EU – have adopted policies over the

Property Rights in the Sharing of Benefits

Genetic

the

industrialised countries/regional blocs – notably

with UNEP – The Role of Intellectual

on

to

international governance of biofuels has only

and Disclosure Requirements in Intellectual



contrast

biofuel production and consumption made by the

UNEP,

US, Canada and the EU will reduce greenhouse

UNESCO, WHO and WTO within its

gas emissions by only 0.5‐0.8%.34 Documented

programme Intellectual Property and the Life

land use changes, such as clearing rainforest for

Sciences,32 including a jointly organised

feedstock growth35 are likely to result in

symposium with FAO in 2008.

significant

additional

emissions.36

Increased

The case study of genetic resources governance is

demand for agricultural inputs (land, water,

useful for several reasons: it shows development

fertilizer, etc.), raises prices and limits the

of cooperative activities over a number of years

economic gains small‐scale farmers can make

as the focus of governance has expanded to

from growing feedstock. In combination with

incorporate new concerns; there are strong and

this, diversion of land from food crop to

controversial interactions between the issue of

feedstock production has contributed to recent

access to genetic resources and intellectual

substantial food price rises,37 and is likely to

property rights; a broad and easily accessible

remain a contributing factor into the medium

base of genetic resources is vital to efforts to

term.38 This affects the food security and

identify and adapt crops suitable for changing

development prospects of millions of people and
is compounded by the effects of increased price
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organisations with an interest in the relevant

volatility as the linkages between food and fuel
strengthened.39

markets

are

negative

environmental

Several

and

policy areas include the:

other

developmental



impacts have been noted.40

Commission on Sustainable Development
(CSD) – responsible for monitoring the

The dynamics outlined demonstrate that states

implementation of international commitments

cannot

on sustainable development;

achieve

internationally

appropriate

biofuel policies through individual action. The



severe and in some cases irreversible impacts of
biofuel mandates mean that

conservation

policies for

international response, including the following



actions:












and

sustainable

use

of

biodiversity;

sustainable development of biofuels need a rapid



CBD Secretariat – concerned with the

FAO – which has the mission to achieve food
security for all;

Review of existing biofuel policies –
particularly
mandatory
consumption/production targets;



Office of the High Commissioner on Human
Rights (OHCHR) – promotes and protects
human rights internationally;

Extensive research and development on
appropriate policy for sustainable production
and consumption of biofuels;



United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) – which has a
“focus on ensuring that domestic policies and

Establishment of sustainability criteria and
assessment mechanisms;

international action are mutually supportive
in bringing about sustainable development”;41

Analysis of the current regulatory situation –
for example the implications of quality
standards and certification schemes in
relation to trade rules;



UNDP – provides advice and assistance to
states on development issues;



Appropriate, consistent and complete
assessments of biofuels, including life‐cycle
emissions, environment, development and
energy security impacts;

UN‐Energy – the interagency mechanism for
promotion of coherent policy on energy and
sustainable development;



UNEP – which leads international efforts on
environment and development and includes

Policies that safeguard food security, for
example by prioritising local food production
needs; and

the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change;


Mechanisms for monitoring and review of
implementation.

United

Nations

Industrial

Development

Organisation (UNIDO) – which “promotes

environment,

industrial development for poverty reduction,

development, trade, agriculture, food security,

inclusive globalization and environmental

human rights and energy policies will require

sustainability”;42

The

necessary

extensive

integration

coordination

of

among

international



organisations with support from their member

World Bank ‐ which provides technical and
financial assistance to developing countries;

states and significant additional finance. The
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World Food Programme (WFP) – responsible

Extension / expansion of these cooperative

for the provision of food aid; and

activities will depend on the support of member
states for such action, particularly the major

WTO – concerned with the reduction of tariff

states and regional blocs. Agreement between

and unjustified non‐tariff barriers to trade.

these groups is often difficult to achieve and
therefore progress on these issues is likely to be

6. 1. Cooperative initiatives

slow. In regard to biofuels the Declaration of the
These organisations are aware of key issues

High‐Level Conference on World Food Security45 only

raised by increased biofuels use – several have

managed to agree that: in‐depth studies should

produced reports on the subject,43 information

be carried out on sustainable production and use

sharing that may be viewed as a basic form of

of biofuels; information should be exchanged “on

cooperative activity. The FAO took the lead in

biofuels technologies, norms and regulations”;

organising a High Level Conference on World

and that further international dialogue is needed.

Food Security: The Challenges of Climate and

While state support for specific international

Bioenergy in 2008 – international organisations

action on biofuels appears limited, policy reviews

participating

and amendments have taken place in the UK46

included

the

IPCC,

OHCHR,

UNCTAD, UNDP, UNEP, UNFCCC Secretariat,

and

UNIDO, the World Bank, WFP and WTO. The

environmental sustainability and effects on food

UN Secretary‐General established a High‐Level

prices. The US is also emphasising sustainability

Task Force on the Global Food Crisis in 2008. Its

in its approach to biofuels.48

EU47

in

regard

to

concerns

about

work includes development of an international
consensus

on

biofuels.

7. Conclusion

International

organisations participating in the Task Force

Cooperation between international organisations

include, inter alia, the FAO, OHCHR, UNCTAD,

is an increasingly important form of governance

UNEP, UNDP, WFP, WHO, World Bank, and

and is particularly relevant to addressing climate

WTO.

change issues which cut across the remit of

The FAO, UNCTAD, UNDP, UNEP, UNIDO and

several international organisations. This overlap

the World Bank also participate in the Global

provides the opportunity for cooperation.

Bioenergy Partnership that works to develop a

international organisations also face several

research base for sustainable development of

constraints when they attempt to cooperate. The

biofuels. FAO seems to be most active in terms of

most significant constraint is the attitudes of

ongoing work on biofuels – including through

(particularly the powerful) member states. Their

projects on Biofuels and Food Security (BEFS)

pursuit of short‐term political and economic

and Biofuels and Food Security Criteria and

interests over long‐term interests threatens to

Indicators (BEFSCI). The CBD Secretariat is also

block

working on biofuels under its agricultural

challenges.

biodiversity programme – this includes an

effective

attempts

to

address

But

global

Acronyms

invitation to other international organisations for
input on “information and experiences on the

BEFS – Bioenergy and Food Security

development and application of tools relevant to

BEFSCI – Bioenergy and Food Security Criteria
and Indicators

the sustainable production and use of biofuels”.44

CBD – Convention on Biodiversity
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“Common but Differentiated Responsibilities and Respective
Capabilities” as Part of the Post-2012 Climate Regime

Ellen Margrethe Basse and Sanford E. Gaines*

by the COP15, which begins as follows:

The Copenhagen Accord confirms “common but
differentiated

responsibilities

and

respective

capabilities” (CBDR) as a guide to action on climate

We underline that climate change is one of the greatest

change—based

challenges of our time. We emphasise our strong political

on

different

responsibilities

for

developed and developing countries. The article

will to urgently combat climate change in accordance with

explains CBDR, then looks at instruments to facilitate

the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities

technology development and transfer for renewable

and respective capabilities.

energy systems (RES), which in theory fits well with
CBDR. The Kyoto Clean Development Mechanism

The international community has thus reiterated

(CDM) is consistent with CBDR but has not been

that “common but differentiated responsibilities

effective enough to date. Changes to CDM such as

and respective capabilities” (CBDR) is a leading

multi‐project “programs of action” may improve

principle guiding future action on climate change.

effectiveness.
actions

Nationally

(NAMAs)

appropriate

commitments

by

mitigation
developing

CBDR has a long history in climate change policy,

countries and better monitoring of NAMAs may also

as well as in sustainable development and other

spur RES technology diffusion. Proposed “sector
carbon markets” (SCM) would strengthen incentives

areas of international environmental law. In this

for RES technology even more, but because SCM

short paper, we briefly summarize the extensive

involves emission reduction obligations it faces

legal literature on CBDR3 by way of background

resistance from the same developing countries that

to those not deeply familiar with it. Our main

complain generally about IPR barriers. Voluntary

purpose is to explore the implications of CBDR

bilateral technology cooperation agreements may

for

capture some of the technology diffusion benefits of

the

road

ahead

mapped

out

by

the

an SCM program. But appeals to CBDR and avoidance

Copenhagen Accord, with particular reference to

of mitigation commitments by developing countries

the themes of technology development and

remain an obstacle to improved cooperation for

transfer and intellectual property rights at the

transfer

center

of

RES

and

other

climate‐friendly

technologies between developed and developing

of

the

Regulating

Global

Concerns

conference and this symposium issue. What

countries.

regulatory

frameworks

and

what

legal

instruments will facilitate appropriate technology

1. Introduction

development and transfer in accordance with the
1

The Bali Action Plan (BAP) adopted at the 13

th

CBDR principle of the Copenhagen Accord?

Conference of the Parties to the UN Framework

2. Background on CBDR for climate
change

Convention on Climate Change (COP13) in 2007
continues to guide the preparation of the post‐
2012 climate regime. It is now supplemented by

Article 3.1 of the U.N. Framework Convention on

the Copenhagen Accord,2 the non‐binding but

Climate Change4 (hereinafter UNFCCC or the

“operational” roadmap for future work adopted

Convention) lays down as an operative guideline
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that the effort of the Parties to “protect the

developmental problems.

climate system,” should be carried out “on the

Principle 7 has significant implications for

basis of equity and in accordance with their

sustainable development generally,7 and, as

common but differentiated responsibilities and

reflected in Article 3.1 of the UNFCCC, for

respective capabilities”. Article 3.1 is the earliest

climate change in particular. The consequences of

articulation of CBDR in exactly those words,5 but

the CBDR principle emerge in UNFCCC Article

the basic concept has a longer history in

4.2 ‐ 4.8,8 where the developed countries commit

international environmental law, both before and

themselves, for example, to “take all practicable

after the UNFCCC. From that history we gain

steps to promote, facilitate and finance, as

some understanding of its meaning and intended

appropriate, the transfer of, or access to,

effect.

environmentally sound technologies and know‐

The UNFCCC was opened for signature in 1992

how to other Parties, particularly developing

during the U.N. Conference on Environment and

countries, to enable them to implement the

Development” (hereinafter UNCED) in Rio de

provisions of the Convention”.

Janeiro. UNCED strived to synthesize and

The antecedents of the equitable aspect of

integrate environment and development issues,6
working

with

the

concept

of

differentiated responsibility in Rio Principle 7 can

sustainable

be found in the 1972 Stockholm Declaration,9

development. Principle 7 of the Rio Declaration

where it is linked closely with the idea of

declares:

“respective capabilities.” Stockholm Principle 23

States shall cooperate in a spirit of global partnership to

declares as an essential consideration “the extent

conserve, protect and restore the health and integrity for

of the applicability of standards which are valid

the Earth’s ecosystem. In view of the different

for the most advanced countries but which may

contribution to the global environmental degradation,

be inappropriate and of unwarranted social cost

States have common but differentiated responsibilities.
The developed countries acknowledge the responsibility

for the developing countries.” Principle 12

that they bear in the international pursuit to

reminds nations to “tak[e] into account the

sustainable development in the view of the pressure

circumstances and particular requirements of

their societies place on the global environment and of

developing countries” and suggests “the need for

the technologies and financial resources they command.

making

available

to

them

...

additional

In Principle 7 we see the twin ideas of “common”

international technical and financial assistance”

responsibility and “differentiated” responsibility.

for the purpose of incorporating environmental

The common responsibility is the obligation of all

safeguards into their development planning.

States to work in a spirit of “global partnership”
in

protecting

and

restoring

the

For climate change, the basic division between

Earth’s

developed and developing countries, Kyoto

ecosystems. But the responsibility is differentiated

Protocol Annex I and non‐Annex I Parties, is

between developed and developing countries.
The

developed

countries

have

a

based on classifying as “developed” all the

special

members of the OECD as of 1992 along with the

“responsibility” in two respects: an implicit legal

eastern European “economies in transition” at

responsibility to others because of past and

that time. After 20 years of economic changes,

current acts, and an equitable responsibility to

this categorization has become increasingly

use their technical and financial capacity to
alleviate

the

world’s

environmental

problematic. In the second decade of the 21st

and
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century, some “developing” country economies

emissions

have a higher per capita income than some

development.

countries still classified as “developed”.10

adopted this approach.

In its origins, CBDR expresses an expectation that

This understanding of CBDR was reinforced in the

developing countries have a responsibility to

Plan of Implementation adopted at the U.N.

improve their environmental performance, but

World Summit on Sustainable Development,

that they deserve special consideration in how

Johannesburg 2002. In that document, the CBDR

that responsibility applies to them and special

principle of Rio Declaration Principle 7 is referred

assistance in fulfilling it. Yet, comparing the soft

to eight separate times, with a special emphasis on

tone of the Stockholm Declaration to rather more

poverty

accusatory formulation of CBDR in the UNFCCC,

requirement

it seems that earlier expressions of differentiation

Nearly 10 years later, these ideas remain the

in the context of sustainable development have

dominant frame of reference for CBDR in climate

become infused with a stronger sense of assigning

negotiations.

responsibility for past acts and making that
responsibility the basis for a forward‐looking
obligation to remediate the environmental effect of
11

in

the
The

name
Kyoto

eradication
for

as

of

sustainable

Protocol

an

sustainable

formally

indispensable
development.15

3. The Copenhagen accord
It is not surprising that the Copenhagen Accord

those acts. In particular, UNFCCC Article 3.1, in

reflects the particular development of the CBDR

the sentence immediately following the statement

principle in the UNFCCC, the Berlin Mandate,

of CBDR, goes on to say: “Accordingly, the

and the Kyoto Protocol. Indeed, CBDR was

developed country Parties should take the lead in

further elaborated in the preparatory work for

combating climate change and the adverse effects

COP15 under the Bali Action Plan (BAP) – with

thereof”. That sentence has come to dominate

its mandate to the two Ad Hoc Working Groups

international climate diplomacy on CBDR.

AWG‐KP (Kyoto Track) and AWG‐LCA (Long

The UNFCCC COP1 in 1995 set the course for the
Kyoto Protocol. The Berlin Mandate of COP112
reinforces the implication of CBDR that the
developed countries have an obligation to be the
first to mitigate. After a reference to the “right” of
developing

countries

to

sustainable

development,13 the Mandate takes note of, “The
fact that the largest share of historical and current
global

emissions

of

greenhouse

gases

has

originated in developed countries, that the per
capita emissions in developing countries are still
relatively low and that the share of global
emissions originating in developing countries will
grow to meet their social and development
needs”.14 Thus, in the climate change context, the
developing countries were granted an essentially
unconstrained opportunity to increase their own
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Term Cooperation Track). The BAP includes a
long‐term global goal for emission reductions to
achieve the ultimate objective of the Convention
in

accordance

with

the

principles

of

the

Convention, in particular the CBDR principle,
“taking

into

account

social

and

economic

conditions and other relevant factors”. Under the
plan,

the

nationally

appropriate

mitigation

actions (NAMAs) of developing countries are to
be supported by technology transfer, capacity
building and economic support. Furthermore,
there is agreement for enhanced action on
technology development and transfer to support
action on mitigation and adaptation. The BAP
preparatory work did not, however, lead to the
hoped‐for outcome of a definitive new agreement
at COP15. Rather, twenty‐odd leaders convened
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by the Danish Prime Minister as “Friends of the

Accord reinforces the well‐established basic

Chair” drafted the “Copenhagen Accord” in the

differentiation

16

final 24 hours of the conference. The Accord was

between

developed

and

developing nations:

conceived as the foundation for a new and better

We should cooperate in achieving the peaking of global

process outside the chaos at COP15. The aim is a

and national emission as soon as possible, recognizing

comprehensive political agreement that puts the

that the time frame for peaking will be longer in

parties on a clear path to concluding a legally

developing countries and bearing in mind that social

binding post‐2012 agreement. The Accord is, by

and economic development and poverty eradication are

its own terms, “operational immediately,” but it

the first and overriding priorities of developing
countries and that a low‐emission development strategy

is not a legally binding document.

is indispensable to sustainable development.

In its 12 paragraphs, the Copenhagen Accord has

Similarly, Paragraph 4 of the Accord provides

the ambition to establish the mechanisms,

specific obligations for Annex 1 Parties:

sources, and levels of support to be provided in a
final

agreement

for

mitigation,

adaptation,

Annex I Parties commit to implement individually or

technology

jointly the qualified economy‐wide emission targets for

development and transfer. The influence of

2020, to be submitted in the format given in Appendix I

capacity

building,

forestry

and

by Annex I Parties to the secretariat by 31 January

CBDR on the Accord is immediately obvious. In

2010 for compilation in an INF document. Annex I

particular, the Accord reflects several levels of

Parties that are Party to the Kyoto Protocol will thereby

differentiation of responsibilities and capabilities

further strengthen the emission reductions initiated by

that are already part of the fabric of the Kyoto

the Kyoto Protocol ....

regime. It is on this aspect of the Accord that we

This

will focus.

careful

phrasing

points

to

another

differentiation, at least one in legal status. The

As we noted at the beginning of this paper,

United States is an Annex I Party to the

Paragraph 1 of the Accord announces CBDR as a

UNFCCC, and so is included in the commitment

guiding principle, with a further commitment,

to submit emission targets. It did so in a timely

“on the basis of equity and in the context of

way as called for in Paragraph 4. The United

sustainable development, [to] enhance our long‐

States, however, is not a Party to the Kyoto

term cooperative action to combat climate

Protocol and has, as is well known, not

change”. It then recognizes the critical impact of

established

climate change and the potential impacts of

emission reductions, so its commitments will not

response measures on countries “particularly

“further strengthen” emission reductions.

vulnerable”

to

its

adverse

effects,

and

a

actions.

have recognition of a further differentiation,

for

The

Non‐Annex

I

parties

are

countries and small island developing States”

countries between the most vulnerable and
differentiation

target

differentiated for this purpose into “least developed

namely a differentiation among developing
same

national

Parties to implement their own mitigation

a comprehensive adaptation program. Here we

This

coherent

Paragraph 5 of the Accord calls on Non‐Annex I

corresponding need for international support for

others.

a

(hereinafter LDCs and SIDS) on the one hand and

appears

other Non‐Annex I parties (including the BASIC

elsewhere in the Accord.

countries: Brazil, South Africa, India and China).

Even while agreeing that “deep cuts in global

For the LDCs and SIDS, action is voluntary and

emissions are required”, Paragraph 2 of the

(financial) support is expected. Other developing
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nations are “obligated” by the Accord to

building to support the implementation of

implement

to

adaptation action in developing countries.” But

communicate their actions consistent with Article

another implication of this final sentence is that

12.1(b) of the UNFCCC. No specific mitigation

no developing country, including any of the

actions are indicated, the chosen actions are not

BASIC countries, is obligated to help the LDCs

obligatory under the Kyoto Protocol, and the

with adaptation.

mitigation

actions,

and

are

Accord neither links nor de‐links compliance

The remaining paragraphs of the Accord are

with the NAMAs to any level of financial

devoted almost entirely to matters of financial

support. Mitigation actions seeking support,

and other support to flow from developed

however, must be identified and recorded in a

countries to various categories of developing

registry, and supported mitigation measures are
subject

to

reporting

and

verification.

countries

This

language is presumably included to cover Clean
Development

Mechanism

(CDM)

activities,

as

of

differentiated

of

Paragraph

on

reducing

emission

and

forest

degradation

6

the

the

responsibility
deforestation

among others. If a binding solution on the post‐

part

developed

countries.
from
in

developing countries (hereinafter REDD‐plus) or

2012 regime is based on the Accord, it will change

similar

the responsibilities of the BASIC‐countries (and

activities,

differentiate

other emerging economies) compared to the

for

recipient

example,
parties

does
and

not
their

responsibilities, but focuses on “the mobilization

current situation under the Kyoto Protocol.

of financial resources from developed countries”.

Paragraph 3 of the Accord concerns adaptation,

Paragraph 7 (concerning the various approaches

recognizing it as “a challenge faced by all

to be used in the climate policy) introduces

countries”.

special

another differentiation of parties: “low emitting

attention to the adaptation challenges for “those

economies” as a special class of developing

that are particularly vulnerable, especially least

countries. The low emitting developing economies

developed countries, small island developing

are “especially” to be provided with incentives

States and Africa” it reflects a more or less well‐

“to continue to develop on a low emission

established differentiation among developing

pathway.”

countries.

Nevertheless,

But

differentiation

note

by

the

between

giving

calibration

Paragraph

3

of

Paragraph 8 of the Accord details the “scaled up,

and

new and additional, predictable and adequate

Paragraph 5: Paragraph 5 (framing the conditions

funding as well as improved access” expected to

for NAMAs taken and envisaged by non‐Annex I

be provided by developed countries. In the

Parties) identifies LDCs and SIDS in general,

immediate

whereas Paragraph 3 (on adaptation) adds
“Africa”

to

its

list

of

the

future

(2010‐2012),

developed

countries commit to funding “approaching” US

“particularly

$30 billion of new and additional resources for

vulnerable.” This presumably encompasses any

mitigation and adaptation, prioritized for use by

African States that are not LDCs or SIDS; South

the “most vulnerable”, meaning here the LDCs,

Africa is one such nation that comes to mind.

SIDS and Africa. Further ahead, US $100 billion is

Finally, to be sure that there is no ambiguity

to be “mobilized” by 2020 from a mix of public

about the basics of CBDR, Paragraph 3 ends with

and private sources. This further commitment is

another obligation of developed countries—to

offered “in the context of meaningful mitigation

“provide adequate, predictable and sustainable

actions and transparency on implementation” it

financial resources, technology and capacity‐
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is not clear exactly what this means (mitigation

adjustments to it being proposed under the BAP

and implementation by whom?) or whether the $

and the Copenhagen Accord for both the

100

mitigation of climate change and adaptation to it.

billion

commitment

contingent on

progress

is
on

in

some

way

mitigation

and

With respect to mitigation, the most obvious

transparency. Once again, it is notable that major

effect of CBDR is in the differentiation between

emerging economies like China and Brazil are

Annex I Parties and non‐Annex I Parties, and this

without any responsibility, in mitigation or

basic distinction is maintained in the Accord.

financial contribution, with respect to solidarity

Non‐Annex I still have no mitigation obligations.

in meeting the goals of the UNFCCC.

They are to develop and commit to NAMAs, but

Finally, Paragraph 11 of the Accord has special

their specific mitigation actions may be, and to

relevance for the topic of this paper.

date have always been, voluntary. For example,
in its submission to the UNFCCC Secretariat in

In order to enhance action on development and transfer

compliance with the Copenhagen Accord, Brazil

of technology we decide to establish a Technology
Mechanism to accelerate technology development and

“indicates” the NAMAs it will take, but explicitly

transfer in support of action on adaptation and

observes that “the envisaged domestic actions as

mitigation that will be guided by a country‐driven

indicated are voluntary in nature.”18 Developing

approach and be based on national circumstances and

country NAMAs are often also framed expressly

priorities.17

in terms of sustainable development and poverty

Interestingly, Paragraph 11 has no language

eradication. So, for example, Brazil’s NAMAs

about differentiating responsibilities. Technology

emphasise

development and transfer actions are to be based

improvements in agricultural practices, and

only on “national circumstances and priorities.”

energy efficiency initiatives. Most developing

That language has suggestions of differentiation

countries also link their NAMA implementation

and certainly of “respective capabilities,” but it

to the compliance by Annex I Parties with their

avoids broad classifications in favor of a case‐by‐

mitigation obligations, referring to Articles 3 and

case approach.

4 of the UNFCCC.

4. The regulatory framework for
technology development and transfer as
shaped by CBDR

Technology

reduction

development,

of

deforestation,

especially

in

the

energy sector, is obviously a key element of
climate mitigation undertakings by Annex I
Parties. The EU, for example, is specifically

Technology development and transfer of energy

committed to increases in renewable energy

technologies, and specifically renewable energy

supply and energy efficiency as part of its

technologies, can make a contribution to both

mitigation program. Presumably, much of that

mitigation and adaptation. Energy technology

technology will be transferable to developing

and the energy sector are not specifically

countries, and there is the expectation that such

mentioned in the Accord, but such issues are on

transfer should take place. In the UNFCC and

top of the list in the negotiation process ‐ together

Kyoto Protocol framework, the CDM is an

with deforestation, which is explicitly mentioned.

important vehicle for such technology transfer. It

The CBDR principle as outlined above has had an

is a specific expression of the CBDR principle,

important

Kyoto

serving three vital goals of the climate regulatory

the

regime. First, it helps the developing countries

Protocol

influence
regulatory

in

shaping

framework

the
and
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that host CDM projects to make their own

The other dimension of adaptation is providing

contribution to mitigation and it improves their

the financial support to carry out those actions or

long‐term capacity to limit their own GHG

initiatives. Developed countries are expected to

emissions. Second, it provides a cost‐effective

self‐finance their own adaptation measures. They

means for Annex I Parties to meet their Kyoto

are also expected to be the primary source of

emission

reduction

contributes

to

promoting

the

financing

from

countries,

obligations.

sustainable
transfer

Third,

it

financial contributions to the adaptation needs of

development

by

developing countries. With respect to technology

technology

and

transfer in the energy sector, the Accord reiterates

of

developed

thereby

environmentally

to

developing

contributing

sustainable

the

desirability

of

helping

low‐emitting

to

developing countries develop their energy sectors

economic

along a low‐emitting pathway. But the Accord
glosses over one major issue with respect to

development in the host country.

financial support for adaptation: the degree to

Adaptation has two dimensions: actions and

which the economically strongest among the

financial support. For each dimension, we see in

developing countries should be allowed to

the UNFCCC, the Kyoto Protocol, and the Accord

benefit

some further refinements of the CBDR principle.

from

developed

country

financial

contributions. Indeed it might be asked at this

Most notably, for adaptation issues there is

time whether the richest developing countries

specific attention to the circumstances of the

should be donors rather than recipients of

LDCs and those countries that are especially

financial support. Perhaps the Green Climate

vulnerable to climate change – especially SIDS.

Fund provided for in Paragraph 10 of the Accord

The new element that the Accord introduces in

can be the forum for resolving those questions.

this context is the additional specific reference,

Paragraph 10 gives few details about this Fund,

for some purposes, to Africa.

saying only that it will be an “operating entity” of

The actions or initiatives that may be appropriate

the financial mechanisms of the UNFCCC and

for adaptation will be specific to each country,

that it is established to “support”, among other

and also to certain groups of countries, consistent

objectives, “adaptation, capacity‐building [and]

with CBDR. Effective adaptation depends, first of

technology development and transfer.”

all, on the particular climate change effects that

5. The CBDR principle and the mix of
instruments

are anticipated for that country, to the extent that
those can be identified. The situation of the SIDS
is an obvious example, especially as compared

Some important instruments of relevance for

with

technology development and transfer being

a

landlocked

country

like

Rwanda.

Adaptation needs will also be determined by the

discussed

environmental,

cultural

internationally in the negotiations on the future

circumstances of each country or region. The

of the climate regime leading to COP16 in 2010

CBDR principle, as articulated most recently in

and COP17 in 2011.

economic

and

the Accord, focuses special attention on the



adaptation needs of those countries that are in

are

now

including specifically the rather urgent threats to
physical security facing the SIDS.
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linking

allows firms in developed countries to earn

innovation and modernization in the energy‐

Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) as credit

Re‐designed

carbon

markets

20

against

intensive sectors

their

Kyoto

emission

reduction

obligations through investment in emissions‐



CDM based on new standards for certification



New multi‐CDM‐projects with standardized

countries. The CDM thereby ensures common but

baselines based on Programmes of Activities

differentiated responsibilities between the parties

(PoAs) covering a set of activities of the same

involved: the developing country (the host

type under a single umbrella

country) avoids emissions and benefits from the

avoiding projects implemented in developing

transfer of technology, while the developed




Non‐binding approaches (also called “no‐lose

country (the donor country) can use the CERs

targets”) – national or sectoral

from the project to offset some of its domestic
GHG emissions. CDM is thus, in principle, a

Sectoral crediting mechanisms (SCM)21 as

good example of technology transfer based on the

mechanisms to grant credit for reducing

CBDR principle.

emissions in a covered sector compared to the
BAU scenario for that sector

The

Nevertheless, the implementation of the CDM
has been criticized for various reasons. Due to its

NAMAs by developing countries.
principal

mitigation

design as a project‐based mechanism, the CDM

and

does not often engage the host country in ways

adaptation
to

that would lead to structural changes and

energy

significantly influence energy system develop‐

generation, including renewable energy system

ment.24 Innovation and technological progress by

(RES) technologies such as solar photovoltaics

a new CDM project in LDCs cannot be a mere

(PV panels) and wind power, and energy

reproduction of what is happening in the donor

efficiency. In some respects, the emerging

countries – innovations must be tailored to local

economies are already in a strong position in the

opportunities, capabilities and needs.25 Moreover,

energy sector. Wind turbine manufactures in

in practice the LDCs, and even many other

China and India are in the top ten and the

developing

world’s leading producers of PV panels are China

administrative systems and legal rules necessary

technologies

of

technology

transfer

and Taiwan.

22

interest

with

respect

encompass

countries,

do

not

have

the

to attract or receive the investments associated

Consequently, one of the hot

CDM

projects.26

questions in the current negotiations on the

with

future climate regime is whether the CBDR

connected to the current CDM design is the lack

principle is relevant to technology transfer from

of credibility regarding their environmental

the developed countries to the most advanced

integrity objectives. CERs are not necessary real

developing countries.

and additional,27 and the CDM has shown very

Another

weakness

little success in the area of end‐use energy
Many

low‐carbon

projects

in

developing

efficiency.28

countries, mainly focused on RES and energy
efficiency, can be financed by a new and better‐

The CDM system will remain in force also after

designed CDM. The CDM has the advantage that

the end of the first Kyoto commitment period.29

it “directly links mitigation action with capacity

However, in the absence of internationally agreed
quantitative reduction commitments, the interest

23

building, technology transfer and financing.” It
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in new CDM projects will depend on national

from developing countries, the SCM instrument

legislation. The mandatory European cap‐and‐

is

trade system (EU ETS) established by a directive

weaknesses of the current CDM and encouraging

will accept CERs after 201230 – but with

structural changes and significant reductions of

limitations to ensure that a large part of the EU

CO2 emissions in carbon‐intensive sectors in

31

presented

as

one

way

of

overcoming

The

developing countries.36 The idea is to set a non‐

EU’s position on the post‐2012 agreement is

binding target below the emission level estimated

based on the essential concern for environmental

for a BAU scenario on a national level. The target

integrity. An enhanced CDM in the post 2012‐

has to be decided on the basis of the national

regime would require broader participation,

emission intensities of the relevant sector in the

including involvement of the US and the major

relevant developing country. It has been argued

emitters

countries,

that respect for the CBDR principle can be

commensurate with the Parties’ responsibilities

ensured by a reframed SCM that only covers the

emission reduction is done domestically.

from

and capabilities.

the

developing

32

energy

sector.37

Combining

CBDR

with

meaningful participation in a global cap‐and‐

One alternative to CDM, sectoral approaches and

trade

sector specific actions through SCM (a sector

system

through

sector

targets

for

developing countries is one of the important and

trading carbon market), is referred to in the BAP.

promising discussions on the future regime and

Taking the UNFCCC Article 4, paragraph 1(c) 33

future instruments.

as the basis for its work, the AWG‐LCA has
developed proposals for cooperative sectoral

There are two main differences between the CDM

approaches and sector‐specific actions in order to

and SCM. The first is that the CDM typically

enhance the implementation of paragraph 1(c).34

applies to a single project, which is usually

The main objective of the SCM is to cover sectors

related to a single installation, whereas SCM

that have a large reduction potential, sectors that

would cover an entire sector. The second is that

are most exposed to carbon leakage, or sectors

the CERs are additional to the emissions that

that significantly affect production costs of

would have occurred in the absence of the CDM‐

35

sectors exposed to carbon leakage. The ambition

project, while the SCM would credit reductions

is to stimulate the relevant developing country to

against the targets agreed by the relevant

continue its development in a less carbon‐

developing countries.38 That is, the development

intensive direction and to reduce the problems

of SCM‐based cap‐and‐trade systems is to take

related to leakage. Through the crediting target, it

place at the national level following national

is possible for the country voluntary to reduce its

design choices. The EU has proposed that the

emissions and gain financial support if it does

new SCM is an interim step towards the

better than the target. The reductions between the

development of a more comprehensive multi‐

sectoral

sectoral cap‐and‐trade system in developing

threshold

BAU
can

emissions
be

and

considered

the
a

crediting

countries.39

mitigation

contribution of the developing country resulting

The new SCM system has to be based on a

from the SCM.

difference, where the developed countries have to

With reference to the electricity sector, which

buy their allowances (an auctioning system) and

makes a large and rapidly growing contribution

the developing countries are granted a generous

to the total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

allocation, so that they can benefit from selling
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the

allowances.40

An

stages

innovation/technology

of

the

technology

cycle

and

all

accelerator connected to such a system as part of

technologies that control, reduce or prevent GHG

the

be

emissions. Others stress the importance of such

developed to reward companies that invest in

an approach as part of NAMAs. Furthermore, for

technology that meets performance criteria and

developing countries this process of identifying

makes

or

and implementing sector‐specific actions should

those

be flexible and determined by their national

benchmarking

significant

overachieves

the

system

could

thus

emission

reductions

benchmarks

given

capabilities and development goals.45

installations by giving them free allowances in
addition to what could be expected from a
normal implementation of benchmark rules.
Redesigning of the market can also be related to

Meanwhile,

the

NAMA

developing

countries

in

pledges

made

response

to

by
the

Copenhagen Accord in January 2010 are very

setting stable prices41 or price signals42 to ensure

diverse. Brazil is for example more explicit than

the carbon market – such initiatives are not

China and Indonesia on the use of CDM (or

related to the CBDR.

SCM).46 China has – with reference to Article 4.7

Nevertheless, the discussion of sector and

of the UNFCCC – pledged by use of voluntary

market‐based

a

measures to lower the carbon intensity of its GDP

contentious matter because such instruments will

by 40% to 45% with respect to 2005 by 2020, and

bind

industries,

to increase the non‐fossil share of primary energy

emerging

consumption to 15%. It is unclear to what extent

economies, to emission cuts. According to the

China sees the flexible mechanisms (such as

Sustainable

CDM) as part of the instruments to achieve these

the

especially
World

regulatory

developing
the

countries’

industries

Business

instrument

Council

in

the
for

is

Development’s Cement Sustainability Initiative,

objectives.47

developing countries do not accept sectoral

reductions of 36% to 38,9% with respect to BAU.

approaches because they fear that the systems

The measures described in the notification are

43

Brazil

has

pledged

emission

They

voluntary and will be implemented in accordance

argue that such obligations would be a violation

with Article 4, 10 and 12 (including references to

of the CBDR‐principle.

financing

will lead to back‐door emission caps.

respect to 2005 levels, also refers to the Articles in

between parties at sectoral level as promoting the
transfer

from

emission intensity of its GDP by 20‐25% with

specific actions in the light of cooperation
and

transfer

which has pledged to reduce by 2020 the

cooperative sectoral approaches and sector‐

deployment

technology

developed countries) of the UNFCCC.48 India,

More positively, China sees the aim of voluntary

development,

and

the UNFCCC that are based on the CBDR.49 And

of

South Africa has pledged a 34% reduction from

technologies. The CDBR principle is mentioned

its BAU trajectory by 2020 and 42% reduction

as one of the important principles supporting

below BAU by 2025.50

such technology cooperation focusing on the
specific needs of specific sectors. Cooperation

The Copenhagen Accord, Article 5, ensures the

between inventors making it possible to advance

first steps towards measurement, reporting and

technological progress is mandated by the CBDR

verification of these NAMA‐based mitigation

44

Several parties have noted that the

actions and GHG accounting of initiatives made

design of future instruments should be focused

by the developing country that are financially

strictly on technology cooperation, addressing all

supported by UNFCCC financial mechanisms.

principle.
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Financial support for technology development

developed countries that retain IPR rights in

and transfer remains another important aspect of

various technologies. If a developing country is

CBDR. The Accord, as mentioned above in Part 3,

seeking to attract more financial support and

will be a guide for multilateral as well as bilateral

promoting development, e.g. by taking part in

technical

Such

CDM projects, it needs to solve many difficult

programmes can play a role in the transfer of

problems related to investment climate, efficient

assistance

programmes.

51

technology by use of CDM and SCM projects. A

governance, market size and infrastructure before

significant part of the funds from the developed

dealing with the IPR issue. Strong IP protection

countries will come from the Copenhagen Green

creates

Climate Fund established by Article 10 of the

asymmetry between the donor country and the

Accord. It will support projects, programmes,

host country, with the result that for LDCs in

policies and other activities in developing

particular the technology transfer might not

countries

stimulate local innovation and entrepreneurship.54

related

to

mitigation,

including

technology development and transfer not based
on CDM or SCM projects.

in

some

situations

a

fundamental

Other observers point to non‐IPR factors as being
the real issues of economic importance for the

6. Discussion of intellectual property
rights

future development of the developing countries.
They argue that in many cases standard cost‐

Intellectual property rights (IPR) have long been a
tool to promote innovation and the dissemination
of new ideas and inventions in developed
countries. On the other hand, IPR can be a
hindrance as well as a stimulus to technology
transfer.52 The issue of protecting IPR is actually
one of the most controversial in the discussion of
the post‐2012 regime. In the discussion, the broad
scope or level of protection of IPR is seen by the
developing countries as a

barrier to

their

development. In the AWG‐LCA, these countries

benefit calculations about new investments or
shortages of capital, not IPR questions, are the
main

impediments

technologies

to

such

as

adopting

sustainable

energy

efficiency

improvements. For example, for the energy‐
intensive iron and steel industry, a comprehensive
catalog of “best practices” and technologies for
cost‐saving energy efficiency improvements is
publicly available on the Internet55 ‐ and not
protected by IPR ‐ yet the diffusion of these
technologies is slow due to other factors.56

stress the view that the protection of IPR acts as an

As a way out of the conflict on the IPR issue some

impediment to the acquisition of new technologies

have suggested not to lessen the IPR protection as

and

and

such but to grant free or low cost licenses on

consequently is not in harmony with the CBDR

certain technologies for a set period to develop the

principle. Most developed countries, including the

LDCs.57 The cost of access to technologies by

EU and the US, disagree with this assessment, and

developing countries could also be subsidized in

announced before the COP15 in December 2009

specific

that IPR issues should not be on the agenda. IPR

overlapping

are, consequently, absent from the wording of the

components and inputs makes transaction costs

Copenhagen Accord. 53

very high. Such an approach has been presented

innovations

in

their

countries,

The issue is not a simple as the political positions
in the AWG‐LCA make it out to be. It is
predominately

private

companies

in

the
199
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for
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example

when

complementary
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To

date,

governments

the

polarized

about

IPR

debate
and

among
* Professor Ellen Margrethe Basse and Guest Professor

sustainable

Sanford E. Gaines, Aarhus School of Business and Social

technologies continues. That debate, of course, is

Science, Aarhus University, Denmark.

embedded within the larger climate policy debate

in

adaptation,

multiple
technology

Bali

Action

Plan,

doc.

UN Doc. FCCC/CP/2009/L.7, 18 December 2009. The

2

contexts—mitigation,
transfer,

1/CP.13

FCCC/CP/2007/6/Add.1*, December 15, 2007.

with a question: Are the constant references to
CBDR

Decision

1

in which CBDR is repeatedly invoked. So we end

Conference of the Parties “[took] note of” the Accord.

financial

Decision 2/CP.15, FCCC/CP/2009/11/Add. 1, 30 March

support—becoming an obstacle to meaningful

2010.

proposals and negotiations toward a post‐2012

3

international climate framework?

Useful analyses of CBDR with some linkage to climate
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Global Concerns and Renewable Energy Policies: The Use of Regional
Vegetal Resources to Create Growth Zones in Developing Countries
Fernando do Rego Barros Filho

In a legal framework that must respect the ecologic

used as the possible instruments that can be

balance, the economic viability, social inclusion and

executed to improve the process.

culture preservation, this study focuses on the efficiency
of the Brazilian National Program of Biodiesel. The

2. Instruments of analysis

context shown below is the program´s capability of

2.1. A perspective of sustainable development

developing isolated regions of the country characterized
by lack of conventional energy policies, rich culture
aspects, poverty and the possibility of producing energy

The concept of a sustainable development cannot be

by its natural resources and species. The results

seen as a balance between economic activity and

demonstrate a large legal framework already constructed

natural resources available, because it does not

and quantifiable evolution in regional fuel production,

consider the social and cultural balance of the

although the confusing legal system and the still poor

involved

economic incentives diminish the efficiency of the

populations

in

the

resource

management. In this order, a real concept of

program.

sustainable

1. Introduction

development

must

follow

these

contents: a) ecological balance; b) social inclusion
and cultural maintenance; c) economic viability.1

The substitution of the current world’s energy
model, based in fossil fuel, is a global issue. Law,

Ecological balance means a real view of the

as a social life organizer, has an instrumental

resources needed and wasted as well as the

function in these policies` materializing, which

environmentʹs physical, biological and chemical

must observe the regional factors to develop local

capacity of sustaining the demands of the

green energy production and its population. As

production system. It cannot be confused with

an example the biodiesel fuel can be extracted

the technologic capacity of avoiding the excess of

from various natural vegetal sources, found in

pollution or any future prognostic of this

various poor regions of Brazil. The agricultural

scenario.

background is ready to be used, which decreases

production system towards a cleaner production

the gap between the energy technology status of

involves not only the technology available, but

developed and developing countries.

also

program

of

biodiesel

use

adapting

costs

neurial/consumer

By this scenario, using the legal structure of the
Brazilian

The

of

movement

installation,
behavior

and

of

the

entrepre‐
regional

geopolitics.

and

production, the possibility and viability of local

The social inclusion and cultural protection

renewable resources to develop its host regions

reveals the need of comprehension of the

will be analyzed. Charts of the national biodiesel

different social structures living in the society

production and its geographical distribution can

and the conscience to study and protect them.

assure a critical analysis of the juridical categories

The capitalistic model of the last century, based
on
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productivity, exterminated entire local social

management to ensure the best logistics; d)

structures in the developing countries, reducing

guarantee of life quality for the population. These

its

cultural

items do not aim to substitute the state

In this

regulation, but to avoid its structural super

context, the main objective is to absorb these

dimensioning, maintenance cost increase and

communities to the production system, provide

lack of efficiency...

populations

to

poverty

and

misidentification in urban centers.

2

them economic survival and sustain their cultural

3. The Brazilian policy on biodiesel use

background.

3.1. Guidelines for a public energy policy

The economical viability of the development
model resides in its efficiency to allocate natural,

The Brazilian Law No. 11.097/2005 represented

social and cultural resources in the most

the normative framework for regulation of

harmonic way possible with adequate satisfaction

biodiesel in Brazil. It changed the art. 1º of

of human needs. Must be noted that the economy

Brazilian Law No.

survival depends on the economic agents’

biofuels development as one of the energy

behavior, production adaptation (e.g. alternative

policies guidelines.7 Another important factor is

fuel use), redirection of the economical activity

the intensity of fossil diesel replacement rule. It

priorities and consuming patterns. All these

determines the volume of at least 5% of biodiesel

factors must converge to internalize the negative

in the composition of the total common diesel

externalities caused by the economical activities

sold to consumers in the national territory by the

and make the economic system possible.

year of 2013 (Art. 2º, § 1).

In this scenario, the research made proposes an

An exception to this transition mechanism can be

economic study of the legal system directed to

found in Art. 2º, § 2 of Law 11.097/2005. It

the biodiesel production and its capacity to

established that the National Energy Policy

develop even the most isolated regions of the

Council could decide for the decrease of this

3

9.478/1997, determining

country. That implicates verifying the efficiency

period of transition and establish new criteria.8

of these norms to promote a better planned

Such information is important, when you observe

energy allocation, environmental sustainability

the recent edition of Resolution No. 06/2009 of

and social/cultural protection of the population.

CNPE, which raised the minimum percentage of

Efficiency is determined by Schäfer as maximizing

biodiesel blend with the fossil diesel to 5% in

the allocation of natural resources and ensuring

January/2010 and accomplished the objectives

quality of life.
regulation,

4

thus,

The studied environmental
will

be

efficient

previewed for 2013.

while

3.2. Standards for social inclusion

guaranteeing the best allocation possible of the
natural resources.5

The system presents the concern of developing
the poorest regions of the country by offering

The arguments above show the necessity for the

specifically designated

legal system to adopt certain guidelines:6 a) the

11.097/2005,

use of the market as the State’s auxiliary in the

for

incentives.

example,

states

Law

No.

that

the

minimum amount of mixture of biodiesel with

natural resources management; b) possibility of

the diesel common will have to be processed,

transfer of natural resources to those who most

preferably, from raw materials produced by

need them, done with the proper compensation;
c) unity of the information system of resource
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family farmers, including those resulting from

central electric stations in the major urban

collecting activity (art. 2º, § 4).

locations does not apply to some areas in these
regions. These communities are largely spread on

Public authorities can determine different rates of

the territory, even days of non‐road travel for any

economical incentives, depending on the raw

city. Besides, these places use diesel generators,

material used in the production of biodiesel, its

whose cost is very high, due to the large distance

geographical origin and the producer involved

of fuel transport.

(art. 5 of Law No. 11.116/2005). Beside this
mechanism, there is an economic incentive for

These

producers of biodiesel offered by the so‐called

structure and way of life, which makes these

Social Fuel Seal (Art. 7, MDA Resolution No.

regions

01/2005). This seal reveals some special financial

relation with the surrounding environment

conditions for the biodiesel producers. The

brings attention: their traditions accumulated

resolution 1135/2004 of the Brazilian National

hundreds of years of knowledge towards species

Bank of Development (BNDES) provides funding

cultivation. However, the lack of financial

of up to 90% of the total cost of the projects

resources

directed to the production of biodiesel. If the

standards despairs

producer of biodiesel does not have the seal, this

youngest people become uninterested in the

percentage drops to 80% of the total project cost

continuity of their traditions and leave the

of the production project.

communities to the poorest zones of the huge

communities
very

to

have

rich

their

own

social

anthropologically.

acquire

the

these

Their

minimum

living

communities.

The

urban centers due to the lack of qualification for

3.3. Specific tax incentives

the labor market.

Federal law provides tax incentives to both

By the facts shown above, it is possible to denote

biodiesel and raw material producers. There is no

the following characteristics: a) isolation from the

Industrialized Product Tax (IPI) to the product

major Brazilian centers; b) presence of traditional

biodiesel.9 In addition, the national tax system

communities linked to the region; c) large

allows the reduction (and even the exemption) of

quantity of biodiversity and directed knowledge;

social contributions (Art. 4º of Decree No.

d) precarious condition of life; e) cultural

5.297/2004). In the latter case, it should be noted

degeneration.

that the format of incentives varies depending on
raw materials and producing region, which

4.2. The use of regional vegetal species to
produce energy in remote regions

shows the mechanism seen in art. 5º of Brazilian
Law No. 11.116/2005.

Brazilian law defines biodiesel as a fuel made from
renewable

4. Regional factors to promote growth
zones by renewable energy policies

biomass

destined

to

internal

combustion engine use, which can substitute
partially or entirely fossil originated fuel.11 The

4.1. Geographical areas of analysis

most important: it can be extracted by a

The Northern and Northeastern Brazil contains

numerous range of economically viable vegetal

the major part of the communities with no

species,12 which were related in the primary inter‐

connection to an electric supplier, and no solution

ministerial

10

study
13

government:

was efficient in dealing with it. The conventional
Brazilian energy model based on connections to
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Efficiency in oil of vegetal resources

integrates with the production system without
degenerating itself, as it can be economically
sustainable and can acquire basic human needs
and services. In this context, the cultural
background is protected and guaranteed by the
continuing strength of the renewed ties of its
inhabitants.

5. Viability analysis
By the perspective of sustainable development
shown in the item 2.1, the energy program must
improve in some sectors to achieve its maximum
efficiency. Here are some examples:
5.1. Confusing legal framework
The minimum cost of transaction requires a clear
range of property right rules, and a direct system
of governmental competences to solve the

Although there are some vegetal species more

environmental licensing conflicts. The govern‐

efficient to produce biodiesel, soybean appeared as

mental competences, as well, must be clear and

the major raw material supply. Materials like

functional, what decreases bureaucratic time and

mamona and babaçu, for example, have neither

production delays.

scale production nor detailed database to face
possible production problems. As soybean is the
14

largest crop commercially available,

Although the Brazilian legal system presents

it became

several incentives to the fuel productions in the

the main source of biodiesel production.

zones defined above, it presents some practical
and structural problems. In the practical area,

A simple geographical analysis indicates the
impossibility

of

this

model

of

most of the land does not have a defined

biodiesel

property title or an adequately defined land use

production. The forest presence eliminates any

system. There are two types of problems: a)

possibility to hold a commercial soybean crop,

nobody knows exactly whose land is being used,

and they do not need it. Most of them are covered

due to the lack of precise mapping and land

by native useful species that can produce
biodiesel

not

only

for

its

demands,

registering; b) the land is eligible as an extractive

but

reserve,16 but there is no specific regulation to

commercially. There are several programs that

protect the area and its use for product

promote pilot power stations and fuel plants in

collection.17

over 30 communities across the Amazon region.15

The structural problems are observed in the

The advantages of the use of this energy model

administrative spheres of competence given by

for the regions mentioned are huge. The receipt

the Brazilian Constitution.18 The constant struggle

generation by fuel production stimulates the local

to define which bureaucratic environmental

population to not destroy the surrounding

sector would police the private agent’s projects

biological resources. Socially, the community

dramatically slows down the environmental
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licensing

and

monitoring

processes.

5.3. Low effect of the given incentives

This

scenario, then, creates an inconvenient distance

As shown in the third part, the specific Biodiesel

between the private agentʹs financial resources

Program Law indicates a series of tax and

and the energy projects, because there is a lack of

financial incentives for the private agent to

confidence about the definition of the real costs of

produce in the Northern and Northeastern

operation of the whole energy project.

regions.

There

is

even

a

mechanism

of

increasing/decreasing these incentives depending

5.2. The lack of a united information system

on the region where the plant is located and the

One of the keys to an economically efficient

type of vegetal source used. It is possible, then, to

juridical order is a clear system of environmental

control and manage the benefits and incentives

information. The local institutions must provide

for the private agents to realize energy projects in

all the produced information to a central database

the most distant regions of Brazil, consolidating

of environmental information, which would

new manners of biodiesel production and its

decrease the transaction costs of evaluating

diversification, given the soybean dominance.

where the available resources for the population
use are. Not only centralized information is

Actually, the biodiesel production charts do not

needed, but an easy process to access the

demonstrate much advance, as it indicates the

governmental database is also important to direct

continuing predominance of soybean and the

19

lack of increase of alternate vegetal sources in the

These two factors show the importance of the

energetic matrix. 23 In the specific regions treated

environmental information system: availability

in this work, the increase of cost caused by

and possibility of exploitation.

natural geographical difficulties of transportation

the private agents towards the best investment.

Although

the

SISNAMA20

provides

almost extinguishes the private interest in

some

investing in these regions.24 The amount of

database about the environmental assets and its

incentives given by the juridical instruments is

possibilities of private exploitation,21 which

not sufficient to overthrow the logistic difficulties

represents a great evolution, there is still much

of producing in distant areas.

work to be done. The systemic conflicts between
the

environmental

the

The management of the economic incentives

information system and its viability. There are

must observe two factors in this scenario. The

just a few and still timid initiatives to unite their

first of them is related to the accountability of the

information and action systems, which increases

difficulties

the

bigger

quantified and equalized into financial incentives

projects.22 For example, these problems avoid the

that allow the private agents to invest and

CDM‐ projects (Clean Development Mechanism)

prosper. The second one is the limit of these

as well. The absence of a unified and reliable

incentives. If the economic costs exceed the

system

the

benefits brought by their adoption, they are not

possibilities of creating new projects and reduces

viable.25 The statistical control is a key factor to a

the amount of carbon credits launched into the

correct analysis: the initiatives/projects must

market.

quantify and qualify not only the economic

transaction

of

institutions

costs,

available

affect

especially

resources

in

reduces

shown

above.

They

must

be

benefits, but also the ecological, social and
cultural indexes, as explained in the item 2.1.
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